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ABSTRACT|
A study of rock coring techniques applicable for lunar surface operataon within
I the constraints of early LEM missions resulted in the selection of a rotary-percussionsyttem employing tungsten-carbide core bits. Fabrication of a brea_oard model,
and subsequent evaluation tests demonstrated that twelve feet of consolidated rock
core can be obtained without gaseous or iiquld lubrication and hole flushing agents
I which axe always employed with commercial drilling equipment. Parallel analytical
_tudies were conducted to the degree required for specifying the design and specifica-
tions for a coring device which can be operated in the lunar environment.
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i SUMMARY
'1
' A preliminary basic data evaluation revealed that the rotary diamond coring tech-
nique utilizing thin-wall core bits should be initially mvest_gatea for the ten-foot lunar
_ rock coring device. This selection was based on the f_llov.rlng criteria.J
• Requi _,ement for obtainmg consolidated cores to depths of ten feet
iI • Inherent simplicity, reliability, and light weight
• Payload and power limitations o_ the Lunar Excursion Module
-J . Astrouaut capabili_ and dexterity limitations
] . Possibility that residual LEM descent stage pressuri=ing helium may be
! available as a coring dust removal and bit cooling agent
• Previous related inwstigations by other contractors did not inelude an
J extensive evaluation of special design, hhin-w_ll bits
Subsequent coring feasibility tesf_s were conducted urging "set" and "impregnated
i} matrix" diamond thin-wall core bits employing both natural and synthetic diamonds.Although s tisfactory coring p netration rates were attainable, raoid diamond dulling
occurred in medium-hard and hard rock materials unless excessive quaut_ties of cool-
i] ing and core dust removal gas were employed, Interface mee_ugs with NASA andGrumman Aircraft (Jompany revealed that the availability of LEM pressurizing helium
could not be guaranteed. As a result, the diamond rotary coring technique was elim-
inated for the coring of hard rock materials. Other feasibility tests using the rotar-:-
percussio_ coring technique revealed that this approach will best meet the lunar oper-ating requirements.
ii A breadboard model rotary percussion coring device was designed and fabricated.EvaluaAon tests rer _;.led th t the device is apable of oring medium-hard rock from
a depth of at least twelve feet without the use of a gaseous or liquid dust remova', and
bit coolant agent. Dust removal and transport to the surface is accomplished by the -
_J use of helices machined into the core bit, core barrel, aud core barrel extension _ ;_;_tubes. Additional analytical studies were conducted to define the environmental con- _._
trol system requirements. Detailed specifications and drawings were _le_ _.oped for :*_
!] the lunar rock coring device, i!_•_
Evaluation of various prime mover systems for the lunar rock coring device re- |_;:--_::,..
vealed that the electric motor is preferred over the gas and pneumatic turbines. Fur- _/ !i
ther, an analysis of AC and DC electric motor systems using the LEM power source L
lnd_.cated hat the DC system would b more efficient (delivered power pe unit weight)
for operating radii up to approximately 350 feet. For operating radii greater than _, _
I] 350 feet, the lighter weigh_ of the AC power _ransmission cable compensates for the .,_
weight and voltage conversion efficiency of an inverter, and the AC system becomes _
more efficient. However, the total delivered power by either system at a distance of
i| 350 feet is unaccept_tble unless a large percentage of the payload weight is devoted to
the power cable. Therefore, it is recommended that the DC drill system be employed
at distances not exceeding 100 to 150 feet from the LEVI vehiete, i
1
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Various portable electric power sources were studied with respect to their appIi-
cabfii_ for increasing the operating range of the lunar coring device. These power
systems included:
Silver-zinc batteries! °
i . Fuel cells
!
t . Solar concentrators
I
. Solar cells
. Radioisotope generators
, Nuclear reactors
• Chemical dynamic alternator systems
] R was determined that a significant portion of the 250-pound payload capability of
the LEM spacecraft would be requirsd for transporting a portable power supply to the
i] lunar mwfaee_ If a portable power source is desired, a 70-pound, 2000 watt-hour,
rechargeable, sliver-zinc battery mould best meet the requirements. The complexity
and weight of the other pow r s urces studied would not be recommended for powering
the lunar coring device.i
Hardware delivered under this contract included the following major items:
!
| . Brea_oard Model Lunar Coring Device
Specifications
Coring Mode - Rotary-Percussion
Prime Mover - 28 VDC Permanent Magnet Motor
Power Requirement - 20 to 25 Amperes @ 28 VDC
Coring Capability - 12 Feet (tested)
Core Diameter - 1 Inch
Penetration Rate - 0.5 _.o 1.0 Inch Per Minute
(Vesicular Bass It)
RotatAonal Speed - 270 Revolutions Per Minute
Impact Energy - 16 Inch-Pounds (Fixed)
Impact Frequemcy - 6 Blows Per Revolution
(1620 bpm nominal)
Control - Semiautomatic
Envelope Dimensions - 14" x 14" x 30"
Weight - 63 Pounds _ucludtng All Accessories)
Projected FLight Model - 40 Pounds
Weight
• Lunar Drfl[ Load Simulator (Motor)
• Electrodynami_ Brake
. Elec__c Brake Control Bax
. Power Cables (12 & 100 Feet)
2
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The last four items were supplied for LEM Power System Tests for simulating
i the electcical loading characteristics of the lunar coring device.
INTRODUCTION
!
During the past several hundred years, many techniques have been developed for
i drilling and coring in the terrestrial subsurface. Techniques developed by the Chinese
3 in the 1500's are still in use today, with the exception that the crude materials and
muscle power have been replaced with steel and powerful engines.
The majority of present-day subsurface drilling and cGring is accomplished by
employing rotary, percussion, or rotary-percussion techniques. There have been
many technological advances in the drilling industry which have resulted in significant
improvements in the driLLing techniques using the commercial efficiency scale, costper foot of drilled ole, as a criterion• However, ther has been a minimum of
effort (or requirements) directed toward the power optimization of drilling techniques,
reduction of equipment weight, and conservation of bit cooling and chip removal gases.Early feasibility studies performed by Hughes, Texaco, and Armour represent the
first attempts to optimize terrestrial drilling techniques for use on the lunar surface.
These studies were oriented toward the development of a d_vice capable of drilling a
complete hole to a depth of five feet on the lunar surface. The purpose of this five-foot hole was to measure the bearmg strength and hardness of the lunar surface as
deternfined by penetration rate, and to produce core dust for subsequent instrument
analysis. The extraction of consolidated cores was not requirud of these early drillingdevices •
The Lunar Rock Coring Device Design Study was oriented toward the development
of drill of consolidated subsurface from of ten feet.
a capable extracting cores depths
The general design objectives included:
. An appraisal of possible methods of rock coring on the lunar surfacetaking into consideration the local vacuum, temperature, and gravity
conditions i
. The recommended method and coring device design mus*. be compaUble "-
with the Limited dexterity and mobili_ of the spacesuited astronaut _ ,_;=¢
. Operation of the coring device must be automatic, or semi-automatic i_requiring minimum astronaut attention _-_.-
a • The study shall include the design of a coring device capable of cutting _ _':..._¢-!1
ten (10) feet of core one (1) _ch in diameter from consolidated rock _ :_}
• Portable power supplies as well as direct operation from the LEM _ .
fuel cell shall be considered ,_ =.
Although the development of hardware was not specifically required by the Re- - "_._:
quest for Proposal, Martin believed that a breac_oard model coring device was desir- !_ _able to thoroughly evaluate the selected coring technique. A hardware requirement
was subsec_le='ly added as a contractual item for the Study. i_ _=_!
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The initial phase of the study consisted of an evaluation of basic data influencing
1 the design of the coring device. This included lunar geological and environmental
factors, material selection considerations, human factors- Apollo LEM interfaces,
and drilling methods. As a result of the basic data evahmtion and feasibility tests,
i a design approach was selected for the coring device. Detail design and fabrication
i of the machine was completed, and various evaluation tests performed.
This report includes the work performed from September 21, 1964 through July 27,
1965, and was conducted under the auspices of Mr. W, Benckert, Program Manager,
and Mr. M. B. Goldman, Manager of Logistic Support, Baltimore Division, Martin
Company. Other individuals, and their specialty areas, who centrtbut_t to this pro-
gram included:
The/_artin Company The Black avd Decker Mfg..Co.
Fritz Albrecht, Electrical Systems Richard Koen, Engineering Supervisor
Paul W. Boone, Materials Specialist Melvin H. Neubardt, Engineering
Donald S. Crouch, Program Technical Supervisor
Director Robert A. Riley, Engineering Manager
Albert H. Baron, Environmental Con- Allen C. Stanley, Project Engineer
trolSyste_
Donald F. Mnlznhn, Testing Evaluation
Gas A. Rouvellat, Thermal Analysis
and Design
Bernard A. Thfll, Human Factors
Rowland M. Younger, Engineering
Supervisor
!
Dr. Elbert King, Geology and GeeehemiBtry Section of the Lunar Technology
Branch, NASA-Houston, provided program direction and monitoring.
4
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.1 POTENTIAL DESIGN APPROACHES
] Basic Data Evaluation
J
The initial phase of _his study w_s devoted to the evaluation of existing data which
i could influence the des.gu of the lunar rock coring device. Predominant subjects for
j study included: 1) Apollo-LEM Interfaces, 2) Lunar Surface Geological and Environ-
mental Factors, 3_ Coring Techniques, 4) Man/Machine Interfaces, and 5) Materials
_ Selection Criteria. _he results of this basic data evaluation are presented in
I
j Appendix A
The primary restrictions imposed upon the coring device des_-n are required by
i] the Lmmr Excursion Module. Factors such as minimum size, weight, and powerconsu ption greatly ln_uenced the design approach for the basic machine and its
._ prime mover. Structural elements s:lch as the core b__rrel, extensions, and travers- _
ing cohunn were limited to thirty (30) L_ches in length in order to facilitate storagewithin the LEM scientific equipment bay. Subassemblies such as the ten feet of drill
bit extension rods required the design of mechanical couplers to enable disassembly
and stowage. A power system analysis was conducted to determine that the most
! -] efficient means for utilizing the 28 V de, 2400 watt-hours allotted for the coring de-
_J vice mission is a simple de-motor driven dh'ectly by the LEM power source which
i may consist of a fuel cell or silver zinc batteries.
i] The foregoing represents the general LEM interface areas considered during this
:i study. These interfaces must be defined and coordinated in greater detail as the de-
sign of the LEM, lunar coring device, and ether scientific payloads approach fina[iza-
!] tlon.
Study of current interpretations of lunar surface geology established the guidelines _ .
for the hardness range of materials for which the machine was designed to core. The
test program for the breadboard models included the coring of materials such as basalt, _ _:
obsidian and pumice. Other locally available materials were tested including granite _ _
7 biotite gneiss, biotite schist, sandstone, and marble.
:J
The primary lunar surface environmental factors which influenced the design of :_:
the coring device were temperature and ambient pressure. An analysis was conducted i_
to determine the effects of operating the electric motor under these environmentalconditions. The analysis revealed that an active thermal control system will be re-
quired, and a conceptual design for a workable system was completed. _
A study of coring techulques which may be applicable for the lunar coring device
oondoao roodered, and subsequently rejected Included: 1) Flame and electric arc drills, 2_ Chem-Ical softeners, 3) Pelle: impact and abrasive laden Jets, and 4) Explosive slmpe charges.
The study revealed that only two techniques warranted further evaluation - r otm_ and _:''r'"?'_
rotary-percussion coring. The rotary technique was previously studied(1)(29)_ 0) and ti_
rejected for use on the unmanned Surveyor lunarlanderfor complets-hol_ drflllngto l_:a five-foot depth. However, most of these early tests were conducted with standard,
off-the-shelf wide kerr diamond bits which are not particularly desirable for the lunar
I application because of excessive axial pressures and power requirements. The
I 5
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inherent mechanization simplicity, reliability, and light weight of the rotary systems
warranted further investigation with narrow kerf core bits specifically designed for
the lunar zpptioatlon. Therefore, the initial feasibility tests conducted under this
contract were oriented toward development of a _ure rotary coring system.
A brief study of man/machine interface factors _s also conducted prior to the
design of the coring device. Primary man/machine design considerations for the
lunar coring device included: 1) A m_dmmn o_.automatic operation features commen-
surate with the previously discussed payload _estrictions, and 2) A minimum of astro-
naut effort required for initial emplacement and operation of the device. The final
brea_oard model design resulted in a semi-automatic operation which requires peri-
odic attention by the astronaut for core removal and coupling of additional drill rod
e_tensions as greater coring depths are attained. The device was also designed to
: facilitate performance of most astronaut tasks from a standing position. This included
major tasks such as coupling and uncoupling drill rod extensions, and tLfeeding" of
these extensions to the coring device _-iving mechanism _om the standing position.
These features, which are required by the state-of-the-art Apollo spacesult, require
some tradeoff with weight and reliability. Subsequent coring device models may not
require standup position operation ff significant dexterity _mprovemants are developed
for later versions of the Apollo spacesuits.
A brief review was conducted of state-of-the-art materials and lubrication sys-
tems which may be applicable for the final model space-qualified lunar coring device.
The results of this review are presented in Appendix A.
Rapid improvements are being made with solid film lubricants and materials with
'_buflt-in" lubricants such as the sulftwized steels which are designed for near-vacuum
environments. Utilization of these lubrication _chntques may eliminate the require-
ment for a pressurized gear box (normally required for lubricant retention in low pres-
rowe environments) since the total operating time will be relatively short. Lubricant
retention is mandatory for preventing galling and cold welding of sliding or rolling sur-
faces such as gears and ball bearings.
Specific recommsudations for materials and lubricants for the space qualified
lunar coring devices are presented in the Conclusions and Recommendations Section.
Rotary Diamond Coring Technique
As a result of the basic data evaluation (Appendix A)_ the rotary diamond coring
r_chnLque initially appeared to best meet the requirements for the lunar coring device.
The desirable f_atures of simplicity of operation and mechanization, inherent light
weight compared to other systems, and predicted reliability warranted further investi-
gation of this technique during the early feasibility tests.
Iu order to further evaluate the c_pabilities and requirements for the rotary coring
technique, a preliminary analytical model was developed using an assumed electric
motor as a prime mover. Estimated parameters were assigned to the system which
_ted those anticipated for a final model coring device. The detailed analysis
of the preHm4na_y analytical model coring device is presented In Appendix B.
6
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The early feasibility tests revealed that heating of the core bit and removal of the
core cuttings were major problems inherent with the rotary diamond coring technique.Therefore, the analytical model consisted of an open loop helium coolant system which
served the triple purpose of cooling the electric motor and coring bit, and flushing
the core cuttings from the bottom of the drill hole. A power level of 600 watts was
! assumed as the input to the coring device electric motor. Estimated motor and drill-
ing effJciencies were assigned to the system, along with core bit hold-down pressures
1 and rotational speeds.
1
A primary purpose of the preliminary analytical model was to determine the helium
requirements for effective operation of the system. Helium was chosen for the analy-
1 tical model because of its reI_.tively high heat capacity. The analysis revealed thatsteady state coring would require 1.85 pounds of helium per hour and full load operation
would require 4.5 pounds per hour. The initial estimated drilling task included 6
i_ hours of steady state operation and 1 hour of fuU load operation. The analysi_ revealedthat a 7-hour drilling task would require 15.6 pounds f helium, with a container w ight
of 10 pounds per pound of gas. Therefore, the total calculated payload penalty for the
helium coolant system was 171.6 pounds, exclusive of the weight of the basic coring
device.
.I
In view of the excessive payload penalty for transporting a helium coolant system,
the possibility of utilizing residual helium from the LEM descent stage propellantpressurization system was considered. Preliminary estimates indicated that 16 to 18
pounds of residual helium may be available from the LEM pressurization system.
This helium could be transported to _he lunar coring work site by means of a connect-ing hose from the LEM or by intermittent filling of a portable container. Since utili-
zation of residual helium from the LEM initially appeared feasible, the rotary diamond
coring technique was further evaluated. (Subsequent information revealed that t,le
j availability of LEM descent stage helium could not be gu_tranteed.)
Diamond Coring Feasibility Tests !
A series of rotary diamond coring feasibility tests was conducted to evaluate the "
drilling efficiency and durability of various special-design bits for operation within
the restrictions of the lunar surface application. Equipment was provided to measure
_l drilling parameters including motor voltage, current_ power and rpm; coolant air
pressurey flow rate, inlet and outlet temperal_rus; bit pressure and penetration rate.
Figure 1 pictorially illustrates some of the equipment utilized during the early test
program Figure 2 schematically depicts the functional location of the drilling instru-
Y
mentation, and Figure 3 is a representative sampling of the diamond core bits which
were evaluated.
The feasibility test program resulted In the eeal_'_ttion of the follo_.g general
categories of diamond core bits:
1 Standard Wide Kerf Set Diamond6-inch)
2. Sta_.d Wide Kerf (5/16-inch) Diamond Impregnated M_trix
.. _. 3. Special Design Thin-Wail Set Diamond
=,
! '
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Figure 3. Feasibfll_ Test Coring Bits
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l 4. Special Design Thi_-Wall Diamond Impregnated Matrix
t
• 5. Special Design Thin-Wall Set (Synthetic) Diamond
i 6. Special Design Rotary Carbide
Representative test results are presented in Appendix C.
!
i ! The early feasibility tests were conducted using a small dc motor capable of oper-i " ating in the 500-600 watt power range. Coolant flow rates were purposely maintained
• at relatively low levels commensurate with the total residual helium anticipated to be
available in the LEM descent stage propulsion system. A special box was de-gear
signed for the test motor which permitted rotational speed variations ranging from
300 to 2400 rpm. Variations in both axial bit pressures and rotational speeds were
] used for the penetration rate optimization tests.
L J
The possibility of utilizing the wide kerf bits for the lunar coring device was lmme-
i d_tely eliminated during the feasibility tests. Excessive power oonsumption (1500-
2200 watts) and _xial bit pressures (300 to 800 pounds) were required to attain a eigntfi-
cant l_'enetration rate with these types of bits. Elimination of the wide kerf bits for
possib,'e use on the lunar coring device also eliminated the use of a double core barrel
t! ] for the ,_revention of core fracturing. The clearmmes obtainable with the narrow kerf
bits are not sufficient to accommodate an inner, non-rotating core housing.
i_ Feasibility coring tests of the tMn wall set diamond b_s resulted in significantlyimproved penetration rates as compared to the wide-kerf, standard diamon:l bits.
i Maximum penetration rates of 30 inches per hour were obtained in the extremely hard
r granite biotite gneiss at reasonable power levels of 600-700 watts as indicated in)
_| Appendix C. Softer materials such as marble could be penetrated at rates up to 135
,.J inches per hour. However, these relatively high penetration rates rapidly decreased
after a few inches of drilling due to diamond dulling. The rapid diamond dulUng was
l attril,'uted to two factors:
1. The relatively low coolant flow rates (5 to 20 scfm) maintained during the
i] tests were not sufficient to remove the excessive heat generated by the dia- "mond cortpg technique. Dia ond discoloration and rapid polishing sug- .;_ '
gested the possibility of phase change due to high point contact temperatures. _ . .:f
2, The low gas flow rates were not suff:cient to maintain a clean drtU hole corn- _ _._
pletely £,:ee of coring dust. Therefore, the dust tended to accumulate at the i_,_:_!!]
hole bottom _hich prevented the small diamonds from cutting effectively. _ _!
As a result, the coring dust impacted at the hole bottom, and aggravated
the heat generation problem. The employment of mechanical dust transport .,' '_!',
spirals did not significantly improve the problem of maintaining a dust-free -_
hole at the cutt_g blt. ,:i
Approximately ten (10) set-diamond, t_n-wall bit configurations were designed _
by various manufacturers including Wheel Trueing _oI Company, Anton Smit, and ..!
Hoffman Brothers. Variations in diamond type (na rural and synthetic), size, shape,orientation and matrix composition were tested. The test resulte were simi 'lar with
all bit configurations - rapid diamond dulling after two (2) to twelve (12) inches of
coringinthehard tomedimn-hard rock materialsincludingbasalt,granitebiotitegne ss,biotiteschist,and marble. The onlym terialtes%d which oouldb saris-
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h_ctorily cored without diamond dulling was pmnice. The relatively low cutting energy
required for this material, aided by the '_mtural" dust storage reservoirs provided by
_,hevesicles resulted in penetration rates of approximately 11 inches per minute.
Due to the limited success of the thin-wall set diamond bits for coring of hard to
medium-hard rock materials, subsequent testing was conducted with impregnated
diamond matrix core bits. Since dulling of individual diamonds was found to be una-
voidable, the use of a diamond impregnated matrix which would abrade and expose new
diamonds a-_peared feasible for the lunar application. Approximately six (6) core bit
cortflgurations were designed and tosted in an effort to develop a matrix which would
abrade properly under the light l,_-_ding conditions. Very limited success was attained
wLh this type of bit because _he matrix was either too hard for sufficient abrasion, or
too soft resulting in loss of complete diamonds during the coring procesr. As a re-
sult, the impregnated matrix bits performed similarly to the set diamonu bits, _ith
penetration rates decreasing rapidly after dulling of the outer layer of diamonds.
i _ experimental rotary tungsten-carbide bit was designed by the Pratt and Wimey
I Tool C.oinpany. The tungsten-carbides are generally employed for rotary-percussion
drilling in the low power drilling machines. The experimental bit, as shown in Fig-
I ure 3, consisted of eighteen (18) small carbide cutters brazed on the core barrel
•i This bit also did not perform satisfactorily in the pure rotary mode due to rapid drill-
ing of the carbide cutters. Tills type of bit possesses inherent characteristics such
as extreme impact resistance which make it adaptable to _he rotary-percussion drilling
mode °
In summary, none of the previously listed dis_ond and carbide core bits are suit-
able for rotary coring of h_rd to medium-hard rock materials under lunar operating
restrictions for the ten-foot lunar rock coring device. Only soft materials such a3
pumice, and possibly unwelded tuff and small grain size rubble can be cored success-
fully with the diamond bits.
PreLiminary Design Approaches for Rotary Coring Device
iJ A study was undertaken to determine the most efficient design for the pure rotary
•_ coring device. This study was conducted concurrently with the performance of the
_ elrly diamond coring feasibility _ests, when it appeared that the pure rotary teclunque
would best meet the lunar coring requirements. The pure rotary technique was the
i_] least complicated to mechanize, re_iring only a rotational and axial loading of thecutting head for coring. The optimized rotational and axial thrust requirements were
obtained from the feasibility tests. Since the axial thrust requirement for the bit
exceeds the restraining capability of the light-weight coring device under a 1/6-G
environment, the use of rock anchors is mandatory.
Three basic techniques were considered for the rotary coring device as illustrated
i_ in Appendix D. These included: 1) Direct Drive Device, 2) Continuous Feed, and
3) Intermittent Feed. The intermittent feed technique was selected as a logical com-
promise based on mechanization simplicity, and ease of handling by a spacesuited
astronaut.
12
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The first model corJag device employing the pure rotary, tntermktent feed tech-
I is illustrated in 4. The motor is mounted vertical, geare8nique Fi_,_u_e driving
on a
column thirty (30) Lnches in length. A low rpm, high torque gear and slip clutch
assembly is employed to :lrive the motor vertically on the geared column. A one-vcay
if clutch and drive device supplies the rotation to the thin-wall drilling tubes.
Operation of the machine is relatively simple. With the motor and g4ar box assem-
-! bly in the extreme upward position, the drive device locking wheel is loosened, and the! thin-wall diamond core bit and tube is hs_d-fed through the drive assembly ;Jntil the bit
"_ contacts the lunar surface. The driv_ device locking wheel is tightened, and the
machine is turned on. The motor and gear box assembly rotate and drive the core
i| bit and tube downward until the lower' limit is reached. A new drill tube extension isthen coupled te the original tube, the drive device locking wheel is loosen_d_ and the
motor and gear box assem_-ly is traversed vertically to the extre_ _ upward positioL
"_ This sequence is repeated several fames until a total of ten feet o_ _ril! tubes are driven
, _ into the lunar surface.
i] Before the pure rotary coring device reached the testing phase of the program, itbecame evident from the diamond coring feasibility tests that a rotary-impact mechanism
would be _'equ_ed for coring hard rock materials. As a result, an impacting mech-
anism ,-ms designed and incorporated on the basic rotary machine shown in Figure 4.
i] Details of this final breadboard model rotary-percussion coring device are presentedin a later section of this report.
Prime Mover Systems
A brief study was conducted of possible prime mover systems whicl._ could be util-
ized for pc _ering the lunar coring device. The results of this study are _ummarized
} in Appendix E. Since electrical will be available in the .T_EMfor possiblepowerpowering of an electric motor, other potential prime mover systems would prcbably "
have to operate from readily available energy sources which would not be charged to
_ the scientific equipment payload weight limitation in order t,) remain competitive with %
the electrizal system.
_1 The possible uae of residual fuel from the LEM descent stage would provide a _ :
"free" energy source with no charge to the scientific equipment payload. The study _ _
indicated that the _-esidual aerozine 50 (50 percent hydrazine and unsymmetrical * _:....
dimethyl hydrazine) and nitrogen tetroxtde could possibly be utilized to drive a small :i ,.,_
turbine for powering the lunar coring device. The tm_ine would consume approxi-
mately 6.7 pounds of fuel per 0.5 HP-hour, which is considered to be an adequate _ •_
power operathlg level for the coring device. However, ff resi:lual fuel is not available _ _'_:_
in the LEM descent stage, tJ,e 47 to 50 pounds of scientific equipment payload weight I _::_:which would be alAocated for sufficient fuel 'or a 7-hour drilling ission would not be _ _
recommended. Other factors such as high temperature and toxic ex_must gases would : /
1 also reduce the desirability of this type of system.
The possibility of us_g pneumatic power generated by solar heating of cryogenic _ ::_:_:
. gas for driving a small turbine was also considered. However, a detailed analysis
assuming helium as a system gas revealed that the solar heat energy would be insuf- _" ._ _$
t
ficient for this particular appltcatic, n. _ _
] 966006075-024
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The prime mover syst(_ms study also included dc vs. ac electrical system effi-
-] ciencies and weight. Low speed and high speed dc motor systems driven directly
J from the LEM power source were compared with low and high speed, 400 cpo, 3-
phase s_stems obtained through power conversion equipment. The study showed
that the power delivered to the lunar coring device per unit weight was more effi-
-1
cient with the low speed dc system for power c_ie operat_ radii up to 350 feet.
.J However, both the dc and ac delivered power were relatively low at this distance.
The study revealed that the opsrating radius of the coring device should not exceed
100 to 150 feet unless a relatively large percentage of the drill system weight is de-voted to the power cable. A 100-foot cable usin th6 recon:mended 6 AWG almninum
conductor would weigh __pproximate[y 7 pounds.
Self-Con'.ained SourcesPower
A study was conducted to determine potential power supplies which may be utilized
_] for portable operation of the lunar coring device. UtiLtzat4-on of a power cable con-nected to the LEM power source presents obvious restrictions on the operating radius
and available drilling time for the coring device. The resets of this study are pre-
sented in Appendix F.
The study considered several potential power sources including: 1) batteries,
2) fuel cells, 3) chemical dynamic systems, 4) photovoltaic devices, 5) solar concen-
trators, and 6) nuclear powered devices. Power operating level, total operating time,
and system weight and compiexity were considered as tradeoff parameters.
The study revealed that only the silver-zinc battery system should be consideredas a possible portabl power supply for ,_e lunar coring device. R was estimated that
a 2]60 watt-hour, high discharge rate b;Lttery will weigh approximately 70 pounds.
This is a relatively high scientific equ_ment payload weight penalty ff the basi_ LEMpower system were a fuel cell. Howe_er, ff the basic LEM power system is also sup-
plied by silver zhzc batteries, it shoul_ be possible to package the batteries in such a
manner that the 2400 watt-hour capacify allotted to the drill could be supplied in a sep-
arate unit and transported to the dril_,zg site by the astronaut. Several distinc_ advan-tages would be gained by this recomm_ndation:
r
1. The lunar surface astronaut would have complete freedom for drill site _isel ctio without being res ricted by the length of th power cord.
r• 2. The scientific payload would not be penalt_ed by the weight of the battery
_| or long power c_able. (It is assumed that the 2400 watt-hour battery would
be considered as a portion of the LEM power system weight,)
_ 3. EmpLacement of the lunar drill could be accomplished more rapidly with-
L] out the burden of unwinding and laying a long power cable.
i] 4. C_nducted noise from the lunar drill to the LEM (via a power cable)would be eliminated.
5. Radiated noise from the lunar drill would be reduced since the power _ _
cable tends to exhibit the characteristics of an antenna.
6. R Is possible that the weight of internal LEM electrical harness, circuit _ _
" breaker, and connectors may be reduced ff use of the heavy duty power • A
cabl_ for the drill is eliminated. _-
15
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tj f BREADBOARD MODEL CORING DEVICE
Basic Deslgn
As a result of the prelimiuary coring feasibility tests, it became evident that a
rotary-percussion device driving a tung_-carbide core bit wuuld be required for
coring medium-hard to hard rock materials within the operating restrictions dlctat_i
by the LEM payload vehicle and lunar znvironment. The major Ol_rsting restrictions
for the lunar coring device include: 1) weight and size limitation, 2) limited available
power, and 3) lack of sufficieat gas for core btt. coo!_t and rapid dust removal as re-
quired for the diamond rotary coring technique unless specifically transported to the
lunar surface for this purpose.
A spring and ratchet-type cam mechanism was designed for adaptation to the pre-
i viotmly developed rotary-coring device (Figure 4_ to provide the required percussive
blows to the core bit. Figure 5 shows the basic coring device with the percussion
i assembly incorporated. Figure 6 shows the final br_ model lunar coring de-
: vice with controlbox incorporated.
"I The lunar rock coring device provides three (3) distinct forces to the tungsten-
.; - carbide core bit: 1) rotation at approximately 270 rpm, 2) controlled axial pressure
_J, of approximately 40 pounds, and 3) percussive blows st a rate of approximately 1,620
bpm °
t
' The machine consists of four (4) major assemblies:
1) Basic Mounting Structure - Consists of base plate for anchoring and l_ eling
on a rock outcrop, 30-inch vertical stabilizing column, and auxiliary stabfli-
,[. zation leg.
2) Integrated Motor and Gear Box - Consists of 24 V dc motor, gear reduction
bc_, rotary drive, percussion assembly and vertical traversing drive assem-
bly.
3) Drill _ - Consists of replaceable tungsten-carbide core bit, core barrel,
and six (6) core barrel extension tubes.
4) Control Box - Consists of switches, relays and ammeter required for semi-
_mtomatic operation of the coring device.
The integrstea motor and gearbox assembly provides the rotation and percussive
blows to the core bit through the core barrel and core barrel extension tubes. Axial
pressure is provided to the core bit by the clutch-controlled vertical traversing drive
system. This system is capable of power driving the integrated motor and gearbox
assembly in either direction at a maximum rate of 1_ inches per minute. When the
machine is coring (downward direction) the magnitude of axial pressure is _ontrolled
by tightening or loosening the slip clutch.
The rotary-percussion maohine (Figure 6) maintains the same drill string '_eed
throush" characteristic of the original rotary coring machine of Figure 4. However,
since the percussive blows must be appUed to the top of the drill string (to minimize
energy losses), a percussor assembly must be coupled to the top of the drill, string
16
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which is restrained by the removable top of the percussor housing. In order to add
extension the must be removed, and the entire drilltubes, percussor housing top string
pulled upward through the percussion housing assembly. After the extension tube has
been added to the drill string, the drill string assembly is "fed" down through the per-
i] cussion asse:mbly housing, seated in place, and the percussor housing tc9 is re-installed. This technivue was initially selected to maintain the highest possible work-
Lug level for the astronaut. An alternative technique would involve coupling and tta-
coupling of the drill tubes on the under side of the gear box assembly, with a meansprovided for rotating the entire integrated motor and gear box assembly around the
.J
traversing column to facilitate removal of the drill string from the core hole when re-
quired. This technique would require the spacesuited astronaut to perform operational"1
/ l_tsks at a lower working level.
Detail design descriptions of the breadboard model coring device are presented in
"| the following paragraphs. The design drawings and specifications are presented in
LI Appendix J under separate cover.
Control System
Control of the lunar coring device can be accomplished with a minimum of acces-
sories ff visual monitoring by an astronaut i_ practical. Figure 5 represents thesimplest possible controls configuration. The gearshift lever is operated manually in
order to set the machine in either a "neutral" or "running" position. However, the
direction of vertical traverse must be controlled by the polarity of the dc power source.The polarity switching can be accomplished at the power source (LEM) or by the incor-
poration of a double pole-double throw switch (not shown) mounted on the coring device.
The sequence of operations with the minimum control system is as follows:
}_ 1) With the machine and core barrel in place, the astronaut would engage the gear
control lever, and apply power of correct polarity _y a local or LEM DPDT
] switch) to begin the coring operation.
2) When the machine reached the lower limit of traverse, an astronaut would be
r] required to manually turn the power off. If this function were not immediately :_
i] aceomFltshed, the machine would continue to run with slippage of the drive _ -_.,_
clutch. Although this would not necessarily damage the machine, wasteful _ :_
_] power consumption would continue antil the power was turned off. _ i_3) Reverse traversing would be accomplished by manually placing the gear lever :'_.
in the t_eutral" position, and reapplyin" :he power (locally or from the LEM) _:_72¢
with reverse polarity.
A higher degree of automation can be accomplished by incorporation of the control
box shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. The control box contains "OFF," "ON," '%TP,"
and "DOWN" Microswitches located the machine structurepushbuttons.
are on herr
the upper and lower terminations of the vertical stabilizing column as shown in Figure
6. These mieroswicches are electrically connected to relays located within the con- '::_
trol box. When the machine is placed in motion in either an upward or downwardd£rection, the mtcroswitch and relay circuitry will automatically remove power from ' _
the motor when the maximum allowable travel is attained. Therefore, when the _
machine is placed in a coring mode, it can continue to operate without at_ention, and
19
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automatic shutdown will occur at the completion of the traverse. When the astronaut
is available for attending the machine, he will disengage the gear lever, depress the
"'UP" button, and the machine \vlU return to its starting position, and automatically
shut down in preparation for core removal.
The ammeter was employed Lu the breadboard coring device control box to aid in
proper adjustment of the vertical &rive clutch which controls axial bit pressure. When
the coring operation is initiated, the correct axial pressure can easily be set by simul-
taneous adJustmen_ of the slip clutch and monitoring of tile ammeter for an optimum
current reading.
The complexity and weight of the control system can be reduced on the final model
coring device. The breadboard model control box weighs approximately five (5) pounds,
which is considered to be excessive in view of its limited function.
A detailed schematic for the ele. rical control system is shown in Figure 17.
Rota_, _r_rive
The rotarydrivepower forthedrillstringissuppliedby thebasic8650rpm dc
motor. The motor rpm is reduced by a ratio of 32:1 through several gear reductions
as shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11. The final output horizontal gear rotates at approx-
imately 270 rpm, and transmits power to the vertical drill string drive (percussor
unit) through a 1:1 bevel gear and spline as shown in Figures 12 and 13.
Vert.cal Traverse Drive
[
The vertical traverse drive power is also supplied by the basic 8650 rpm dc motor.
The motor rpm is reduced by a ratio of 5519:1 through a system of standard gears and
worm gears as shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11. The final output shaft (Figure 12) ro- (-
tat_s at approximately 1.6 rpm. Power is transmitted from the output shaft to the
output gear through an adjustable friction clutch which is "pinned" to the outer gear.
An Allen-type screw adjustment tlg_ens the clutch and allows it to "grip" the rotating
output shaft. The output gear engages the geared vertical traversing column which
allows the integrated motor and gear box assembly to travel up or down with a con-
t_oUable pressure. The clutch can be adJust_od to provide a range of axial drill string
pressures varying from 0 to approximately 100 pounds.
Percussion Mechanism
Percussive impact energy is supplied to the drill string by a ratchet-type cam and
spring mechanism. The peroussion mechanism consists of a rotating percussor unit
(Figure 18) which is spltne driven by the bevel output gear (Figure 12). The percussor
unit consists of a 6-lobe, 1/4-inch rise ratchet cam and spr_ug (K -- 100 lb/in) which is
prelcaded to appro_rtmately 50 pounds. When the percussor unit Is properly emplaced
in the percussor housing (Figure 7), the "fixed" ratchet cam (Figure 8) engages the in
rotating ratchet cam (Figure 13), With the percussion housing restrainer top (Figure i
14) emplaced, rotation of the percussor unit nauses the 6-lobe cams to rise, compress
the spring, and fall six times for each revc.1" ion of the drill string. For a 270 rpm i!I
20
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Figure 10. Gear Box - Right Profile
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drill string rotational speed, the percussive impact frequency is le20 bpm. The per-
cussive energy per blow is approximately 16 Inch-pounds. This energy level _s found
to be optimum for medium-hard materials such as vesicular basalt and marble withi the standard core bits employed with the brea_oard coring device.
I
._ DrillString - Core Bit, Core Barrel, and Extension Tubes
_ The drill string assembly for the breadboard model lunar coring device (Figures
! 15 and 16) consists of the rotary-percussion tungsten-carbide core bit, core barrel
I and six core barrel extension tubes. The core barrel, (or upper extension tube) is
cvatpled to the lower portion of the percussor unit, which, In turn, is driven by the
basic machine.
Most of the tungsten-carbide, rotary percussion core bits used during this program
were modifications of a standard (6" iength x 1.5" diameter) commercml bit manufac-
tured by Pratt a.d Witney Tool Company. The scope of the program was not sufficient
t_ J_s; _y a percussion bit optimization study, which would be desirable during _te next
phase of the program. The Pratt and Witney bits were modified by: 1) Reducing the
overall length to two Inches, 2) cutting an inside taper for the core catcher bushing,
and 3) cutting a thread to facilitate coupling to the core barrel. The core bits, with
il p_uI.D. of une inch and O.D. of 1.5 inches (0.25-inch cutting ker0 consist of sevencarbide cutters brazed to the steel case. A dust transpor spiral risi g behind ach
_| carbide cutter is machined into the steel case. These seven spirals align properly
1 with the corresponding spirals on the core barrel when the two components are pro-
"_ perly cot,pied.
ii The core extractor consists of a split, tapered bushing which is emplaced into the
mating, _,tpered portion of the core bit. As the drill string is retracted, the core ex-
tractor is forced down into the narrow portion of the core bit taper, thus forcing the !
exta-actor to "clamp" the rock core. Further retraction of the drill string causes the !
rock core to fracture at the drill face, and the entrapped core w_thin the core barrel
can be brought to the surface.
The core barrel is constructe_ frgm a 18 1/4-inch steel tube with threads at each
end to facilitate coupling to the core bit and extension tube. Accumulation of rock
core within the barrel is currently Ulnlted to approximately 17.5 inches due to the
threaded coupling inserts.
The core barrel _as initially c?nstruct_l from steel, although subsequent coring
_. testshave indicated that percussiw., energy losses in an aluminum core barrel are not
excessive. Subsequent ce'ring device models should incorporate an aluminum core
barrel.
The six ccre barrel extension tubes are constructed from 16 1/2-inch alumiaum
tubing with threaded steel inserts mounted in each end to facilitate coupling. The tubes
are finished with the Martin bardcoat (aluminum oxide) process, which reduces sur__ace [
abrasion, '_down-the-hole" side wall friction, and coring dust adhesion. [
An early version of the cOr_dcvice incorporated six inner steel percussion rods
to transmit the percussion energy mrectly from the percussor hammer to the top of
the steel core barrel. Subsequemt field testing of the machine revealed that the alum-
" inttmextensio_ tubes were sufficient to transmit the percussion energy, and the inner
steel percussion rodinwere eliminated from the r/stem, i
26
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Coring Dust Transport System
Coring dust removal from the bottom of the drill hole to the surface is accomp-
lished by means of mechanical spirals machined into the periphery of the core bit,
core barrel, and core barrel extension tubes. When the elements of the drill string
are properly coupled, the seven spirals, originating behind the seven carbide cutters
on the face of the core bit, provide continuous transport of the dust from the bottom
to the top of the drill string. Each spiral has a lead of 2 5/8 inches, a groove depth
of 1/32-inch, and width of 3/16-inch. A combination of drill string rotation, and
v_ration (from percussor) aids in causing the finely-ground coring dust to move up-
ward along the spirals until deposited at the surface. Further optimization of the
extension tube spiral geometry may be desirable in order to _crease cutting removal
efficiency and reduce weight.
The brea_oard model test program revealed that the mechanical spiral was suffi-
cient to transport the dry coring dust from the bit face to the sva-face without the use
._fgaseous or liquid flushing agents which are employed in most commercial drilling
rigs. However, subsequent drilling tests in an extremely high vacuum (10-10 mm Hg)
may reveal the need for gaseovs lubrication to reduce friction and dust adhesion to the
core barrel and tube extensions.
Electric Motor Prime Mover
The electric motor, which was designed specifically f_r the lunar rock coring de-
vice, is a direct current, permanent-magnet, mechanically commutated machine. A
permanent-magnet motor was chosen in lieu of a shunt or series field in orQer to in-
crease power operating efficiency and reduce weight. The motor has a nominal oper-
ating output of approximately 373 watts (0.5 horsepower), a no-load rotational speed
of 8500 rpm, and a maximum operating efficiency of 74%. Optimum voltage operation
was set at 24 V de in order to conform with the LEM power source voltage variations
within the range of 20-32 V dc. Motor per formance characteristics (Torque vs. ._
Output Power, Input Current, RPM, and Efficiency) are illustrated in Appendix I.
A cylindrical, non-hermetically sealed housing was designed for the basic motor
as shown in Figures 5, 7, 8, and 9. The permanent field magnets are composed of : _
two segmects diametrically opposed, having an inside radius of 1.1 inches, an outside _ • _
radius of 1.5 inches, and an axial length of 1.5 inches. Stackpole Carbon Company _ _
ceramagnet A-9 is used as a magnet material. Armature laminations consist of M-19 _ _transformer grade steel which possess very low electrical and magnetic losses. The _ :_
32-bar c_mmutator is constructed from zirconium copper capable of operation at _ ___'_-:_.
extremely high temperatures. The armature is wound with 17-gage copper wire, ._ "i_
with 4 turns per coil, and two ,.'otis per slot. High temperature glass cloth insulation
is used throughout the motor armature. . _
Environmental Control System i__
_._ _
A thermal analysis was conducted (Appendix G) to determine the effects of opera- '_ _
ting the lunar coring device motor at rated load in a vacuum. A nominal operating _ i_
current of 20 amperes, and a totsI heat dissipation (b_ring friction, 'copper losses, -_
etc.) of 135 watts was used for the analysis. Maximtm, allowable operating tempera- i_ "_
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lure of the motor armature using state-of-the-art insulation and brushes is approxi-
mately 205 ° C. Preliminary conclusions obtained from the thermal analysis are asfollows:
I
i i 1) The heat storage capacity of the motor is insufficient to maintain the
i assumed maximum allowableoperatingtemperature. The 205° C
.J
temperaturewouldbe attainedwithiv0.33 hoursof continuous20-
• ampere operation.
-i 2) If a reasonable ease temperatta'e (105 ° C) is assmned for the preliminary
analysis which can easily be maintained by an evaporative cooling system,
i] the motor armature temperature would still exceed the maximum assumedallowable temperature of 205° C in a vacuum. In ord r to aintain an
armature temperature of 205 ° C while depending on radiation only for
armablre-to-case heat transfer, the case temperature must theoretically
be maintained below absolute This, of is impossible.
zero. course,
3) The only practical technique for obtaining adequate armaktre-to-case heat
transfer is by convection through a nitrogen pressurized case. Theanalysis indicated that the 205 ° C armature temperature ould be maintain_t
if the motor housing is nitrogen pressurized, and the motor case is main-
tained at approximately 30° C by water boil-off at 0.46 psia.
A preliminary environmental control system was analytically designed using the
nitrogen pressurized motor and evaporative cooling technique as shown in Appendix
_ G. Nitrogenleakageratesthroughtherotatingmotor shaftsealwere includedinthe
_ analysis, and corresponding allowances were made for nitrogen replenishment. The
analysis revealed that 3.52 pounds of water or ethylene glycol would be required for
the2400waR-hour drillingmission. The envirom_entalcontrolsystem consistsoffollowingmajor items:
1) N2 PressurizationSystem - Tank, pressuretransducer,pressure£egulator,and plumbing
2) CoolingSystem - Water Jacket,wicking,pressurereliefvalve,plumbing,
and insulation
3) Expendables - Water (or ethylene g:yeol) and nitrogen.
The totalweightoftheenvironmentalcontrolsystem, includingexpendables,was
estimated at 8.86 po_mds,
Power Cable
The 100-foot power cable recommended for the lunar coring device consists of adoubleAWG N . 6 aluminum _;onductorwithlightweightinsulation,Totalweightof
the cable, including conductor, insulation, and connectors is estimated to be 7.0
pounds. The aluminum was selectedfora conductormaterialbecause itsresistance Iper poundissignificantlyessthancopper.
!1 2.
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A thermal analysis was performed to determine the cable operating temperature
in the lunar environment. A typical current profile (Appendix H) was selected for
the analysis which was based on penetration rate-powzr consumption data obtained
during the field tests of the lunar coring device.
Two possible cable insulation models were considered for the analysis: a) A
white insulation (_ = 0.4, £ = 0.8) and b) an aluminized tape wrapped cable
( ¢_ = 0.147, £ = 0.58). The theoretical maximum temperatures which these
cable models would experience are 92° C and 84.5 ° C respectively. These temper-
atures are well within the maximum _llo_ble for _uminum.
Anchoring Technique
i As previously described, the ['.mar rock coring device was designed to operate at
: a nominal axial bit pressure of approximately 30 to 40 pounds, A minimum weight
i of 240 earth pounds would be requ/red to re_train this pressure in the 1/6-G !,mar
: environment. Therefore, unless lunar surface materi,ds could be used as ballast,I
_ the weight of the basic coring device is insufficient to provide the necessary restraint
I for the coring operation.
t
i The technique selected for securing the breadboard model hmar coring device to
a rock outcrop is the employment of an expemsion-type rock anchor. A Phillips Drill
! Company commercial (Type JS-14M) 1/4-inch diameter, 2 1/4-inch long expansion
anchor was successfully employed during the evaluation tests of the brea_oard model!
i coring device. This type of anchor is threaded on one end (Figures 5 and 18) and
split-hollowed on the opposite end. A tapered stud is inserted into the hollow end of
i the anchor, and the entire anchor and stud assembly emplaced in a predrilled hole
! 1/4-inch in diameter and 1 3/8-inch deep in the rock face. The anchor is expanded
by applying several light blows with a hammer which causes [he tapered stud to "spread"
the spLit-hollow end (below rock sin-face) of the anchor. Pull-out tests of this typeanchor in solid basalt revealed that 400 pounds of restraining force can be attained
_t with a properly emplaced anchor.
Pre-drilltn_ of the anchor holes in the rock outcrop is accomplished by use of the
coring device drilling adapter shown in Figure 16, The l',_rLarcoring device is hand-
restrained during this process. Three anchors are currently employed for restraining
- the device. After emplacement of the three anchors, the coring device is manually
:.! placed on the anchor bolts, and restraining nuts employed to lock the machine to the
- rock outcrop. Three leveling bolts are also incorporated on the base of the machine
to compensate for roughness of the roci_ face, and any tendencies for the machine to
= be unstable.
Although the previously described anchoring technique proved to be satisfactory
- for the breae_card model coring device, the additional weight, and operator time re-
quired for use of the drill chuck attachment is not particularly desirable for the flight
' model. In addition, the lunar surface model may consist of an unconsolidated over-
burden which would preclude use of the standard rock-type anchor. Therefore, in
order to provide an anohortng capability for a variety of drilling _onditlons, a minimum
of two distinct types of anchors will be required.
30
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Figure 18.A illustrates a hard rock anchor similar m prLnciple to the 1/4-inch
diameter PhilLips anchor employed with the breadboard coring device. The recom-mended tubular anchor would be emplaced in ho:Les (approximately 1 [/2-inc s diam-
eter) which were predrilled with the core bit, thus e ;liminating the requirement for a
special chuck and drill. Expansion of the anchors could be accomplished with the
geological hammer or with the percussion capability of the coring device. The latter
technique would require that the basic coring device be removed from the vertical
traverse column and hand-held while expanding the anchors. Two anchors will be
sufficient to restrain the coring device. A slot, rather than a hole, is employed onone side of the base plate in order to provide for minor misalig_ments during anchor
emplacement.
j Figure an overburden anchor for emplacement in soft pumice,18 mB illustrates
anwelded tuff, or unconsolidated rubble. The anchors are emplaced at an angle of
approximately 30 degrees relative to the load axis of the coring device. In this man-
ner, the anchors are restrained by both compressive and frictional forces of the over-burden, rather than pure friction of a 0-degree emplacement angle. The anchors are
approximately 12 inches ir length, with provisions for locking to the coring device base
plate at any interval along the3anchor. Either of the two techniques previously recom-mended for expanding the hard rock anchor would also be used for driving the over-
burden anchors.
The flight model coring device should also be provided _ith the necessary hardware
for anchoring and drilling from one of the LEM landing pads in the event that the imme-
diate lunar surface is not s_itable for emplacement of either the hard rock or over-
burden anchors.
Core Orientation
Lateral (North-South) core orientation can be more easily attained with large com-
mercial drilling rigs because 1) the larger diameter core samples will not easily shear
(and rotate) prior to core pulling, and 2) the employment of a double core barrel (withinner barrel non-roLating with respect to core) reduces the shear forces applied by the
drill to the core sample. Therefore, ff the core has not rotated prior to pulling, the
_| lateral orientation can be maintained by "straight-up" pulling of the core and marking
i#
with respect to north-south orientation. ] _i
The power limitations of the lunar rock coring device will not permit the use of _:_wide diameter core bits, or core bits with wide kerfs sufficient to maintain clearance _.
for a double core barrel system. Therefore, it is very probable that the core samples _
obtained by the lunar coring device will shear and rotate within the core barrel prior _
to retrieval, thus losing a laterai orientation reference. One possible solution to this :_problem would be to scribe an orientation reference mark with an aluminum pencil or dia-
mond on the rock face to be cored prior to coring, a,_d reconstructing the entire core
sample relative to the scribe mark after return to earth. _A second alternative wouldbe to scribe the r ck u ing "down-the-hule" tools prior to coring at v rious d pth inter- _
vats of interest. This technique will be described in greater detail in a later section
il of this report
°_ 31 -
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Vertical orientation of the core samp!e can be obtained by means of a clinometer
to measure the inclination angle of the drill string. An azimuth measuring device
• - would be required to determine the direction of the clinometer-measured core inclina-
tion. A vertical htst _ry of the core sections can be attained by packaging the core
_ s,_gments in pre-numbered sample bags while describing the operation for permanent
! recording by the communication system.
i| CO.KING DEVICE TEST PROGRAM
Rock Penetration Rate Tests
Rock penetration rate tests of both the early diamond rotary bits and final rotary
• percussion breadboard coring device were conducted in a variety of rock samples.
._ Figure 19 illus_ates the rock samples which were used for the Limited depth penetra-
tion rate tests. Field evaluation tests of the coring device to greater depths were
conducted in local marble quarries.
Brief geological descriptions of the rock samples, with accompanying photomicro-
graphs taken from thin section samples are presented below.
_J Basai_. (Figure 20)- Dark gray, dense, fine grained, sub-conchoidal fracture.
I_ HolocrystaHlne, intergranular, laths of labradorite (88%), augite (9%), magne-
tite (3%), some slight _ndency toward parallel orientation of the labradorite
crystals, no vesicles. Bend, Oregon.
J Vesicular Bas-alt No. 1 (Figure 21) - Medium gray, medium grained, uneven
i fracture, equidimenslonal vesicles up to 2 mm (10-15%). Holocrystalline, inter-I granular, plagioclase (65-70%), augite and pigeorite (15%), magnetite (2%).
I Bend, Oregon.
I
t Vesicular Basalt No. 2 (Figure 22) - Medium gray, medium o_rained (coarser than
vesicular basalt no. 1), uneven fracture, _quidimensional to highly elongate vesicles
up to 20 mm (10-16%). Intergranular, labradorlte (50%), augite and pigeonite (35%),
magnetite (1%), intersitial glass and glass lining vesicles (2%). Bend, Oregon.
Pumice (Figure 23) - Light to dark gray, pumaceous and scoriaceous volcanic
il glass. Vesicles (60%), elongate to highty elongate up to 15 mm, but mostly 4 ?to 8 ram. Si 02 (75%). Tiny microlites of feldspar and magneti_e. Mono Craters, _
cuorn.
Obsidian (Figur_ 24) - Volc_-Lc glass, dense, conchoidal fract_re, flow banded, _ :
containing numerous microlites of feldspar and magnetite. Newberry flow,
Bend, Oregon.
Granite Biotite Gneiss (Figure 25) - Light grayto pinldsh, dense, medium to
coarse grained, poorly developed gneissic texture. Biotite (B%), musconite
(2%), pink K-feldspar (30%), white plagioclase (30%), quartz (30%) magnetite1 . Baltimore County, Maryland. ' _
] 966006075-046
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_i Biotite Schist (Figure 26) - Medium gray, hard, good schistose texture. Biotite
(35%), quartz (35%), pink K-feldspar (15%), plagioclase (10%), apatite ( 1%),r
magnetite ( 1%). Biotite contains particle emitters surrounded by pteochroic
halos, zircon. Baltimore County, Maryland.
_.arble (Figure 2_ - White to cream colored, 100% calcite, grain size 1/4 to 1/2
ram, _granoblastic. Many of the c._Icite grains are polysynthetically twinned
which may have resulted from the drilling or blasting in the quarry.
Numerous rock penetratton rate tests were p¢_._ormed during the final two mo_,' _s
of the program. Most of these tests were necessarily _riented toward identification of
problem areas with the basic coring device, rather than optimization of coring pene-
tration rates. Several design changes were performed during this period as a result
of the problems encountered during fhlaI testing of the brea_oard model coring device.
These problems and modifications included:
1) Motor -. Partiat demagnetization of the perman_.,_ magnets occurred during
one of the penetration rate tests as a result of excessive current flow during
• i a stall condition. The motor was r_designe_ with larger permanent magnets.
Eo farther de-magnetization problems were encountered. o
2) Tungsten-Carbide Rotary Percussion _i_s - The initial carbide bits were
fabricated as an integral part of the core barrel. Complete replacement
i of the core barrel was required after the carbide c_t_ers dulled sufficiently
l to prevent satisfactory rock penetration. This problem was correct;ed by
I redeslgn of the core barrel and bits so that the core bit can be unscrewedfrom the core bar l when replacement is required.
Although the wear characteristics of the carbide bits for "dry" coring are
much better than the rotary diamonds, occassional replacements will prob-
ably be required during a lunar mission ff hard rock materials similar to
the solid basalt are encountered, Significant dulling of the present-type
carbide bits occurred after drilling 20 inches in the solid basalt or granite
biotite gneiss. However, the core bit would probably drill the complete
ten feet in a material similar to the vesicular basalts without replacement
of the core bit.
Optimization of the taugnten-caxbide bits may improve the wear-out charac-
teristics° With the low levels of power and percussive energy available for
the lunar coring device, it is highly desirable that a sharp edge be maintained
on the carbide cutters in order to assure maximum penetration rates. If
farther improvements are ,.ot possible, replacement of the bit after each
20-inch section of drilling would be recommended _or the lunar m_ssion in
order to insure maximum penetration rates with the limited available power.
3) Core Retainer - An imuroved core retainer (breaker_ was designed _s a
result of deficiencies in the early model. This was aoc_mplished by in-
creasing the taper in the core bit to facilitate a tighter grip on the core by
the retainer bushing during retraction.
4) Traversing Drive Output _ - A heavier Quty shaft was incorporated
due to shearing of the original shaft during a coring test.
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: 5) Gear Box - A gear change was incorporated to facilitate forward (normal)
rotation of the drflt string simultaneously with reverse traversing (for core
retraction) of the motor. The initial debign did not possess this capability.
The penetration rate tests clearly demonstrated that the drill string would
tend to Jam in the hole white retracting without rotation.
The final evaluation tests of the breaCboard model coring device resulted in the
representative penetration rates Listed below. These rates were extrapolated from
the results of drilling tests conducted to a maximum depth of 18 inches it. 1:hetest
samples shown in Figure 19. Coring tests conducted to a depth of ten feet were per-
! formed only in marble as described in the next section of this report.
Solid Basalt - 1.5 feet per hour
Vesicular Basalt No, 1 - 5 feet per hour
Vesicular Basalt No. 2 - 8 feet per hour
Granite Biotite Gneiss - 2 feet per hour
Obsidian - Relatively high rate, but core tends to
fracture and rock anchors pulled out.
Pumice - Core pulverized and hard rock anchors
were unsatisfactory
The drilling tests clearly demonstrated that a variable energy percussive blow is
required in order to satisfactorily core a wide range of material hardnesses. Pure
rotary drilling of the pumice with the rotary percussion bit will sometimes result in
a consolidated core. However, a thin-wall diamond bit with pure rotary drilling
would probably be optimum for obtaining consolidated cores from the pumice.
The present breadboard coring device is optimized for drilling medium-hard
materials such as the vesicular basalt and marble. Although satisfactory penetra-
tion rates were attained in the hardest basalt sample, it was evident that excessive
heat generation and '_)it dragging" eras occurring as a result of insufficient percussive
energy for satisfactory penetration. When the coring penetration rate and percussive
energy blows are optimized, the heat generated by the tungsten-carbide blt is much less
than with the rotary diamond bits. Therefore, it is recommended that future modals of
the lunar coring device incorporate a variable energy pe:_cussive blow mecl_rdsm in
order to satisfsctorily core the wide range of materials _xpected on the lrnar surface.
Ten-Foot Coring Tests
The size of available samples of basalt, obsidian, and pumice lhnitedpenetration
rate testing of the breadboard coring device to depths of 18 inchc_. Evaluation tests
to 10-foot depths were conducted in two localmarble quarries. Although the limited
time prevented testing to depths of 10 feet in a variety of materials, the marble tests 1
were satisfactory for evaluaUng two important parameters: 1) the ability of the seven
helices machined into the bit, core barrel, and extension tubes to transport coring dust I-
from a dept_ of ten feet to the surface, and 2) no apparent loss of percussive energy" t
and reduction in penetr_tion rat_ as a resu].t of percussing through ten feet of aluminum
drill string with nine mechanical (threaded) coupllngs.
I
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l The first series of tests were conducted in the Beaver Dam Quarry located in
Baltimore County, Maryla._d. Figures 28, 29, and 30 illustrate various phases of
l the operation. All of the tests were conducted without the use of a gas for bit coolingand dust removal. Pcw r was supplied by four 6-v lt, 120-ampere hour automobile
batteries.
t A maximum coring depth of 6 feet was attained at the. Beaver Dam Quarry. At
this depth, moisture was encountered which caused the (wet) coring dust to pack
around the core bit and Jam the driU string. Until the moisture condition was encoun-
tered at the 6-foot level, the mechanical helix proved to be effective for transportingthe coring dust to the surface. Penetration rates averaging 4.5 feet per hour were
attained _t operating current and voltage levels of 23-28 aml_eres and 24 volts respec-
tively. This penetration rate and power consumption was comparable to that attainedin the vesicular bas lt. Consolidated core a les six to twelve inches long were
obtained from both materials.
The remainder of th_ 10-foot tests were conducted at Campbellrs marblecoringquarry in Texas, Maryland. Rock outcrops exceeding ten feet in depth were available
for the tests. However, this particular rock did not core as well as the Beaver Dam
marble. Average cores varied in length from 1/4 to 4 inches. The equipment andset-up was similar to that shown in Figures 28, 29, and 30.
Successful coring to a depth of ten feet was attained at the Campbell quarry. Thedust transport system (helix) was completely effective down to the ten-foot level. Al-
though the penetration rate was somewhat s'.gwer (average 2.5 feet per hot_.r@ 23-28
amps) at the Campbell quarrv, the penetration rate remained relatively constant
throughout the entire ten feet of drilling. However, the penetration rate was foundto be very dependent upon the co _dition (sharpness of carbide cutters) of the coring
bit. A very slight dulling o: the bit in some instances resulted in a 30-50 percent
decrease in penetration rate. Replacement of the bit resulted in a resumption of the2.5 feet per hour penetration rate ....
Another i_nportant factor whlch can affect the penetration rate of the coring de-vice is alignment of the drill string with respect to the core hole. During the coring
of the ten-foot hole it was found that slight movements (shift of _ sition) of the coring
device on the rock anchors can result in relatively lngh side-loading of the drill string
at the bottom of the hole. This, in turn, results in excessive power consumption with _ _:a corresponding decrease in penetration rate.
The basic coring device al_o possesses a slight mtsalignme. "_problem which s_tended to reduce penetration rate at the extreme lower portion ¢._*the vertical traverse.
When the integratecl motor and gear box assembly is at the top of its vertical traverse, _,_
the vertical traverse and support columns will flex somewhat as a resul_ of the torque
R and axial thrust loading during the coring As the n _r_r and gear assembly
process.
moves to the lower portion of travel where the vertical traverse and support c_Jlumae
are mechanically attached to the base plate, the resultaut flexing is substantially re- _
duced. This results in the coring of a slightly oversize (and perhaps slightly mis- :t_::
aligned) hole when the motor and gear assembly is at the top of its travel. As the I_L,_
motor and gear assembly moves down the vertical traverse column, the drill string _
,| [] approaches a t_ue aligned" condition which, in turn, results in some side loading in • :_| the upper portio_ of the hole section. This c_araeteristic of the coring device re-
suited in faster penetration rates during the first several inches of trave), as compared
- 43
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Figure 29. Coring Device and Accessories
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to the final several inches, and was always apparent regardless of drilling depth. Thi_
undesirablecharacteristicc_,n},_etiminatedon futuremodels by a slightstructttralde-
sig)_change,possiblyby lighteningverticaldriveassembly columns so thatthe drift
willbe "self-aligning."
Extended Depth Coring Tests
In order to fllrther evaluate the coring depth capability of the hmar coring device,
an additional ten feet cf core barrel extension tubes were fabricated. The primary
purpose of the extended depth coring tests was to determine ff a significant decrease
in penetration rate would occur as a result of percussive energy losses over a 20-foot
: drill string.
!
I
#
• 1 Several penetration tests were conducted at the Campbell quarry on the same rock
outcrop where the successful ten-foot coring test had previously been performed.
t However, the maximum depth obtained with the additional equipment was twelve feet.!
f At this depth, the corin_ bit encountered moisture (probably a subsurface Joint plane)
which resul+ed in blocksge of the dust transport system and subsequent Jamming of the
:_ entiredrillstring. Tht"k',oistdrill cuttingswo,ildenterthedusttransportspirals
_ behind each carbide cutte_° a_d completely block the spiral grooves. As coring con-
) tinued, the moist cuttings accmeulated in the bottom of the hole and the ma_.imum
' torque capability of the motor was rapidly exce_led_ Each time the core bit Jammed,
I thedrillstringwas manuallyremoved _om theth,illholes,and thedusttransportspiralscleanedinpreparationfora new a_empt. The drillsystem was incapable
both on the same rock outcrop and at other areas _rithla the quarry were test drilled.
but Joint planes encountered at varying depths precluded coring to d_pths greater than
. twelve fe_..
From the extended depth coring tests, it can be concluded that the mechanical cor-
ing dust transport system i_ ineffective for the lunar cori_ devic_ ff moisture is en-
countered. A gaseous or liquid flushing agent would probably be required to remove
the subsurface cuttings and prevent drill string Jamming, However, since subsurface
moisture is not probable within the upper ten feet of the lunar surface, no further in-
vesUgation of this problem is warranted.
During the final field tests of the lunar coring device, a new technique for coring
dust removal was investigated, rwo 1/8-_ch diameter holes were drilled _1 each of
the seven grooves of the dust transport spiral in the tcp of the extension tube located
immed£o.tely above the core barrel in the drill string, The purpose of this _aodffication
was to determine ff the coring dust would rise upward on the u'ansport spirals to the
level of the collection holes, and drop into the hollow center of the extcr, s!on tithe. A
partitioning plug was inserted between the core barrel and extension tube to prevent
the coring dust from settling down between the core barrel inner wall and rock core.
The coring tests revealed that the subsurface dust storage technique is feasible.
The fourteen dust entry holes (2 hole_ in each of the 7 spirals) which were drilled in
_he extension tubes r_sulted in the ooUection of approxJmately 50% of the total generated
coring dust. The remaining 50% of the coring dust bypassed the entry holes and was
transported to the surface in the usual manner,
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Although time limitations prohibited a thorough evaluation of the subsurface dust
l storage technique, it is apparent that further optimization could result in collection of100% of the generated cuttings. This technique may prove to be of value fo: deeper
drilling missions where mechanical transport of the bit cuttings to the surfac_ is im-
] practical.
!
i Spacesuit Interface Tests
- A series _ r:.,_u/maehine interface tests was conducted to evaluate the ability of a
spaceou;_ed subject to operate the breadboard model lunar coring device. The tests
| were conducted using the International Latex Corporation (AX-IL-012) state-of-the-art
J spacesuit. Tasks such as controls operation, assembly and disassembly of drill string
components, snd assembly of the percussion mechanism were studied. The major
-_ problem encountered was the difficulty in ben4ing oz stooping to the level required for
_f handling of the core barrel and extensions. Some design imi.rovements can be incor-
porated to alleviate these difficulties, but, the major problem results from the 30-inch
limitation for the height of the coring device,
Specific problem areas which were identified d,.tring the interface tests are listed
below.
1) Percussor Housing - The drill string feed-through technique which requires
removal of the percussor housing top each time the drill string is pulled from
- the core hole is somewhat difficult to accomplish in the spacesuit. In addition,]
t ,_ the percussor housing is subject to the entry of dust when its top is removed.
An alternative to this technique is to design t_e vertical traverse and support
columns so that the integrated motor and gear housing can be manually rotated
J (repositioned) ._way from the axis of the drill string to facilitate manual pullingof the drill string when required. However, this would involve coupling and
uncoupling the drill string from the bottom side of the integrated motor and
gear housing assembly. This also is difficult to accomplish (Figmre 31) be-cause the astronaut cannot see the top of the core barrel Wi_en coupling to the
percussor.
j The human factors problems in this area may be somewhat a'deviated with the _ •
latest state-of-the-art Apollo spacesuit, Subsequent design decisions in this _._
area should be predicated on the capabilities of the latest spacesuit configura-
tion in order to avoid possible overdesign for the human factors problems.
2) ._ccessories Storage - Provisions should be incorporated for temporarily
storing the accessory equipment (ext_nsion tubes, core bit_, etc.) at a con-venient workJ_g level to the astronaut on the basic corlLg device.
3) Uncoupling of Drill String Components - The threaded couplings used to mech- _
anlcal[v Join the core bit, core barrel, and tube extensions are often difficultto separate after a coring operation. The only reliable manual technique for
separs*_ng the coupled Joints requires the use of a spanner-type wrench and _
sins1' _mmer. If this technique is employed, provisions should be incorpor .... i:_at£_ _or clamping (vice gripping) one secti n of the drill string while the other :_
is uncoupled by use of the s_mnner wrench and small, hammer. A small clamp- _
_ _] ing mechanism coula probably be incorporated on the top of the coring; device
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structure fol holding the drill string du_-i_ uncoupling. A ]ow speed power
i drive could also be incorporated to perform the uncoupling task with a corres-
t ponding increase in machine complexity.
1
i 4) Anchor Emplacement - The emplacement of hard rock-type anchors is diffi-
cult if the base of the coring device is located at the standing surface level of
_ the astronaut. A long tubular tool for manipulating and expanding the rock
1 anchors from a stand-up astronaut position could be designed to acco_nplish
this task.
i 5) Control Button Operation - Operation of the coring de_ice with the spacesuit
! revealed that the "up," "down," ':on," and "off" pushbutton control switches
i should be somewhat larger in order to ensure proper engagement by the
astronaut.
t
J
High Vacuum Motor Operation{
An informal vacuum test of the coring device motor was conducted for the purpose
t of identifying proolem areas which may be encountered on subseqttent fl_ht models.
Th_ test vras conducted at a vacuum level varying from 2.0 t_ 7.0 x 10-°mm Hg.
Spec.iflc areas of interest included brush wear and bearing lubrication at low ambient
pressures. The breadboard modvl coring device motor does not include the environ-
mental covtrol system hardware (Appendi_ G), and therefore, a full-load operational
test could not be conducted.
The equipment set-up for the vacuum test is illustrated in Figure 32. A test
fixture was provided for mounting the motor and elech.odynamic loading device.
Thermocouples were employed to measure the temperature at the following locations:
1) motor case near output shaft, 2) motor case midway between the end caps, 3) vac-
uum chamber wall, and 4) vacuum chamber ambi, =_t. The test was conducted for a
period of 165 minutes with the motor operating at a no-load current level of 1.6 ampere.-..
Although the motor does not include the environmental control system, the _.est was ini-
tially plannvd for full-load moto,- operation with intermittent duty cycle. However, a
mechanical failure of the electrodynamic loading device (test equipment) and lack of time
prevented the performance of a full-load motor test in the vacuum.
Table 1 prcsents a running time history of the test with accompanying motor case
temperature rises.
As shown in Table 1, the maximum motor case temperature (near output shaft) in-
creased rapidly during the first two hours of operation, and then began to stabilize at
approximately 245 ° F. This temperature would liave exceeded the maximum allowable
for the motor components ff a continuous duty cycie_', full-load operation test had been
conducted.
Subsequent examination of the motor revealed that less than 0,010 inches of brush
wear had occurred during the vacuum test. Negtigtble evaporation _f the General T_lec-
trio F-S0 bearing lubrication off occurred as a result of the low pressure operation.
Ssttsfactnry operation of the coring device elec_ic motor in the lunar vav.;um can b_
ass, _1ff the environmental control system recommended in App_nd_._ G Is incorpo_ ated,
which, will inch,de pressurization of the motor case to a level greater _i_.-_that eztJeri-
_nced during the informal test.
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_ TABLE I.
MOTOR TEMPERATURE RISES AT LOW AMBIENT PRESSURES
-}|
Time Volts Current 21 T2 T3 T4 Pressure
{Minutes) (Amps) o OF OF OF mm Hg x 10-5
F
0 27.8 l .6 73 120 105 75 7.0
5 27.8 1,6 73 125 105 75 4.0
"_ 15 27.8 1.6 75 134 110 75 3.2
-{ 25 27.8 I._ 75 145 120 76 3.0
35 27.8 1.6 75 160 130 76 2.8
_| 45 27.8 1.6 75 165 140 77 2.6
_] 55 27.8 1.6 75 175 148 77 2.6
68 27.8 ,.6 75 187 187 78 2.5
-I 75 27.8 1.6 75 200 164 79 2.5
i
Li 125 27.8 1.6 75 235 190 82 2.3
135 27.8 1.6 75 240 195 82 2.2
:_'_ 145 27.8 1.6 75 242 196 83 2.2
_| 155 27.8 1.6 75 245 198 83 2.1
165 27.8 1.6 76 246 199 83 2.0
NOTES: T I = Vacuum Chamber Wall
T 2 = Motor Case Near Output Shaft ._
T 3 = Motor Case Midway Between End Caps ._-_
T4 = Vacuum Chamber Ambient _ _ __
4
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COJ_G DEVICE OPERATING PROCEDURES
!
The genera[ instructions for operating the coring device, and a proposed technique
for obtaiv_tng core orieJltation is presented below. It is to be noted that the instructions
certain _o ,'he current brea_oard mode| coring device, and subsequent design improve- t
ments may result in significant changes In operating instructions. Also, various assump-
tions will be made regarding equipment which will be required for complete and accurate
orieutatlo,_ _,f th_ core, but which was not developed under this contract. References
will also be made to design features anticipated for a flight model coring device, but i
which are not incorporated in the present breacboard model.
Site Selection
The first task required of the astronaut is selection of the drilling site. The cri- !
teris eshd_lished for this study was predicated on the availability of consolidated rock
within a reasonable radius of the LEM landing area. If a number of rock outcrops are
present, the astronaut will choose the outcrop to be cored with the lunar coring device, i
However, ff a rovk outcrop is not present, or ff the lunar surface Jn the immediate
vicinity of the LEM landing area is not satisfactory for the emplacement of anchoring
devices, the flight n_.odel coring device will have mechanical restraints capable of
attaching directly to the LEM landing; gear. In this mode, the coring device will prob- i
ably drill t._trough the LEM landing pad into whatever material is available at that loca-
i1
Transl_ort to Coring Site
The lu,_t rock coring device is a completely integrated unit (F:.gare 31) requiring !
very Little assembly time. However, ff stowage space in the LEM scientific equipment
bays is a problem, the device can be delivered to the lunar surface partially disassem- :
bled. In a flight model configuration, accessory equipment such as t_be extensions, !
spare core bits, anchors, and other miscellaneous equipment will be cl_nped or re-
strained to the basic coring device. Therefore, only one trip will be r_quired by the
astronaut to transport the coring device and accessories from the LEM scientific equip- _|
ment bay to the selected drilling site. It is also probable that the power cable, if not
g_.eater that 100 feet, can be carried and simultaneously layed along the surface as
the astronaut transports the coring device to the work site. The lunar weight of thf _
coring device and power cable should be less than six pounds.
|
Emplacement of Coring Device l
Emplacement of the coring device consists of locating the desired coring location
on the selected rock outcrop, and installing the anchoring studs. This is _ccompltshed !|
in the following manner:
1) Connect power cable to coring device control box, Screw 1/4-inch drillto !]5-i ch adapt section. Screw adapter section to coring de,doe output shaft.
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(NOTE: ]_'or field testing of breadboard model, four 6-volt or two 12-volt
batteries connected in series should be utilized for a 24 V source.powerAttach red alligator clip of power cable to positive battery te._minal and
black alligator clip to negative terminal.)
2) Select apprcximate location for rear anchor stud. Align machine until
1/4-inch drill adapter is properly located over the spot where the rear
anchor is to be installed.
.r 3) Place control lever in neutral position. Depress "down" and ':on" buttons.
Allow drill to traverse down u_:til 1/4-inch drill bit is approximately 1/2-
inch above rock surface. Depress "off" button.
4) Place control lever in "down-percussion" position. Manually rotate spindle
cw and cew slightly as engaging pressure is applied to control lever.
CAUTION: Down button mus_ be depressed.
,_ "on" and restrain device until 1 3/8Depress button, COFing approximatelyinches of rock has been penetrated. Depress "of_' button.
ii] 5) Place control lever in "up-percus. _ion" position. Use engaging procedu,-e asin step 4. Depress 'kip" and "on" buttons, a d allow drill to traverse up until
drill bit is clear of rock sm'face. Depress "off" button.
6) Insert anchor stud in hole, and tap several times with a hammer until stud is
fully expanded. Lift machine and place rear anchor hole over stud. Screw
: retaining nut several turns on anchor stud.
7; The drilling positions for the second and third anchors are determined by
rotating the ma,_: _.,e around the rear anchor as a center point, and 'bore
sighting" the correct drilling spots. These drilling spots can be markedby using the base plate of the coring device as a template., and scratching
the drilDng location on the rock surface with a smal 1 scz ewdriver.
8) Align machine and repeat items 3 through 5 for each of _e two holes. Inse,-t I_
two anchor studs through the base plate mounting holes into the twc pre-drilied :_ _
rock holes, and exp_nd each anchor with several taps cf a hammer, t:i_._!:!
-- 9) Screw retaining nuts on studs, an_{tighten all retaining nuts and leveling
screws until the coring device is firmly _ocked to the rock outcrop. Un- _
screw 1/4-inch drill adapter from output shaft. _!_
H Core Orientation
After the coring devic_ has been _curely anchored to the rock outcrop, an orien-
tation reference mark must be inscribed or the face of the rock to be cored. This _
can be accomplished manually by using a diamond-tipped scriber or alumhmm pencil.
The marker can be properly referenced with respect to the coring device by the tn,_or-
poratJon of two diametrically opposed guide slots milled into the base plate 4rill string _,' )_'_
11 guidehole. Two additionalalignmentpointswill be requiredon thepereus_'orhousing _:_
B
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which will also be aligned with the milled slots in the base phte. The azimuth estab- 1"
lish_d by the alignment perils on the percussor housing can then be determined with !
reference to the azimuth of _e sample location from the LEM by use of a simple sur-
veying instrument which will be included in the geological tool kit. This:, in turn,
establish3s the azimuth of the reference mark inscribed on the rock face with the rock
chisel. The azimuth of the alignment points and sample location could also be recorded l
relative to the LE_Mby use of the lunar surface camera.
Since the coring operation will probably result in shearin_ of the rock core at vari-
ous in_rvals, orientation of the entire core will require collection, and subsequent
reconstruction of all ccre segments upon return to earth. _i
Inserting a reference mark with a diamond scribe will probably be limited to hard
rock materials such as basalt. Reference marks inscribed on softer materials such
as pumice and unwelded tuff would be easily obscured during the coring process. A
possible approach to this problem is to permanently embed a small metal reference indi- _
cater in the material instead of depending cn an inscribed mark.
An al+_ernative down-the-hole approach _o the previously described core orienta_on
technique (surface orientation with subsequent core reconstruction) would also provide
au oriented core. _ approach would require the coupling of a carbide chisel adaptvr
to _he dr-Al string (in lieu of core bit) for scribing the rock to be cored at the bottom il
of the drill hole. Alignment of the drill string from the subsuiface chisel to the sur- _j
veying orientation scribe on the percussor housing must be maintained in order to ob-
tain accurate orientation data of the subsurface rock to be cored. A minor -nodffica-
lion to the existing coring devi,'_e spindle can be incorporated which will permit percus-
sion (w_+.houtrotation) of the drill string, and orientation marking of the subsurface
rock with the chisel. This orientation technique may be more practical than the core f!
reconstruction technique, especially if an oriented core from a relatively deep depth !J
is required.
Vertical orientation of the core can be measured by use of a clinometer. _'wo _]
separate measurements (parallel and perpendicular to alignment points) will establish H
the vertical orientation of the core.
Coring Procedure
1) Place core retainer bushing in tungsten-carbide core bit. Screw core bit il
to the core barrel, ensuring that helices on outer peripheries are aligned
when hand-tightened. Screw 5-inch adapte_ section _ other end of core
barrel. !i
2) Place coring device control lever to neutral position. Depress '_Ip" and
"on" switehes, and allow motor assembly to traverse upward until auto- r|
matically stopped by microswitch operation.
3) Screw core barrel and adapter to output shaft of coring device.
4) Depress "d,_wn" and "on" switches, and allow motor assembly to traverse I]
down until core bit is approrAmately 1/2-inch from rock face (entering
drill string guide hole in base plate). Depress "of£ wswitch.
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5) Placecoringdevicecontrolleverto"down percussion"position. Depress"on" switchand monitormachine forone minutetoensureproper coring.
Adjustclutchfor20-22ampere readingon naeterifrequired, Note: Clutch
[ rn _st be tightened (increased _xial pressure) to increase current reading,
I I and loosened tc _ecrease current reading. Current reading may intermit-
tently increase or decrease 1-4 amperes depending on rock material. Cur-
rent readings above 30-33 amperes ge erally indica e excessive coring torque
"_ which may be caused by drill string misaltgnment _qth the coring hole (move-
ment of coring device) or stoppage of coring debris transport to surface due
to "wet spots" in the rock. This condition, which usua).ly wiU not occur
uutil the deeper depths are _tt_ued. can be correct6d by pulling and cleaning
the drill string.
6) Aftera time intervalofapproximately20-40 minuteshas elapsed,coring
of the first section should be completed and machine will automatically stopby actuation of the microswitch. Place control lever In neutral position and
depress "up" button. Motor assembly should traverse upward at the rate
of approximately 11 inches per minute. Note: If an excessive pulling pres-sure requirement is evident (clutch slipping without movement of motor
assembly), depress "off" button. Place control lever in 'Up percussion"
position and depress ':c,n" button. This will cause drill string to rotate and
percuss as the motor assembly traverses upward. This, in tnrn, will breakthe core m:d red,co side-wall friction as the drill string moves upward, h _v-
ever, this _medial action should be avoided ff possible, because the percus-
sion action tends to fracture the core and cause small fragments to d_op intothe drill hole.
7) Coring device will automatically stop when motor assembly reaches the topof _ts traverse. Depress "off" button. Remove percussor housing re-
strainer top and pull entire drill string and percussion assembly upward
through percussor housing. Remove core bit from core barrel using
special tool ff required. Tilt core barrel and remove core samples. R_- _.place core extractor bushing and screw core bit on the core barrel. Un-
couple co--e barrel at the 5-inch adapter section interface. Screw a core
l barrel extension tube to core barrel, and screw 5-inch adapter section and :_percussion assembly to core barrel extension tube. Guide drill string :_
through percussor housing, down into the core hole, and seat spline of per-
cusser into the mating drive spline of the coring device. Replace percussor
t housing restrainer top.
8) Repeat items 4 through 7.
_ 9) Items 4 through 7 are to be repeat_ until complete ten feet of rock core is
attained. Each time the drill string length is to be increased, a core i_
i barrel extension tube is added to the top side of the core barrel.
A' ,,:
,'I, Y Y
, +++_+
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LUNAR DRILL LOAD _fULATOR !
An amendment to the basic Lunar Coring Device Design Study Contract was nego- |
tiated for the design, fabrication, and test of a Lunar Drill Load Simulator. This !
equipment simulates the electrical load characteristJcs of the b readboard model cor-
ing device, and will be utilized for a series of power system interface tests to be con-
ducted by the LEM _pacecraft contractor. A detailed description of this special-
purpose equipment and tests which were performed prior to delivery are presented in
Appendix I. i
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS l
Study Results
A_ a result of the studies, L_boratory feasibility tests, breadboard development _tj
hardware, &ud field tests performed during this program, the following conclusions
are submitted. I
1) Coring Technique - The rotary percussion coring technique using tungsten
carbide annular core bits best meets the requirements and restrictions for
the ten-foot lunar rock coring device. The rotary diamond coring technique i i
possesses many desirable characteristics, but coring of hard rock materials
cannot be accomplished unless excessive quantities of coolant gases are avail-
able for the coring mission. Other coring techniq_tes were studied and re- _l
Jected for failure to meet one or more of the lunar operating restrictions.
2) Breadboard Model Coring Device Capabilities - Development, testing, and
studies demonstrated the t01lowing capabilities: ilanaiyUcal
a° The employment of a rotary-impact force with controlled axial thrust
from a ground level mechanism will successfully core medium-hard !
consolidated rock to a depth of at least twelve feet. !
b. Dust Transport Systc_n - A mechanical spiral machined in the outer _
core barrel and extension tubes will successfully transport drilling I|
debris from the face of the cutting bit to the surface without the aid
efa gas flow system in the terrestrial environment. Small quantities
of gaseous lubrication may be required for the lunar surface appllca- _'I|
tion to reduce the effects ef increased dust friction and adhesien as a
result ef the vacuum environment.
c° Aluminum Extension Tubes - Percussion energy is net excessively
attenuated through the use of a_uminum extensien tubes for transmit-
ring energy from the surface level pereusser te the subsurface core _!
bit. Field tests conduoted in marble revealed that penetration rates
were relatively constant from the one-feet to ten-foot levels ff proper
drill string alignment was maintained.
tt
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d. Power Requirements - The ten-foot core hole can be cored in a medium-
hard material within the 2400 watt-hours of power allotted to the lunardrill.
i e. Vacuum Operation - Incorporation of an open loop, evaporative watercooling sys;em with pressurized motor and gear case best meets the
vacaum op,_ration requirements for the coring device. Gaseous lubri-
cation of the core bit can be accomplished ff required by use of the
_ _:_ environmental control system exhaust.
3) Other Prime Mover Systems - Study of various prime mover systems appli-
cable for the lunar coring device has revealed that the dc electric motorsystem will best meet the requirements.
4) Portable Power SuppLies - An evaluatlop of various portable, elcctrt.c power
su;jpUes applicable coring device revealed that only the re-for the lunar
chargeable silver-zinc battery should be considered for this application.
The silver-zinc battery portable power supply becomes more practical
for use on LEM vehicles whlch employ the same primary power sourcebecause the scientific equipment payload would not be penalized for the
portable power source.
Additional Stndy RecommendatiLms
The current resulted in the development o_ a breadboard model coringprogramdevice capable of obtaining o_e-inch diameter cores from a variety of rock materials.
However, the laboratory feasibility tests, and field evaluation tests delineated various
other design areas Which should be investigated prior to tha development of the flightmodel cori g d vices with integrated environmental ccntrol syst ms. This approach _
would permit the additions2 optimization to be performed )n the breadboard model thus
eLiminating numerous modifications to the flight models,
_Rotary. Percussion Core Bit - The operating efficiency (penetration rate, power _
consumption, and quality of core samples) of the coring device is directly influenced _ ,:
by the ro'_ry-percussion core bit. Although the performance of the modified standard _ _:_Pratt and Wiimey core bits _ms superior to the rotary diamond bits, there are three _ _
additional design azeas which could be further optimized:
1) Cutting Kerf - The Pratt and Witney _'ore bit possesses a 1/4-inch _erf
(1,5" O.D. x t.0" IoD.) widch r_,sult_J in a cutting area of 0,981 in. ",
A 1/16-inch reduction of the _erf (1._" O,D. x 1.125" I.D,) would result
a cutting _rea in.', approximate power
in of 0.773 and aJl consumption
reduction of 22%for the same penetration rate, In addition, the result-
ing increased core diameter (1.125'_ would bA more resistant to h'acture. _
The major problem encountered while drilling with narrow kerf percussion _ iii
bits is loss of the carbide cutters due to a failure of the brazing material. _ ,i_
Therefore, additional study should be directed at improved brazing or _ ...._!mechanical restraint techniques for maintaining core bit integrity. :_ _:_°_
t :?
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2) Tungsten Carbide Cutter Geometry - An opLimtzation program directed at .-1
improving the geometry &. the hmgsten carbide cutters for the lunar appii- |
cation will result in improved coring efficiency. J
3) Carbide Cutter Material - Tt_e efficiency of the core bit is dependent upon i
the retention of a sharp cutting edge during the coring operation. Frequent
replacement of dull bits will result in r_burden upon the astronaut's lunar
surface mission time and delivered payload weight. Therefore, addittcuat
optimization of carbide cutter material is Justified. 1
Rotary and Rotary-Peroussion Capabilit.£ - The breadboard model test program
revealed that t:he drill string can be more easily retracted from the drill hole while
rotating without percussion. In addition, coring in soft materials such as pumice !
and tuff can be accomplished with greater ease using a pure ro_ary_ rather than the
rota,_-percusston action required for hard rock materials. Therefore, a design i
improvement shout4 be incorporated which will permit the astronaut to rapidly inter-
change the coring mode between rotary and rotary-percussion.
J
Energy Impact Blow - The breadboard model te_t program revealed _|Variable
the _esirability of employing a variable energy impact blow to the core bit which Is
adjustable to the hardness of the rock material. The hard, consolidated basalt re-
quires a heavier blow to ensure carbide penetration and reduce bit "dragging _teffecLs, i ]The medium hard vesiculated basalt requires a medium energy blow to ensure saris- ,_
l factory penetration without core fracture.
i An optim_.zation of impac_ frequency, carbide indexing aud impact spring energy i_
is required in order to determine the range of variable energy adjustment which
i should be incorporated. !_!ISoft Rock Anchors - Further evaluation of soft rock anchors (for pumice, tuff, I
etc.) should be conducted in view of the possibility that consolidated roo.k outcrops
i may not be readily available on the lunar surface. In addition, the possibility of i _
using the LEM lauding gear as a mechanical restraint fc _ the coring device should l]
be studied.
Vacuum Operation - High vacuum rock dril]_ag tests should be conducted to I_
study possible problem areas such as rock/core bit cold welding effects, increased
core dust friction, and adhesion of coring dust to the core bit aria core barrel.
These _ests should be _onducted in one of the large NASA facilities which possess I |
safficlent pumping capabilities to handle the outgassing load. If gas lubrication ! I
appears mande.tory for vacuum coring, additional study of an integrated gas system
should be conducted. Two possible solutions for a gas requirement are: 1) utiliza- i_|
Lion of exhaust steam from the evaporative environmental control system, or 2) _]
employment of a gas turbine prime mover (such as H202), ant: using exhaust gas
a_. a i_ibrioation agent. li
|
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1 Prototype Coring Device Design Specifications
The design and operating principles developed for the breadboard coring device
can be used to delineate the design speciflcation_ and requirements for a prototypelunar coring device. The foilowing changes to the brea_oard model coring device
will be required for the prototype flight model:
1) Control Box - The ammeter employed in the control box was preaomins_tly "
used for test purposes and could probably be deleted on the flight _odel.
Also, the relay circuitry for automatic shutdown at the completion of an up-ward traverse of the motor is not requJ.red since the astronaut would be L,1
attendance at this time. Therefore, it is recommended that the entire con-
trol box be elimin_.ted. The "off," "on," "up," "down" and "automatic shut-
down" switches, and RF filters ce,lld be incorporated in the motor housing, jThis modification would also eliminate the control box-to-motor powar cable. _
lJl_ 2) Motor and Housing - This assembly would be integrated with the gear box i jsecti z., to eliminate casing redundancy an r duce weight. _i r
3) Percussor and Gear Box Housing - This assembly would be integrated into _i _s
a single unit to eliminate casing redundancy. Also, the percussor, gear _
box, and motor housing would be pressurized as a single unit. Rotating _ :,k
labyrinth seals will be required for the spindle output shaft, gear shift f_'on- _ _.........
trol lever, vertical drive gear, and percussive energy le_ct_ontrc,_ (previ- __ously discussed). '_:_
The driU string feed-through technique currently employed with the bread- _ _S"board mudeL would be eliminated, and all core barrel or extension tube con- . -_
nections would be accomplished at the output spindle. A variable impact :_
energy spring would be incorpor ,ted to Gptimally _ore a variety of materials ,:_
ranging from pmnice to basalt. ,_-"_:
4) Basic Mounting Structt, re - A lighter material (aluminum with aluminum
oxide finish) would be utilized for the geared vertical traverse column.The thickness f the base would be reduced, and the numbor of anchoring _
points would be reduced from three to two.
5) Extension Tubes - A modified mechanism wouldbayow.t couI_lln _ replace
the conventional threads. The inside diameter of the drill string would be
maintained sufficiently large to permit accumulation of ten feet of rock core.
6) Environmental Control System - The environmental contzol system designed
(Appendix (2-)for cooling the electric motor must be incorporated into the
prototype. _:_=#,_.
7) LubricaUon - General Electric F-50 off will be employed f_r the motor an,_ _:_-
gear box bearings (sealed), and solid lubricants for the remaining expoaed
(low rpm) gears and bearings. _II '
I G9 _,¢
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The weight oi the flight model coring dex-ice will be reduced from the breadboard
model weight of 63 pounds to approximately 40 pounds, excluding cable. Weight of
the recommended 100-foot aluminum conductor cable is ap_rcLximate[y 7 pounds, for
a total system weight of 47 _l, -ds.
Suggested Future Program Plans
It is __uvisioned that the program steps leading to the fabrication of space qualified
lunar rock coring devices should progress as fo'.lows:
1) Initial Study Program resulting in breadboard model coring device -
(completed)
2) Modifications and Further Optimization of Brea_oarJ Model - (18-week
• _ogram, October 15, 1965 through February 29, 1966).
3) Design, Fabrication and Test of Five (5) PrototTpe Flight Models - These
models would Lnclude the environmental control system for the motor and
the proper materials and iubric _ons requir=_l for lunar surface operation.
The five prototype flight models would be utilized as follows:
a. One model for fie_d test and preliminary environmental tests b_ Martin,
b. Two modeis for astronaut training and NASA evai._'tion,
c. One model for evaluation by the Geological Survey, and
d. Oce model for LEM inter/ace tests.
This program can begin prior to the termination of 2) above, since the initial
portion of this program will consist of a detailed stress analysis and state-
of-the-art materials selection. (One-year program, December 1, 1965
through Decem_.er 1, 1966 .)
-t 4) _!ization of Design - Fabrication and acceptance tests Gf flight hardware -
,,-_ (one-year program, December 1, 1966 tbrough Dec___er 1, 1967),
:!
-i !
-!
t
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APPENDIX A - BASIC DATA EVALUATION
i To effectively specify operating criteria for the lunar coring device, it was neces-
sary to z._,dy current related experience, and evaluate the interface data relating to a
} final design. The evaluation and interpretation of this prelirJinary data established
. ! the initial guidelines for tile coring device design and auxiliary study requirements.
As additional data became available, further refinements in the approach and tech-
:} niques were incorporated.
The primary interface and study areas which required a preliminary ewluation
included: 1) ApoUo-LEM Interfaces, 2) Lunar Geological and Environmental Factors,
] 3) Coring Techniques, 4) 'Man/Machine Interfaces, and 5) Materials Selection Criteria.
!
Apollo-LEM Infix faces
• t The design of the ten-foot lunar coring device included considerations for the re-
_ strictions imposed by the APOlIo-LEM spacecraft system in addition to its rock coring
requirements. Factors such as size, weight, portability, and power consumption
rate are governed by the payload limitations, storage bay dimensions, and powersource capacity of the LEM spacecraft.
-] The design specification for the LEM vehicle inc.l.uded a scientific payload weight
• ] of 250 pounds. Therefore, the design of the lunar coring device was required to in-
clude a maximum of weight saving features, consistent with its operational require-
ments. Integration of the coring device with the spacecraft systems was considered
l as a possible means weight preliminary coring
of reduction. A review of the lunar
device subsystems revealed three possible areas where integration with the spacecraft
systems could result in substantial weight reductions:
t 1) Coring bit coolant and chip removal system - if the pure rotary drilling tech-
nique were utilized for the lunar coring device, a gas would be required for a
: l curing bit coolant and chip removal agent. The rotary-percussion technique
, I which was ultimately selected for the lunar coring device does not require a
gas for use in the earth environment. However, subsequent high-vacuum
coring tests may reveal that small amounts of gaseous lubrication are re-
1 quired to prevent excessive cutting-friction and dust adhesion to the core
J barrels. Therefore, utilization of the LEM descent stage pressurizing
helium _..ould result in a net payload weight reduction if a bit and core barrel
_| gaseous lubrication is required for rock coring in the vacuum environment of ,_i:
! the moon. _i _
I _ 2) Coring device prime mover - UtiLization of the LEM descent stage residual _
_t, fuel as an energy source for a gas turbine was considered. The exhaust gas :_
from fills system could also serve as a bit coolant and chip removal agent if
catalysttc decomposition, rather than hypergoltc oxidation were employed.
;] Exhaust gas temperatures of hydrazine decomposition would range from 320 ° C
-.] to 430 ° C, as compared to the higher 1100° C to 1650° C range for hypergolic
burning.
]" 3) Coring device restraint system - The lunar coring device will require the _:
structural elements necessary to maintain rigidity during the drilling opera- _ _
} tions, and to provide a tie-do,_a meaus for attachment to the lunar sttrface. ! _i_i,.
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However, if coring within the immediate vicinity of the LEM vehicle were
considered satisfactory, or if anchoring of the device were found to be
impractical because of a widespread dust layer, the structural weight of the
coring device could be reduced somewhat by attaching it mechanically to the
spacecraft. The lunar weight of the LEM vehicle would be more than suf-
ficient for restraining the coring device.
A logical approach tu the design of the coring device would be to: 1) Provide a self-
restraining anchor system for attachment to rock outcrops which may be present in
the near vicinity of the LEM landing area, and 2) Provide an alternate means of mech-
anically attaching the coring device to the LEM vehicle if direct anchoring to the lunar
surface is impractical due to an unconsolidated upper layer of rubble cr dust. It is
envisioned that the coring device could be attached directly to one of the LEM landing
legs in such a manner as to facilitate coring through the landing pad to the lunar sur-
face.
The interior configuration of the LEM equipment storage bay has not been com-
pletely defined. Preliminary information indicates that the compartment may be
't[.ie-shaped", with an outer peripheral dimension of 54 inches. The initial design
specifications for the lunar coring device Limited its structural members tG a maxi-
mum of 30 inches. Therefore, the coring device has been designed with coupling and
telescoping features which will allow it to be stowed within the required stowage area.
The overall length of the coring device can remain somewhat flexible, until the final
design of the LEM stowage compa._ment is established.
The dc LEM power source may consist of either a fuel cell nr silver zinc batteries.
The specified output voltage may vary over a range of 20 to 32 volts. Therefore, the
lunar coring device must also be capable of operating over this voltage range. A max-
imum continuous power operating level of 1,000 watts, and a total power consumption
of 2,400 watt-hours has been established for the coring device.
Lunar Surface Geological and Environmental Factors
A review of current lunar surface interpretations was required in order to estab-
lish the design parameters of the hmar drill which will be affected by the drilling char-
acteristics of the anticipated lunar rocks. Although existing lunar surface informa-
tion was somewhat speculative, the general opinior regarding the characteristics of
surface materials was sufficient to establish general guldeIiues for the design of the
lunar drill. Refinements can be made to the design of the drill as additional lunar
surface Information becomes available from the Ranger, Surveyor, Apollo and other
related space programs.
The environmental conditions under which the lunar drill must operate have been
determined more accurately than the _eological small scale features of the lunar sur-
face materials. These environmental factors were studied, and appropriate design
considerations Incorporated in the lunar drill to assure satisfactory operation.
General Inferences from Direct Lunar Measurements
Any evaluation concerning lunar surface and subsurface characteristics mu_t take
into account the origin of the materials. There is little question among authorities
that meteorite impact and _olcanio activity both contributed to the origin of these _i
materials. There are, however, vast differences of opinions regarding the relative !
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contribution of each process. The precise nature of the lunar surface materials is
iI also speculative.
Mo_t of the lunar surface inferences have been predicated upon measurements
and observations which wg_r_ conducted from the atmospherically obstructed terres-
i trial surface. Salisbury_ w) categorizes these measurements and inferences as fol-
lows:
1) Infrared emission - Low thermal conductivity.
2) Radio enlission - Low thermal conductivity.
L 3) Radar reflection - Low density. Sur_ce gradie_Lt 1 in 11 on a 1-m and
10-cm scale.
i
.j 4) Polarization - Agglomerated powder composed of opaque grains.
5) Photometry - Highly porous, complex and irregular surface. Relief many
[l times the wave;ength of light.
6) ALbedo and color - Nonterrestrial reflectlvitT.
•] To this list, the following direct visual observations should be added:
1) Telescopic observation - Gross lunar topography and stratigraphy.
!] 2) *Ranger VH_ VIII and TXphotographs - Details of surface topography strati-
graphy and suggestive lit_ologic texture,*
The design of the lunar drill was predicated initially upon a '_orst-case" moon,
At the _present time we do not know the answers to the foUowing cosmological prob-
lems:l _J) (1) the chemical composition| (3) the e_act mechanism of crater or maria
_ formation! (3) the density and thermal distribution of the interiorl (4) the existence of
water or other minerals required for the sustenance of life; or (5) the _e nature of
the small-scale features of lunar surface, e.g., dust, vesicles, "fairy castle," sur-
1 face rouglmess and hardness.
Interferences of Small Scale Lunar Features(63) : •,_!
,..For purposes of establishing the lunar drill design criteria, the small scale fe_- i_ _
tares are more important than the grosr or large scale featln-es. The drill design _ '_
included the provisions required for drilling in materials implied by both the impact :_!_
] "
and volcanic mechanisms. _}i: _::
The eJecta, wh_her caused by meteorite impact or explosive volcanoes, result :_] in v_despread disposition of angular fragments on the surface. The size distribution _ _
*It is interesting to note that most of the personal theories presented by leading lunar _ :(
geologists regarding lun_ _ surface origin and characteristics have not been signffi- _ ,_cantly altered by the photographs obtained from _he Ranger Program, A recent _ :,',,i_
symposium at NASA's Goddard Space FLight Center (15-16 April 1965) reveared that :: :_
I! !I !the '_dust theorists" are still dust theorists, and the *relatively high bearin_ _ ::_
strength theorists !' still maintain their previously established hyl_thests. (65)_ _ _
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may be logarithmic and range from clay-sized powders (0.0_4 mm) to angular boulders
(256 mm). Block sizes as large as 10 to 15 meters in diameter may occur from a
lunar crater the size of Meteor Crater, Arizona. Begardless of the size distribution,
marked angularity and poor size-sorting of this material can be expected. The ab-
sence of an atmosphere and the weathertng process is of great impor_mce since the
material will not have been greatly modified after it reached its final resting place
except by sputtering.
The lunar maria featm-es derived from volcanic origin are :_enerally agreed to
consist of thick deposits built up by separate lava sheets. The characteristics of the
lava flow should be s_milar to those occ,_rl ing on ear_h, with considerations being
given to the lower gravity and vacuum conditions of the moon. The terrestrial-type
examples of lava flows are aa and pahoehoe, Aa, the Hav_£ian term for basaltic
lava flows, is _pified by a rough, Jagged, spinose, cLinkery surface, while pahoehoe
is typified by a smooth, billowy, or ropy surface. Modifications to these types of
. lava flows resulting from the lower l_nar gravity _-;::"".-am_._nmay include de_per
nucleation and slower rise of bubbles resvJt_ _0 _ Mghly ve_cular lava. Vesicular
igneous rocks such as pumice and scorJ:_ are likely to be more common than the
dense basalts of earth terrains. O.'her interprc_tions include pyroclashc depo_tits
of volcanic ash and _+uffwhich may be fctmd widely distributed and intert_dded with the
lava flows.
The array of possible lunar s_u-face materials which is inlerred by _.'e _arlous
observation and measuring technique, _'epre_ent_ the minimum drflllt_ c._;-_bility
which should be incorporated into _I ar drill. Therefore, the dril!_.u_ ats
should eventually include materials _ucb as tuff, scoria, basatt, andesi_c. ,umice,
pahoe_-oe, aa, and rhyolite.
Characteristics of Possible Lunar Malaria's
The thermal conductivity, specific heat a_d thermal inert_ ,, : =.__ _attctpated
lunar materials must be considered during the d:_.gn of the lung. : :, '.},. A detailed
thermal analysis is required to determine ff the conducted and _. ,._ed heat from the I
drill bit to the rock is su'_icient to maintain a reasonable equtUbr#.:m temperature.
Comparative thermal characteristics of copper and possible lunar materials are
listed in Table A-1. The _tmplifled two-',ayer lunar surface model consists of an
upper layer possessing the approximate characteristics of powder in a vacuum. The
lower layer consists of rock possessing the approximate characteristics shown in
Table A-1 perhaps modified somewhat by vesiculation.
It is genersJ_y conceded that the voids created in loosely packed powders in a
vacuum will result in average thermal conductivities which are approximately 1% of
the values obtained under a pressure of one atmosphere. However, the thermal
conductivity of the lower level consolidated rock material is expected to approximate
terrestrial igneous rocks.
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TABLE A-1
-! Comparati_re Thermal Charactel, istics of Possible Lunar Materials _,41)
_ Thermal Spec_ff_[c Thermal
_J Conductivity, K Density, Heat, c Inertia, (KI_C)-lj2
Material (caL/cm2/secJ(CK/cm)) (gm/cm 3) (cal/gm/°K) (cal/cm2/°K_sec-1/%]
Copper 0.9 9 0.09 1
Rock 5 x 10 -3 3 0.2 20
Pumice 3 x 10-4 0.6 0.2 170
Powder _n 3 x 10 x 2.0 0.2 500 to 100010-6Vacuum
i ii i
_ Surface Temperatures (41)
The ma._imum average temperature on the surface of the moon occurs at the point :where the sun is directly at the zenith, or subsolar point. It hat been observed that
the maximum temperature occurs when the heat flux is a maximum, that is_ no phase
lag is apparent. The theoretical and experimental determination of this temperature
is in wlthin less than 1° K at a value of 374 ° K, The actual temperature atagreement
a particular sub_olar point may be as high as 390 ° K or as low as 330° K, The varia-
tion of subsolar ten_perature is due to th_ facts that the solar constant (average 1.3_ -
x 106 ergs/sec-cm z) varies slightly depending on _e moon's distance from the sun and
_ that the actual albedo ranges from Less than 5_ to more than 40%. :_ _
_) The design of the lunar drill must include the features necessary to ensure saris- _factory operation i -.he high temperature environment. Temperature sensitive equip- :. ,_
ment such as _he electric motor will require an enviro_nental control system to en- _i: i':j_
sure satisfactory heat remowl from the lunar drill system ....
The minimum lunar surface temperature occurs within a few days after passage
of the terminator. However, the initial teml_erature drop upon "black ou_ of the
] solar radiation can occur very rapidly. One observer measured a temperaturr_ dropfrom 374° K to 200° K over a perio of 1 hour during an eclips .
1 It is anticipated that operation o_ the lunar drill wilt occur during the sunlit por-
J tion of the synodic month, thus placing the emphasis on high temperature design lea-
tares. However, Lowtemperature storage must also be eonsidered.
Subsurface Temperatures(63)
The subsurface luuar temperature fluctuations with surface temperature changes
decreaseinmagnitudeproportionaltothesttbsurfacedepth. One studyhas shownthatthefluctuationse sentiallyceaseata depthof30 inches,a d a mean temperature
ofapproximately23So K Isattainedatthisdepth.
]
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Although the lunar subsurface Le.mperatures which will be encountered by the
drill bit are relatively low, the correspondingly low thermal conductivity of the rock
material reduces effective heat conduction and radiation from the drill. A detaiJed
thermai analysis was conducted to determine wh_t percentage of the totai heat gener-
ated by the coring bit would be conducted and radiated in_ the surrounding rock, and
is included in Appendix B.
Atmosphere (63)
The lunar atmospheric press,xre is estimated at 10-13 times the earLbVsmeau sea
level pressure. Extremely smaii quantities of H_, H20, CO2 and other gases are
estimated to comprise the 10-10 mm Hg (or lo'¢er_ lunar atmosphere.
Absence of a significant lunar atmospheric pressure requires a careful selection
of materials and lub_ icants for the lunar drill. The subject of materials is discussed
in a later section of tb.is report.
A second major problem created by the low pressure environment is that of ther-
mal control. Since there can be no external convective cooling for ti_e lunar drill sys-
tem, heat removal must be accomplished by radiation into space.
The v_ _uum environment of the lunar surface may create other rock drillingprcb-
lems v:nich are not encountered in the terrestrial environment. Recent studies (64,66)
have indicated that the lower pressures may result in increases in the coefficient of
friction and adhesion between metaXlc and nonmetallic materL_l_. Dr. S. H. Penn,
Grumman Aircraft Research Department, in his soon-to-be published 'Wildcatting on
: the Moon," postulates that use of a mechanical force drill on the moon's surface will
be impossible without lubrication of the drill bit. Therefore, the problem of rock cut-
_ ttug and dus_ removal with the l,,_r drill system may requir_ the use of a controlled
! lubricant or special core barrel surface material _n order to reduce the predicted
dust-metal adhesion problem. This cannot be determined until a high vacuum rock
coring test can be conducted.
Radiation
In addition to temperature considerations, the possible effects of solar and cosmic
radiation on material degradatio_ must be considered for the lunar drill. Although
metals are not seriously affected by radiation, the selection of plastics for seals and
other applications must consider their possible breakdown under the radiation environ--
ment.
Coring Techniques
During the past several hundred years, numerous techniques have been developed
for hole drilling on the terrestrial surface. The three techniques which are employed
for the majority of earth drilling operations include percussion, rotary, and rotary
vercussion. Other methods of drilling which receive limited usage for special purpose
t drilling include flame drills, electric arc, chemical softeners, I_ellet impact, abrasive
laden Jets, and explosive shaped charges. A brief dtscussioz of these techniques and
their possible use for the ten-foot lunar coring device is presented below.
F
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Flamc and ElectricArc Drills.- The flame drill}ms been inservicesince1853;i
_ theelectricarc since1874. Both techniquesuse hightemperaturesto spalltherock
i _ duringcuttingoperations. Drillingde_Icesemployingthesetechniquesare used pre-dominantlyfortheminingofrelativelysmallb!ocksofvariousrockswhich are used
! _ forfabricatingmonuments and buildingmaterials.
i _ Use of the flame or e!-Jtric arc devices would be impractical for obtaining con-
! T solidated1-inchdiametercores totenfootdepthson thelunarsurface. Relatively
large"cuts,°would be requiredaroundtheperipheryofthecore inordertoaccommo-
_ datethedrillingequipmentbelow tl::esurface,and toprovideallowancesforirregular
! cutting. Additionalmechanicaldeviceswould be requiredforcore extractionafter
i _ completionofthecuttingoperation. Electricarc devicesinherentlyrequirelarge
i _ power supplieswhich wouldbe inexcessoftheLEM capacity. Inaddition,proper
heatcontrolwitha g_s operatedflamedrillinthe 10-10ram figlunaratmosphere
I I wouldbe difficult.It ._spossible that an electric arc device may prove to be f_asible for deep drilling
i I operations after the establishment of a permanent lunar base, Lut for the early LEM
landings it appears to be pl _hibited.
Chen)ical ,qofteners. -The use of chemicals such as sodium carbonate or sodium
_ i_vdroxideforsofteningrocksbegan in1887. This techniqueiscurrentlyused tosomeextentfortheetchingofrock,buthas never receivedwide usagefortheformationof
deep holes. Itwouldappear extremelydifficulttocontroltheformationofa rock core
over r_10-footdepthwitha chemicalsoftener. Inaddition,thelow subsurfacetemp-
t eratures and vacuum conditions on the moon would prohfbit the use of most chemicalsfor the hole formation process.
I Pellet Impact and Abrasive Laden Jets o-Both the pellet impact and abrasive ladenJet _echniques employ the same principle of impacting high velocity particles against
the rock at the bottom of the hole. The former technique employs the use of a fluid
i to supplytheenergytothepelletswh._chimpingeupon therock _urface. The pelletsalsoserveas a grindingagentatthebottom oftheholeand are continuouslycirculated
until consumed. The particles utilized in the abrasive laden Jet system are ,_maLler
than the pellets, but are employed in the same manner to erode the rock.
Both systems utilize water or drilling fluids for terree_tal drilling operations
which would be prohibitive on the lunar surface. A high velocity gas system could pos- "_:•
I slblybe utilizedtosupplytheenergytotheabrasiveparticles,buttherequiredquan- _tltlesofgas would limitthesesystems forthelunarcoringoperation.
ExplosiveShape Charges.-Therehave been extensiveadvancesintheutilization
I of forhole orientation,and sizeofholesshaped charges boringoperations. Depth,
canbe controlledinhomogeneous materialsby theproper employment of shaped
charges. In order to obtain a core it is necessary to lay out a "charge pattern '_ on the ::
I surface of the rock outcrop which approximates the desired core size. For a c_e-inch diameter core an equilateral triangle (or hexagon) with two-inch sides would be .._
employed, with the appropriate shaped charge placed at tJ.e vertices of the triangle in
I order to obtain the desired depth. A rotary coring device would still be required to :_cut ",hrongh the rock material remaining between the explosively bored holes. The
power .ceq_r,_d fvr the coring operation would be much less than for a complete hole,
and a chip removal system wo'Jld not be r_quired because the finished hole would pro-
I vide "storage room" for the coring chips _'
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Although the use of shapc_i ci_rges present some advantages, they would not be
psrtJcularly valuable b_vause of the ne_:d of a rotary ccrlng device to extract the core.
Because of the _igh energy levels available with the shaped explosh'es, it is antici-
pated that their employment may have _dvantages _-_'ththe advanced permanent base
lunar operations. Astronaut safety, lunar surface contamination aQd other related
_c_r_ would require investigatio_ before final _ecommendation.
Rotary, Percussion_ and Rotary-Percussion Devices.-T_e majority of present-
day drilting operations are accomplished by rotary, percussion or rotary-percussion
devices. Each technique possesses advantages and disadvantages, which were eval-
uated with respect to the task requirements.
Rotary Drilling. (30)-Rotary drilling is accomplished by boring the bit (solid or
core type) along a helical path while it is being subjected to die axial thrust and rotary
torque required for shearing of t_e rock material. Actaal rock breakdown occurs in
the following manner:
1. A buildup of forces and deflection of the bit takes place until a sudden frac-
ture of the rock occurs;
2. A rapid releaee o£ stored energy in the deflected bi_ takes place, causing the
bit to impact upon the rock;
3. A buildup of forces again occur°, with some failure of the rock along irregular
lines of the fractured rock and new contact plane. This action continues until
the next fracture occurs, completing the cycle.
Percussion Drilling. (30)-Percussion drilling is accomplished by a high impact
energy exchange between the bit (core or chisel type) and the rock. A small portion
of the rock is fractured with each impact, and the bit is indexed to a new spot before
the next blow. Fragmentation of the rock occurs in the foUowing manner:
1. Crushing of rock surface as the bit makes initial contact;
2. Elastic deformation of the rock;
3. Pulverization of rock beneath the point of contact. Concurrent with the
pulverization phenomenon, a stress waw is propagated along the path of
least resistance, which results in rock fracture;
_i 4. Chip production. Fracture relieves the stress and the force between the rock
_ and bit. Dependent upon the energy stored in the tool, the bi_ may continue
++_ down through the pulverized region causing a second fracture to occur, or the
rock may go through elastic deforn_.ation only, causing the bit to rebound.
i
+ Rotary-Percussion.-Rotary-percussion drilling contains elements of b_._ the ro--
tary and percussion actions previously described. The bit is held in contact with t_
formation so that after each percussive blow the rotary motion of the bit will shear off
the rock between the indentations, thereby giving larger cuttings and, consequently,
++1 more efficient drilling.
_+
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• Summary.-All three techniques (rotary, percussion and rotary-percusbion) can
-_ be employed using either "aoove surface" or "down-the-hole" electric, pneumatic, or
: __ hydraulic prime move,s. The "down-the-hole" equipment may prove to be more
i practical on the lunar su._face for relatively large diameter holes (greater than three
._ -_ inches), and where _ drilling depth exceeds approximately one-hundred feet. This
type of equipment re'_t_es the power losses and excessive weight inherent with the
long drill rods rek_'x_'d _;ith "above surface" prime movers. However, the "down-
__ the hole" equipmeu_ i_ not recommended for the relatively short ten-foot coring de-
vice.
Luna:: drilling fea_ibiiity studies were conducted by the Hughes Tool Coml. ,_ ,1)
Armour Research Foundation of nUnois Institute of Technology(30), and Te._mco(29) '
, _ in lC60. These studies were oriente_ toward the development of a lunar drill trader
• the follouring general specifications:
_ 1. Unit to weigh less than six_,T pounds and consume a minimum of power:
2. Capable of drilling a 1.0 to 1.5-inch d_2meter hole to a depth of five feet;
3. Maximum avai,_ble thrust (restraining force) is 50 to 75 rounds;
4. Samples of the lunpr _face (hole cuttings or chips) required for instrmnentanalys_.
The purpose of _e studies was to evaluate the relative advantages and dis_.dvan-
] tages of the rota_ _, percussion, and rotary-percussion techniques for hole drilling
.E
within the operath_g restrictions for the lunar drill.
Figure A_I (Percussive Drilling Results from Texaco Study.) illustrates the pene-tration rates obtain d in sandstone and granite using the rotary-percus ion technique.
This compared favorably to the penetrakton rates obtained by pure rotary drilling
under the low axial thrust of 57 pounds using various 1.0 to 1.5-inch diameter bits.However, one test was conducted using a one-inch masovry carbide b_t with an increased _
axial loading of 180 pounds and rotational speed of 450 RPM, This test resulted in a *_
penetration rate of 0.5 inches per minute with a power expenditure o_ 250 watts, which
compared favorably to the rotary-percussive penetration of 0,.$7_ in,_'hes per minute ._
._ at the same power level. The T_mco tests clearly demonstrated that relatively high _iaxi_ 1 loading is required in order to obtain satisfactory penetratiov rates with pure •
rotary drilling.
The Armour study (30) revealed results similar to ",hose obtained by Texaco for : _:
rotary coring. Penetratio_ rates in the soft to medium hard materials were satis-
and increased proportionately with m_reasing axial loading. No significantfactory,penetrations could be obtained in granite. The results of the diamond coring tests
are tabulated in Table A-2 (Rotary Diamond Drilling Results from Armour Study).
I These tests were cc_lducted at a rotational speed of 900 RPM, and the input power wasmaintain d at 0.58 to 0.69 HP.
i Rotary drilling tests were also performed using carbide tip drills in a variety ofmaterials. In addition, several rotary-percussion tests were performed using solid
bits. The results of these tests will not be analy,ed since they are not related to the ,,
coring requirement for the current lunar drill program. However, it was interesting
I to note that rotary-percussion penetration rates of 0.51 to 1,14 inches per minute were
I A-9
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Figure A. 1. Percussive Drilling Results from Texaco Study (29)
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!obtainedwiththesolidbitsat power inputlevelsof 550 to940 watts. This represented
i l a significautimprovement over thepure rotarydiamond coringpenetrationratesin
granite,
i The majority of the Hughes Tool Company feasibility penetration tests wereoriented toward the pure percussive devices. This technique was recommended as
themost feasiblemethod for ,_rillinga completeholeon thehumr surfacewithinthe
T restrictions of their study. Most of the coring bits evaluated were of the standard,
j_ wide kerr type which require power levels greater than that available for the ten-foot
coring device.
TableA-3 (ComparisonofRotaryand Rotary-PercussionSystems)presentsat_ulationofpreliminarytrade-offdata. The higherpeneLa_ionratesingraniteand
absence of core bit temperature _roblems are desirable features in the rotary percus-
sion systems. However, the requirements for granite penetration appears unlikely
for the marial regions of the lunar surface. The relative simplicity, reliabili_r, and
core r,_trieval characteristics of the rotary coring system initially appeared mc.st de-
sirable for the ten-foot coring device. Therefore, initial feasibility tests were con-
core (see Feasibility Section). testing wasducted with diamond bits Test Thedirected toward thin-waU bits in an effort to conserve power.
1
1
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Man/Machine Inte_ffaces
The ability of the astronaut to safely employ the rock coring device on the lunar
surface _-!1[ depend on a large number of factors including, but not Limited to the fol-
lowing general functions:
1. Selection of work site;
2. Removal of equipment from the LEM, and transport to the work site;
3. Preparation of equipment for operation at the work site;
4. Initiation of the coring sequence;
5. Periodic removal of core sections and addition of drill rod extensions;
6. Core preparatior for return to LEM;
7. Shutdown, disassembly, and packaging of equipment for movement to new
area ff required;
8. Transport of specimens and equipment back to the LEM;
9. Available working time of the life support system;
10. Astronaut mobility and dexterity with full pressure ensemble in a 1/6-G
lunar environment.
The primary function of the rock coring device is to obtain segmented lunar core
samples down to a depth of ten feet. Cbtaining such a sample on earth with commer-
cial equipment is a time consuming t_sk, requiring hours as opposed to minutes to
accomplish. Operation of the commercial coring equipment usually requires fuU-
time attendance by one or more operators. However, a continuous monitoring opera-
tion of a lunar coring device by an astronaut cannot be afforded. Therefore, a maxi-
mum of automatic features were incorporated into the design of the coring device,
commensurate with weight and size restrictions.
Relatively large forces are required to restrain the drill when coring to depths of
ten feet. Preliminary testing, employing the Martin Lunar Gravity Simulator, indi-
cated that an unrestrained operator can be expected to exert 18 to 22 pounds of down-
ward force in line with the _¢ertical axis of the body before losing footing with the sur-
face. Employing the same criteria, a maximum torque restraint capability range of
13 to 16 foot-pounds resulted. In view of the anticipated coring time and reaction
force required, it was logical to assume that the coring device would hot.be hand-
restrained, but instead, anchored to the lunar surface. Durfug the actual coring pro-
cess the astronauts t primary attention should be devoted to other lunar surface tasks.
The breadboard model coring device, and associated equipment was designed and
pP_kaged so that it would be easily transported to and from the work site. Thus, a
minimum weight and size for the equipment was req',_ired. The maximum limits
specified by permissible LEM payload, and influenced by the 1/6-G lunar environment
appear _dequate to facilitate astronaut handling of the coring device. _
F
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Previous testing and evaluation by Human Factors, using subjects suited in the
I Gemini and indicate that it is difficult to downprototype Apollo spacesuits, very stoop
or squat c!ose to the standing surface in the pressurized ensemble. Subjects found
it necessary _o kneel on o:le leg before retrieving an item dropped on the floor. An
astronaut would not be ex_,ected to assume low crouching or sq_mtting work positionson the lunar surface with present d y spacesuits. Securing the leg supports of the
coring device to the lunar surface does not require an astronaut to apply forces or
perform an excessive number of tasks from a low work position.
In view of the overall height restriction of the basic unit (approxLmately 30 inches),
all controls and displays were located as close as possible to the top of the device.
However, weight trade-off considerations may require some compromise to this cri-teria on subsequent flight models.
i Excessive stooping and bending may be required during assembly and disassemblyof the unit ff comp ne ts are placed on the lunar surface upon arrival t the drilling
site. It may be desirable on subsequent flight models to supply an equipment con-
tainer with extendable legs to facilitate temporary storage, assembly and disassemblyof the subsystem components. Again, weight trade-off considerations may req_lire
some compromise of this approach.
I The inherent design of the device provides for *_e operator's visual detection ofcoring depth and rate. Once the coring operation commences, the astronaut's tasks
will be reduced to primarily that of periodic monitoring. While an electrical rate
display would be desirable, a simpler method of accomplishing the same function isto maintain an accounting of drill rod extensions coupled into the drill string by sub-
traction of the unused drill extensiens from the original total number.
I The foregoing represents a study of design objectives and operator re-cursory
strictions for the lunar coring device. Spacesutted operators were used to evaluate
the final prototype coring device model to ensure that the man/machine interface
I problems were adequately solved or identified for subseq_ent correction. The re-suits of the spacesuit interface tests are pr sented elsewh re in this report.
i Materials Selection CriteriaThe selection of materials and lubricants for the lunar drill is an important con- _
sideratlon. Environmental conditions(63)under which the coring device may ooerate _!
B include a vacuum of 10-1Cram Hg or higher, and a lunar surface temperature range _of 339° + 5° K to 120U + 2u K throughout the synodic month. The drilling operations _""
will init_lly be restricted to the "lunar day" which will involve only the upper portion ,_ o_._* .
of the synodic monthly temperature range. _ _° _,'::
Much effort has been expended by Martin and others in the investigation of mater- i_ ./,
ials and lubricants for use in the vacuum of space. A wide variety of lubricants has _
I been in the mechanical of U. S. satellites and spacecraft. Oilsemployed systems
and greases having low vapor pressures have worked quite well in these applications. -_ :_',
Sealed or partially sealed units have been employed to prevent vaporization of lubri-
" cants. The recent trend has been to use materials th_ _ave built-in lubricants, or _ /_i
to employ solid lubricants such as fluorocarbons, and solid film lubric_uts (e.g.,
MoS2 and WSe2).
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Bail bearings suitable for use in vacuum are readily available. These bearings
are manufactured from standard bearing steels, 440C or 52100, with bearing retain-
ers containing a lubricating material. Retainers made of Duroid 5813 (60%Teflon,
40% glass fibers impregnated with MoS2) have performed satisfactorily in satellite
applications. Recently doveloped, improved retainer materials contain mixtures of:
(1) 60% copper and a 40% mixture of 3 parts Teflon and 1 part WSe_, or (2) 70% silver
and a 30% mixture of 3 parts Teflon and 1 part WSe2. I_all bearings containing one
of the above improved retainer materials will be considered for use in the lunar drill.
If the lower operating lunar sur_ce temperatures are encountered (lunar night), addi-
tional problems are created for the hB._dbearing steels, as their toughness is re-
duced at the extreme low temperatures. Nickel-containing steels, such as case
hardened 93._L0(3.25% nickel, 1.2c,,_chromium with a slight molybdenum additive),
are satisfactory for the low _mperature operation. Bail bearings with smallest
possible bail size will be selected to minimize lubrication problems in vac _um.
Gears for the lunar drill may be constructed from self-lubricating materials such
a_; the sulfur-bearing steels. Surfur-bearing, free-machining steels are readily
available. Sulfurized steels in both carbon and low alloy grades are also _.¢atlable.
A wide variation of hardness car_be obtained by proper selection of composition and
by heat treatment.
Materials for parts that have sliding motion can be made either as metal-to-
metal or metal-to-nonmetal combinations. For heavy lcad3, a properly selected
steel-to-steel combination can be used. Sulfurized steels should be selected to pro-
vide a built-in lubricant and a solid film lubricant, such as _oS2, applied by burnish-
ing or by vacuum deposition. A vacuum coating method for MoS2, known as CLD
5940, has been developed by the Columbia Broadcasting System Laboratories. Steel
versus aluminum can also be employed if the aluminum is hard coated by the Martin,
Alumite, or similar process. A new method that impregnates Martin h_d coating
with Teflon ('_rufram" coating by the Magnaplate Company) is another applicable pro-
cess. Metals versus non-metals can be used if the mechanical loads are Light.
Steel versus Teflon Js a satisfactory combination for Hght sliding motion, i
Development of roller bearings for space application has not progressed as exten-
sively as that of bal'. bearings. However, the same material fundamentals apply for
the roller bearings as for the bail bearings. The usual bearing steels, when lubri- _
cared by solid lubricants, may be satisfactory for roller bearings if their use is re-
! qutred in the lunar drill.
il When designing the lunar drill for use in the near vacuum environment of thelunar surface, the possible galling and seizing (cold welding) problem must be con-
_ sidered. R is desirable to design for Hght toadiug of any combination of metals
_] which have relative motion. Light loads will lessen the tendency for the metals to
_i gall and sei_e in service,
"i The possible lower surface temperatures for the hmar drill must be consideredI
i for the selection of materials for day and night operations, Carbon steel and some
_! low alloy steels are embrittled at the low temperatures, especially when they are
:i] stressed in the presence of slots, notches, threads, or other stres_ raisers. All i
.uarfs subjected to high stresses must be fabricated from steels having sufficient
'!
_._ r,lckel content to assure toughness at the lower operating temperatures.
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Lubricants for the [unar coring device are required to work in high vacuum and
l elevated temperatures, For high temperature lubrication greases and otis are not
satisfacto_T, and ¢LTT lubricants must be employed. Molybdenum disulLlde is an
effective lubricant in vacuum to 1500 F or above. For this application the solid film
lubricant could be bonded to the required surfaces by means of a stable inorg_iccompound, The fluorides of calcium and strontium have been used _s lubrioants _t
very high temperatures. The following are possible lubricating systems for the mov-
ing parts of tne coring device:
1. Dry film lubricants such as _oS? or WSe2, bond_ with sodium _ilicate or
B203.
2. CaP 2 or SrF 2 bonded with a stable oxide,
3. Flame sprayed or plasma arc sprayed mixtures of solid flirt, •_jricants(example MoS2) and met ls (nickel or silver),
i]
It
{]
£]
]
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-_ APPENDIX B - ROTARY CORING PRELIMINARY ANALYTICAL MODEL
._nticipated Drill Drlve-:4o_or
13OOO R.P.M.
Geared 24-1 540 R.P.M. output
Efflciency within Voltage Rar_e 60_
600 :latts input Power to Ymtor
360 ,,'arts_._ximum output _ork
Friction work generates heat 788.2 Ft.-Lbs./BTU
Friction is basically proportional to pull down force :
Friction Load, F z N f Normal Load
multiplied by coefficient of friction of materials.
f,Sliding Friction on Hardest Rock -.50 (approx.)
_!
4
Minimum pressure load to product diamond drill cuttlng
of hard rock # 200 Lb. Est.
} Anticipated Friction
F m 200 x .5 _ i00 Lb.
' Cutting Load - 2 x Pull Down Load
per Ref. 1
Total Peripheral Force
500 Lb.
{, Ft.-Lbs. Per Rev. 2 _X.6 x 500 " 157.2 _ _
]2 "'
"! Pull-down H.P. may be stored intermittently
J
Total available H.P. x _ch. Elf.
360 _atts
i
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%"hisis an indication of possible Iv_ufficlent horse power
available for drJ/ling hard rock with dla_nd bit, since _00 R.P.14.
is nearer to the speed requirement for drilling rate.
Using a 500 Lb. down pull = N
,icutting load coefficient of 1._
(The torque resistance load factor to down-pull load
for a specific ennf_.....+_" _f bit and type of rock)
..... o_ _ w vL_
Total Feripheral Force - F = n_ + 1.5 N
Drill
F = I00
Drill
; FC.-Lbs. per revolution = 60
746 _o
R.P.M. = 238.5
i (Note greater R.P.M. increases power used)
(
Friction ratio lO0 _ 20_ (Example i)
_ i - ( xample2)i zoo T
Since the diamond drill wears during cutting a safe friction
value even under optimized drilling conditions would be 25 to _.
Using 3_ component :
, 360 Watts x .9 x .30 = 97.3 .4at_s
(Maximum condition for one hour or'y).
Worse condition:
1 _att Hour "- 3.413 B.T.U.
97.3 x 3.413 -_ 332 BTU/Hr. [
(Maximum Drill Bit Heat)
}
)
I
(
1966006075-103
!Assume 39000 P.S.I. to be the highest strength
value for summarized compreEslve strength of lunar rock. Applying
: this _o rotary diamond drilling, sn estimation of drilling para-
meters can be made ms follows; see Fig. B.I.Stone cutting is
i besically failure of the stone in local eom_ressi,_ stremgt,h.
_ .O16
i " Peripheral load = 39000 x x w x i.i_ x .150
: .7o7
Iv;
'_ = 475 Lb.i -
t
I The pull down force is also 475 Lbs.
, -! Assur.lng 332 _au (or 97.3 Watt-Hour)
-_ generated by friction, the equivslent peripheral load would be!
-] 3_2 x 778.2 x 32 = 159 Lb. friction
90 X 60 x xl.15
-]
i
! The total peripheral load for very hard rock could be
634 Lb. but if .OlO de_th of cut were used this load would be 500 Lb.
:I The torque load, of example l, of 500 Lb. x a 228 In-Lb.
must be carried up the pipe which attaches to the bit. The heat
generated must be prevented from raisiug temperature levels to the
!] point of damaging the diamonds. The diamonds begin to deteriorate
-_ at 1400°F and the annealing temperature of stainless steel is
135oOF.
! Heat dissipation can be obtained from the following:
-| (s) Radlatlon an_ conduction in the rock ._
| (to maintain heat flow from drill bit by _
"' radiation. )
"| (b) Conduction of heat sway from the bit up the shaft :_ _:
',| and into the drill structure (where radiation _ -:_i<+
maintains heat flow from drill.) +_ " "i_
J.
¢
,+
g
-/3
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i 1o22DIA, .O__ / ....[.07
._ /,/45 o _- STONE
i FIGURE B. 1 FIGURE B. 4
i1
it _ , .L,.....;;26I i
I
i1 tl--_i---_-:-_ _,' ,, ,,,q,,Zl -i, i._ o,_.
rl O.D.-i. I08 IN. .5C DIA.._! :, _)
:-J KERF-.095 IN.
'_ I5 " REODDRILLI_ATE I7._ '-_TEST DRILL BIT _ • R
j] ,,OUREB.2 ,IOU_ B.3 _;_:
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Total Heat Q _ q -_ q -_ q
RR CR CB CCH
q = Heat Radiated into Rock
RR
q = Heat Conducted into Rock
CR
qCB = Heat Conducted into Drill Barrel
qCCH _ Heat Removed by Conduction and Convection into
Helium Gas.
[
Eventual dissipation of heat
Qtc_al = QLunar + QRadiatio_ on Surface i
Rock |
qCCH can be considered to cool the rock also where its surface
may pick-up heat by radiation from the hot drill barrel.
Where the rock is nor consolidated, its heat of radiation from
the drill w._11 not be conducted away from immediate rock surface.
• j
']_eradiation of heat then equalizes and the drill receives as
much radiated heat as it expels by radiation.
The gas wall thickness is relatively thin and it can be safely
assumed that heat by conduction through the gas thickness is
complete. The only significant factor is the heat capacity of the
gas. Constant pressure condition would mostly represent steady ,flow
(Flow) _ = Avp (Ares x Velocity)
Hea_ Capacity, C = Cp
il
Cp ,, 1.25 BTU/Lb/°F for He i
The ten,eraSure along the drXll barrel will first be influenced
by the co'_ductivlty of,the beryllium cop_m_. Heat radiation into
the rock _ become re_tive3_y stable _ue to the low conductivity i
of the rcck.
l
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i Dissipation of 332 BTU at Drill Bit, Fig. B.3 & B.4:-
Since insufficient data is a_milable for establishing heat
flow criterza_ an approximation study is thought useful as
i preliminary to drilling tests and drill design. From Table B-I
select beryllium copper.
Drill bit consists of .095 beryllium copper with tungsten
carbide matrix holding diamond cutters.
If KB -_ Heat conductivity of beryllium cooper metal
! KR = Heat conductivity of consolld_ed rock
i _ -- Heat conductivity of tungsten carbide
K =BII 21°FIFt Table)
t
I Maximum temp. at bit = 1200°F to prevent damage to diamonds
and softening of beryllium copper.
i Values for K are necessarily approximate for this study.
J.j
KR For Granite - 1.O to 2.3
i KR For Lava _ 0.49 Porous Material
i
KR Foz Sandstone - 1.1
i KR For Marble = 1.2
Assume KB .-- i.i
KB = i00 • " _"
Conductivity of rock at temperature -70°F ,,_ ':/!_!_
(Lunar subsurface 3CM depth - 5_.4 to -207.4°F) _ --'.'_
The actual heat absorbed by the rock will depend on its diffusivity _' ';_<'
which takes into account heat storage and temperature differentials _'_'" ."_
qCR = K AAt _
L i_
•J
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Estimated Rock Temperature and _U Flow into Rock:
Radiated Heat Q ffiu Fe FA A (TI4 - T24) BTU/Hr
_ Stefan-Boltzmann Consta:_t
" .173x lo-8 BTU/Hr. Ft2 °F4 (Ref. 61)
l
FE = E + .i- -| .15 from chart
E
Ext. e I --.2 for drill
e 2 " .4 for rock in vacuum
FA -- Configuration Factor - .9
A - Emitting Area • 12" x 7 x 1.26 - .33 Ft.2
144
TI = Temperature of Bit - 1200OF * 460 = 1660°R
T2 -- Temperature of Wails of Hole
for Steady State Condition !
Steady State Temperature of Lunar Rock - 131° _329oR
Temperature T2 depends on conductivity of rock heat i{
conductivity BTU/Hr.Ft2.OF. Ft.
Estimating rock temperature close to drill rod in stea_y i
state : (From Raf. 41)
(Kp¢)-1/2 has been found large indicating poor conductivity
of lunar surface mterAal
(Kpc)-1/2 was found to be i000
For rock on earth this value was found to be as follows :
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Table B-2
] K p c _ (_pc)-I/2
- C._icM21_EclCo_iCm)gm/Cj CALIg=°KCALICm21°_C_EcI/2] Rock 5 x lo-3 3 0.2 20
] _owerin 3-i0 x i0-6 "_..0 0.2 500 - I000
Vacuum
ii BTUIFt2/SECIOKIFt Lb/l_3 STU/LblOK BTU/Ft210_(ISECI/2
Rock .561 187.29 .36 67.4
_ower
in .0001683 124.86 .36 1635 - 3370
iI [acuum .000561
il If _ = absorbtivit7
r = reflectivity
7 = transmlsslvity
+ r + 7 = i For heat received by the rock from
i_ the drill barrel.
7 may be zero because rock is opaque
r is returned heat by reradiation. _> .7_
# 7!
_ - 0Kcp where K - conductivity - }/.i_._,__p ,, density '_'!_
_ .561 = .00833 ___Ft° .= I
187.29 x .36 SEC 120 i
i_Sg
i] :
|
,!]
.-=. . , .....
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= Thermal dlff_ivi_y
QTotal 120
Raaisted Heat ,- Q = _ Fe FA A (TI4 -T24 ) BrU/Hr. i
Est. Q _ .173 x lO'Sx .15 x .9 x .33(1-6_4 - T24)
Also _,, Heat Conducted
Heat Storage
Heat conducted by rock = qCR ., K_ A (Tl- T2)
L
Let L _-x - i" or .0833 Ft.
A_ A ._6Zx.33
qCR " .0833 (1660 -T2) - l_._ x 332120
Let us check for 1/120 dlffusivi+,y of 332 BTU/Hr into rock
to learn rock T2 estimated
o
__ _ 1660 x ._61 x .33 i
.561 x ._3 2.2?.2
•o833 !
T2 _ _ = 1658 OK Then2.22
Est. radiation QR a .173 x 10 -8 x .15 x 9 x .33(_ - _ )
QB(When rock reradlates 12" of drill is inside of !
consolidated rock)
-.o359xlO2 = 3.59 i
_ 3.6 BTU
i Heet stored in rock surface would be hlgh, which accounts for i
: tl, e low heat dissipation by radiation to the rock from the drill
..i oar_e!. [
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Heat conduction through the tur_en carbide matrix and into
the beryllium copper drill bit tube is the iMportar.theat flow path.
The area of tungstan 4,S
At w .7854 (1.3z - 12J=.543 In2
The beryllium tube cross-sectional area AB - .348 In2
J
Temp_reture gradients c_n be estimated:
qTungsten Carbide = q - qR = 328.4
qt = Kt (ti - to) At where x - .095
to = tl - qt %
__ = woo - 328._,x.O?_x l___
_A 25 x 12 .543
: at_
= -276 °F
EtA
A beryllium copper tube maximum length for total temperature
gradient :
3L _ 9240?
_24 x i00 x 00241_ = .882 Ft
328.4
t o will not reach zero degrees F and this
temperature will be approximately that of the cooling gas beln_
_- blown down the pipe for steady state drilling w,_rsecondition,
t = 660°R see Fisures B,5 and B.6o
"*_I B-12
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-i t For tungsten-beryllium interface is 1660°F
conductance distance x --L_t KB AB/q
-i [(l O276)66o.7lOOx. 41
328.4
_ %-.534 Ft; t - 724°F
-I _ _ x 1.06 x ..c34 .1235 Ft2Wetted Area Inside AI_2 12 "
I
_.
Wetted Area Outside A2_1 - w x 1.26 x .534 - .145 Ft2
"7 12
--} Heat conduction and convection of the helium gas is mostly unknown.
Experimental measurement of gas flowing thrcugh a heated drill-blt
-] so as to obtain flow pressure drop, change in the density of gas,
.7 gas flow velocity, and the differential temperature may be made.
"] q = UA ( _t)m = UA _tOl - _tJl_g_ &tOl / _t02
] U = conductivity - convention
UA hiAi EAm hsAs hoAO
i
)
Ao m Outside area; Ai = inside area
I b_ = Heat transfer coefficient thru scale deposits
hm = For entire m_face based on _t m
. -;
Mean local Coefficient of heat transfer -_._
BTU _er hour:Ft2 OF differential -__
G = Mass velocity W/s Lb/Er. Ft2 of cross section
L_
_f -_ Viscosity at bulk temperature Lb/Er.Ft
Arlthemetlc mean between wall and fluidKf = K st the film temp. tf (t@ t )/2
U
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D = Diameter in feet
Di = Clearance inches
- .o2t_Cpo .8/(Di).2. Estimatinghm (Simplified Eq)
Di m Clearence (inches)
G . 4._.Lb!Kr. = 30 LblHr.Ft.2
•534x x _ (Massvel.)
Di "- .035 !
hm = .024 x 1.25 x ( 30 ).8
- 8.92 i
(.035).S I
BTU/Hr .Ft.2 OF
1 1 1
UA hmAi 8.92 x .15 ;I
!
UA = 1.37
-1Temperature inside is that of the b_ryllium bulk tempera-
ture (being supplied heat from drilling by conduction)
The quantity of gas required is taken from electric
motor requirement
TI of gas entering is 660°R
l
T2 of gas at dr_Al matrix = I0220F
1Coefficient _TU taken ,y gas per hm = 8.92 I
q = BTU 8.92 x .15 x 247 Ft.2 OF 330 BTU
_ Ft'2°F - _ iI
{!
Let _ to2 = 50 o
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At m = At01 - _t02
2_tOl
m 362 - 50 5.8917 - 3.9120
__ At m . __12 - 157.6
i.9797
]  :UA
= 1.37 x 157.6 - 2.18
I
!
-J _i " Approx. 1/2 due to return flow
J q12 - ZlZ _ lOq ,= 327 BTU4-q21
Roughly estimating the drill conditions in vacuum wouldsuggest supersonic velocity of flow except as modified by drill
chip loading of the gas. This minimum flow velocity can be
_| estimated from Bef. 1 for preliminary study.
There are no empericel formulae for heat transfer in-
volving helium in any Standard Handbook. The usual heat con-
_I siderations involvi_ fluid flow in a round pipe do not apply
] to the torus area for fluid flow in the lunar drill. The rock
will heat-up from radiation and provide heat force to the gas
, _ conduction from two directions simultaneously. It therefore _ ,4
J
seems logical to assume 80 per cent heat capacity effective, i _The quantity of gas and its condition must first b_.
estimated from the over'alldrill system. See Fig. B.7. '-
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FLEXIBLE PlPE
LL BARREL
-AT RADIATING
ELECTRIC F RAME
MOTOR Q_
Q,,,,
GAS
SU PPL._
Q, EXHAUST TO |
ATMOS PHEI?E
A1 Aj
Az Az
CONSOLIDATED _OCK i
Fl_re B.7. Preliminary _etch Installation
Lunar Coring Device
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I! .! A Inlet area to eac_ state, Ft.2
(See Fig. B.7)
$ V Mean velocity in Ft°/Sec
I v Vol. Cu.Ft. per Lb.
i p £ressure, p.s.i.
U Internal energy of fluid, BTU/Lb.
h Heat content, BTU/Lb.
QG & qg BTU/Lb Heat of gas in state "g"
QM & qm BTU/Lb Heat of gas from electric motor
i _I QR & qR HTU/Lb from drill rod
|
:'%: _f QAI2& _12 BTOILbfrombitheater
-'t QA21 & q21 _;ILb from bit heater outside
R(G - AO1) Energy expended _n friction!
RA21 Energy of lifting debt:isfrom drilling bit
i At points G, M. R, 1 and 2, the notations
V, v p and U are velocity, volume, pressure and
i!. energy at each section
]
S
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By evaluating the gas flow at the bit first for fl_# j
rate estimate to keep bit clean
Hughes Tool Co. (Ear. i)
Prellmi_ry feasibility study P_. C-5
v - 8.4lFt./Sac.
Pb = 16 From Cha',
R = 9 !
_ Diam. Bit . i._00 - 1.032 _ ;
Diam. Shaft 1.260 _J
_2 . 1.065 |i
R . 9 .5625 (Particles are dense) ! i
Vs " Pb 16 = I
-|!
V0 - Gas velocity (for air) '_ i
Vs = Particle velocity i
'fiVR = Eelatiw velocity
(_q.c-_.) Qf - vo ,,,, _.#s,,c :l I"
I
An /32 _
-- = -- AH _ _)2 L 1.32 x i0"5 Ft.2 ,,
An _, AH (_2-1) i I
2 - 1.32 x 10"5 x ,_._: 8.07 X i0 "71.065
= 8.41 x 8.07 x i0"7 x 3600 - .0244 Ft.3/H:.
iIStandard _ir
I
B-IS
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If we ratio sir to helium on the basis of Reyuold's
number
(Air) RN - _ = 8
(H) RN 193.5
Qf (Helium) = .0244 x 8 - .196 Ft3./Hr.
Standard conditions
Weight He = 4 Lb/359 Ft.3
Qf__ 4 x .196 = .O0218Lb./_r.
359
This will not be the controlling quantity of gas
needed by tae drill system.
Gas require_ to cool the electric motor will exceed all other
requirements due to the estimated heat loss of the motor:-
700 Watts - 360 Watts (Wo_
340 x 3.413 1160 BTU/H;,. ,_
The heat of the motor will be absorbed by the gas flow.
The gas will then be cooled by radiation from the R section _
l of Fi_. B.7. It will then pass down into the drill bit picking-up _
heat and debris which it will exhaust into the vacuum of the 'ii,_
luna_ environment.
The gas supply is assumed at -40°F and 14.7 p.s.i. The _ '_
quantity required is estimated to hold motor temperature below
300°F or 7_&CnR.
Gas ene_g_ eqoatlon _
hm-hg._,cp (_g-%) _ ,_
R
g L
I
-- i B-19 .............
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Helium Data :
Critical t ¢ = _50.2°F (or 9.8OK)
p_ -- 2.26 ATM (33.222 p.s.i.)
vc = .231 Ft.3/Lb. i
Cmseous Helium
w = .01039 Lb/Ft.3
i
at 68°F and 14.7 p.s.i.
Gas constant R -386.3 i
z
PV- RT
l
T1 Tg
l_.7x1_ x i_ ,!
•oio39 = 14.7x 144x Vg
5?8 500 !!
V = 91.3 Ft.3 Per Lbg
hg = Cp T - 1.25 x 500 = 625
BTU/Lb.
The electric motor cooling will depend on the values of if
heat transfer coefficients which will be designed into the assembly. !
These may incorporate fins as needed to accomplish such criteria
as 300°F mximum temperature for the electric motor working at i_
maximum condition for one hour at 7_3 Watt input power.
The quantity of gas is here estimate,',from drill bit :_
requirements AIR - _i as a start.
if
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Minimum velocity of 8.41 ft per sec for V flow continuity:
21
w AM VM _R VR AI2 V21 A21 V21
v _s volu_ per unit weight
!_ v_,v°_o,_,_ _t__o_uoeo_s ft,on
'_ i_ cross sectional reasrest_zction is in A21
] S -- _ = .00071 ft3 x .53_ = .000378 ft3
_j 21 _21 L21
il SiR = AI2 LI2 = .000793 ft3 x .53_ = 000423 ft3
L (est. requirement)
SM = AM M!I
S = A LG (est.)g g
Because A21 is most likely choke point for flow of gas if 14.7 psi
system is used this will provide constant pressure throughout system. _..
Cp -- 1.25 Btu/ib/°F Heat capacity ii,_i!,_,;
T • Temperature (d_sired) Hef. Fig. B,7
!,
ii!>:>i_
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System S(ft3) Changes Btu/chg. lb. Weight He Estl- Design
Section Volume per sec. (req'd.) per change mted h T °R
G .076 1 - 1,668 x l0"3 1.048 500
M .O432 4_O add 3.6 Y iO'4 •341 760
•o5 +.o8o5
R 25.7 .012 remove .21_ 26.8 660
-268
i
AI2 .000423 14.1 2,27 x O 2.16 x i0"2 i022
Avg.
A .000378 15.75 2.03 x iO"6 1.93 xlO "3 1660
21 (min.)
Calculations
Weight per change may be estimated from A21 maximum allowed T21 =
1660° R (max. to protect material), The weight per change criteria is _i
used for this study in lieu of heat transfer coefficients as a scheme
to roughly estimate quantity of gas required. Therefore design re-
quirements start with bit velocity 8.41 ft/sec. Number of changes i
I "
8.41 = .00071 ft3 x .534 (effective heater
per sec = _ of V21
volum_joze} .000378 x 8.41_ = .006 ft3/sec.j 5.27 x 10.5 Ib/sec. _._o
The corresponding _12 _ .000423 ft3 but the gas per change will be _!,
modified by temperature difference. Cooling d_ta fox"the bit can
be referred to time in seconds. _,
The conduction and forced convection heat removal from the drill
bit must take into account the temperature rise becoming uniform
thA.oughoutthe thickness of cooling air. The stone surface tempera- 1
ture will be practically the same as that of the bit due to heat
B-2_.
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radiation stability on these surfaces. The cooling air thickness
] of.020o_.035forv21amv_respeoti_lyw_u_veato_a-ture gradient from both walls end s heater efficiency of RO per cent
would be conservative at these velocities.
ii 332-3.6 - _ BTU/Sec.3600
_' q_l: _ _ .o00378 x .o915= .o0_2 sru/Sec.
.I .80 .000378 .000423
"! _e_ulred_TUfor_1 ..00_42_ .ooo3_,5BTU/Chg.15.75
ForA_ .0915- .00_2 _ ._95 _U/C_.
The volume .0o7_x .54is calculated to be i022OF wheu it
-_,l leaves A21
__Vl _ F2 V2 ; T2 1_84 * 660 -- IG22_
i] T1 _2 2
14.7 x 144x .0oo378 !
W a Weight per Ch. _- 1022 , x .01039 _' -
z4.7 x 14_ x 1 _
_. 528 ij <.
__ .01039 x .0oo378 x _28 _ 2.03 x 10-6 Lb.1022 :_'
[ _I of Helium = Cp TW _"
i l .,.- 1.25 x i=2 ° x 2.03 x i0-6
- 2 (,_f.) _"
I] - 1.93_lo-3He.too._e_t r'-
estlmted from aesign (arbitrary) conditions
| _ B.,-_$
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h12 " CpTW --1.25 x 1022 x _ 2.03 x 10-6 - 2.155 x lO-3
•00037_
_TU(Heat)
Arian: -
h21-52 ::cp
fOSince the maximum temperature is 13,_oR at the matrix
! of the bit and 660°R at the top or section A1 - A1 of Fig. B.7
there is a heat loss -whichmay be offset by work dune on particles
of debris during velocity in _i21.
Calculating against the stream of gas cooling to 660°R
is assumed.
, The weight of helium has now been established as 15.75
c.hangesper sec. x 2.03 x 10 -6 Lb. _ 3.51 x iO-5 Lb./Sac.
= ./265 Lb. Fer Hour
Compare _;design temperature and volume for h-_liumas it
leaves ',heelectric motor
S"_ - 300°F 4 460 = 760°R i
Cooling then takes place until the drill barrel
penetrates _he lunar surface.
(s) _.[Inimu_mlen_th 3 F%. of drill extension pipe
1.25 O.D. Outside area = .982 Ft.2. ]
This pipe and the entire drill-rig will radiata !
heat. Some additional heat will be generated
by the geared drive and pulldown. ._/Llcwance
is made and a conse:vative estimate follows i
from assumptions as follows. (Elect.Motor
;._x.Temp. 200°F)
(I) The hot temperature is 660°R t_oughout i
the drill pipe and stanchion
(2) Temperature _adient (Fig. B.7) i
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Heat conductedthrough 321 StainlessSteel .
% - _ Am(ti - tO)
X
k
i
Figure B. 8
i
Let _ _, y and:-*
- xI - x - xI
, ( Y2 -Yl Y -Yl
. y . (x-xl) (y2.-y_)+yz(x2-xl )
i _ - xl
. y = (UO0 - 672)(_.8 - 9-3 x 720
(1392 - 672)
Kmd" 11.85 (Figure B.8) -_
"%) ;_i = .9_3 _.2
" <
tl J
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qs - ii._5 x .96_ (7oo - to) 76o _ 66o =7oo ° !_v_.
; 2
12
If the lunar temperature is taken as 374°K (Ref. 41)
tO may be found from (Eel. l)
Q = a FA A (_i4 T2_')_rJIEr. (_f.6i)
where T is eq,:_,l-%_. (Outsidetemp. of p_2e)i u "
% - Q
qs- At where /h- L = .02_ = .000182
R KA 11.85 X .964 x 12
700 --.oi62BTU/Chg.
Est. qs - 3600 x .012
At = .0162 _ .000182 (Es_.)
_2.95 x lO"6 negligible
tO " 760 OF . T1 Ref. 61
Te 374 OK
From Chart Ref. 61
if 61 " -53 F_ = .4 ,"
il '"!/_ 62 = .6 FA - .9, [
_4 Q _ ll60 BTU/Hr. from electric motor I
4 t
Q ,_ .i73x I0"6 x .4 x .9 x A (7-6_ - 37---_4) F
Total Area _ Large plpe frame etc. I
Solve for area.
I
j !
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t
_. 116o_u/_.
.173 x 10 -8 x -9 x _- 3-_[ )
4 4
C3 4o
A = 9.6 _.2 which can be done, see below.
The value hm - hE depends on the number of changes
of gas per hour which will share in the total Q ---1160 BTU
First trial 4 changes per see. allows the area
to be 9.6/4 = 2,4 Ft.2 radiating.
i160 BTD4Hr. = 26.8 BTU/Cb_r4_eof Gas
360o x .o12 (_om cleft)
! % - hR _ 26.8 = Cp (Tn - TR) (IW/Chg.)lj
I = 1.25 (760 - 660)
26.8
!
} _ - 26.8 = .214 Lb.
1.25 x i00
!
_j The volume required
Since 1 cu. ft. at 68°F and 14.4 p.s.i. = .01039 Lb.]
F_!V _-4.7_144xT _ .el4 Lb/x Cu.mt.] -PV 144 x i4.7 x I ._ Lb/Cu.Ft.
T 528
= .214 x 660 . 25.7 Ft.3.oio39x 528
Volu_/c_.
I The motor, M, may be installe_ with w characteristic
heat exchanger design and_some knowledge of overall heat transfer
coefficients gained from tests o_'extrapolation of existing heat
exchangers For this preliminary st'_y heat conduction alone
B-27
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at 70_ system efficiency may produce rough values
say .05 F_.3 around motor
7(_pefficient for heat conduction-convectlon
h -h = Cp (%_-T)(_,Ic_ng_)m g g
L160_TU/Er= .1002= 1.25(76O-500)vv
36Oo • 4 x .8
= .00031
14.7 x 144 x v
760 .
144 x 14.7 x 1 .01039
528
v = .0432
i hM " 1.25 x 760 x .00031
! = .341 BTU
: Required gas for each design condition: -i
i M .O0031 Lb/Change x 4 = .00124 Lb./Sec.
I R .214 Lb/Change x .01Z -- .002568 Lb./Sec.
:_I AI2" .0OO0O227 Lb/Change x i_.i- .000032 Lb./Sac.
, A21 .00000203 Lb/Change x 15.75 = .00003197 Lb./Sec.
Obviously the flow will have to be uniform throughout the
system. Since the "R" condition can be made to follow the system
._! by varying the reflecting area thi_ need only be reduced as needed.
,q The motor heat flow depends on the .05 volume and the weight of
_i helium per second which is critical to maintain a maximum of
-_ 760°R at the motor.
B-g8
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| Corrected _alues for flow should be mmde on the basis of
i .00124 x 3600 = 4.5 Lb. for i Hr.
I
and 6 hours at 286 x 5.2 _ .41x 4.._7oo
T " 1.85
Total weight of helium _ ll.lO 4- +.5
r] = 15.6 Lb. Est.
The helium gas container will weigh apparoximstely i0 Lb./Lb.-He
I resultin_ in a total tankage weight of 156 Lb. Therefore, ifh lium stored in he LEM is not available for use in th lunar drill,
some other gas having a lower overall total weight must be con-
, sidered if rotary diamond coring is employed.i
J
m • -_"
j
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APPENDIX C - ROTARY DIAMOND CORING FEASIBILITY TESTS
!
} The mechanics of rotary core drilling are difficult to precisely analyze due
to the nonhomogeneity of rock materials. Factors such as basle composition,
1 mineralogy, grain interlock (texture), structure and other factors influence the
drilling toughness of the rock material As a result, the power and optimum
drilling parameters required for drilling a block of rock may vary. significantly,
i depending on the drilling direction with respect to the rock grain structure.
!
One theoretical approach to the prediction of rock shear strength as related
to c_mpressive strength is given by the formula:
-1
_1 where s = shear strength
d" = compressive strength
= angle of internal friction or shearing resistance,
i] , may be obtained from the following relation:
_]
oc = 45+-_
where o_ = angle between the horizontal and the failure plane.
F_othcompressive strength (_r) and shear strength (s) depend on properties
- of the rock such as interloci( of g_'a_ns in the igneous and metamorphic rocks,
!_ and bonding or cement in sedimentary rocks. In addition, the value of _ is not
L/
a characteristic of the rock, but depends _mthe character of the shaar phenomenon,
especially the rate at which the shear force is applied.
:l
J Another more practical, but empirical formula (1)for relating drilling pene-
tration rate to _'wial load, shaft rpm, cutting area, and rock charactertr.tics iv
_,1 given Oy:
LJ
Pr -- K PN :i _-,_-
pr _ _ _?
! where Pr = Penetration rate (feet per hour) _ i:_
• P = Axial load on bit (pounds) i_ _Lr__
iI N = Shaftspeed(rpm) i -:Y_*_AD b Differenc between OD and ID of core bit (inches) "_":_
Kpr = Rock constant _.'l_.lit"in. _ rpm)
Various roc_ constant values (Kpr) have been experimentally obtained by i _,-
several testers ( ) under a variety of operating conditions, l_esults of these, tests _ ,
J indicate the difficulty of obtaining precise factors required to adequately predict , _,,i,_-_the drilhbility of rock mater al, In a&tition to the rock characteristics, th ori- _
entation and condition of the diamonds within the drill matrix will also affect the /i
1 ,.o,o,. oo=.,.on
C-I
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Standard Wide Kerf Core Bits
General. - The first series of tests were performed using wide kerr "set"
and "impregnated" type bits. The advantage of this type bit is that the wide eut-
Ung kerr allows clearance for the use of an inner and ouLcr core barrel; the outer
barrel transmits the driving torque to the bit, while the inner barrel slides over
the core during the drilling operation and protects it from the shearing action cf
the outer rotating core barrel. The inner core barrel" remains stationary with
respect to the core, and the rotating outer barrel is rotationally load isolated from
the inner barrel by means of roller or ball bearings.
Modified Set Diamond Core Bit 16925-1 (7/8-inch core x 5/16-inch ker_.
The ms, mum granite biotite gneiss penetrate, on rate attained with this bit was
20.6 inches per hour with a rotational speed of 1160 rpm, an axial bl_ pressure
of 411 :_ounds, and a power expenditure of 2200 watts. Use of these parameters
in the empirical formula with s granite Kpr of 1.5 x 10-6 reveals a theoretical
penetration rate of 13.7 inches per hour. Although the _,.vtual penetration rate
was higher than the predicted rate, neither is satisfactory for the ten-foot coring
device due to the excessive power and bit pressures required.
Modified Impregnated Diamond Core Bit 16925-2 (7/8-inch core x 5/16-inch
- The penetration rates attained with the wide kerf impreg:mted diamond
b_w-ere also unsatisfactory. With marble, a penetration rate of _0.8 _nches per
hour was attained at a power expenditure of 1500 to 1800 watts. The granite bio-
tite g_ aiss penetration rate was found to be 7.5 inches per hour.
J
Conclusions. - It was concluded from the wide kerf bit tests that accep'._ble
penetration rates cannot be s.ttained witIdn the power restrictions of the LEM
vehicle. Therefore, the remaining feasibility tests were conducted with the
narrow kerr (thin-wall) core bits. Use of this type bit, however, reduced the
total cutting area clearance thus prohibiting the use of a double core barrel.
Special DesZgn Narrow Kerf Core Bits
General. - The second series of tests were performed using set diamond,
thin-wall bits. The advantages of this type bit are: less driving power required;
less axial bit pressure; and reduction of heat generated. The disadvantages of
this type bit are: smaller cutting clearances which result in higher frictional
loading between the hole wall and core barrel; and the incorporation of a core
catcher becomes more difficult.
The driving power for the thin-wall bit feasibility tests was supI_lied by a
nominal 800-watt, 24 vdc motor which was capable of operating within a range of _
300 to 1000 watts. Tile preliminary design for the rotary lunar coring device was
designed at a power input level within this range. Typical test results from the
thin-wall bit coring tests are presented below, t _
• C-2
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Thin-Wall Bit No. F62990-4 (1-3/16-inch OD x 1-inch ID).-Two marble penetra-
1 tion rate tests were performed with this bit which resulted in 134 and 135 inches per
hour respectively. Bit pressures of 50 pounds, speeds of 1400 rpm and power input
levels of 600 to 648 watts were required. These parameters are well within the
! acceptable limlt_ for the ten-foot coring device.
Subsequent granite biotite gngiss tests with this bit resulted in reasonable pene-
i tration rates for a short period of time. At a bit pressure of 50 pounds, rotational
j speed of 2200 i'pm, and power input level of 950 watts, a penetration rate of 60 inches
per hour was obtained. However, dulling began to occur after two inches of drilling
in the granite biotite gneiss, and the penetration rate dropped to 19, and later to 7
t h.ches hour. dulling of the diamonds was evident at this time.per Complete
Thin-Wall Bit No. F62990-5 (1-3/16-inch OD _: !-Inch ID).-Granite biotite gneiss
I penetration rates were obtained at a lower rotational speed o: 1450 rpm, axial bit
J pressure of 50 pounds, and power input level of 600 vmtts. The driU rate of 5.9
inches per hour was considered unsatisfactory. The cor6 bit diamonds dulled after
i1 two inches of drilling.
Thin-Wal_ Bit No o F62990-1 (!-5L1C-inch OD x 1_120-inch ID°-The rotationa_
speed was reduced to 600 rpm, and the axial bit pressure increased to 300-400 pounds
=] while maintaining a 600 watt power input level. The initial granite _iotite gneiss
penetration rate was 30 inches per hottr, but soon dropped to 7 inches per hour after
diamond dulling commenced.
1] Thin-Wall Bit No. F62990-6 (1.145-inch ODx 1.035-inch ID)o-Penetration in
granite biotite gneiss was conducted at a rotational speed of 2400 rpm, axial bit pres-
. sure of 50 pounds, and _uput power level of 690 watts. A penetration rate of 30
-} :aches hour obtained for the first several inches until the bit diamondsper WaS coredulled.
_] Thin-Wall Bit No. F62990-2 (1-5/16-inch OD x 1.120-inch I_, -A series of high ....
J
speed tests were performed with this bit using softer materials such as marble and :i
sandstone. A rotational speed of 2650 rpm, axial bit pressure of 48 pounds, and
!!] power input level of 600 watts was maintained during these tests. A penetration rate _of 76 inches per h ur was attained with the san sto e, and 34 inches per hour with the !
marble. The core bit dulling was much less severe with this material as comparet_ t :_;_to the granite biotite gneiss.
A series of bi_.tite schist penetration tests were also performed with this bit as a
rotational speed of 262C rpm, axial bit pressure of approximately 50 pounds, and a
I] power input level of 600 watts. Initial penetration rates of 39 t_ 5£ inches per hourwer attained. H wever, bit dulling occurred after four inches of drilLing, and the
penetration rate decreased rapidly to 6 inches per hour,
i] Thin-WaU Bit No. T-13951, C-18725-5 and 0-18724.-6.-A series wereof tests
conducted using the special design Anton Smlt thin-.wall bits as tabulated in Table C-7.
The three bitP _x e fabricated with impregnated matrices possessing soft, medium
'_] soft, and ve . soft alloyed materials. Again, the core bit matrix materials wouldl.. not abrade sadsfs.ctorily to expose new diamonds, and rapid dulling of the outer layer
of diamonds occurred.
iJ
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Conclusion_:-It can be concluded from the initial thin-waU bit feas_,_ility tests
that satisfactory penetration rates can be obtained within the power limitations of the
LEM vehicle providing the diamonds remain sharp. However, diamo;ld dulling
occurs within the first several inches of drlUing in the harder materials such as
biotite schist and granite biotite gneiss, thus reducing the penetration rate to an
unacceptable level. The best penetration rates were obtained at the higher rotational
speeds with nominalaxialbit pressures.
The initial lunar coring device wss desired with the above parameters incorpor-
ated. However, the feasibility tests subsequently demonstrated that the pure rotary
diamonu approach w_uld not be usable within the restrictions of a lunar operation.
FEASIBILITY CORING TESTS
Tables C-1 and C-2 include the results of the standard, wide kerf coring bit
feasibili_ tests. Table_ C-3 through C-7 include the results of the initial thin-
wall bit feasibility tests.}
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APPENDIX D
PRELIMINARY DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR ROTARY CORING DEVICE
SeveralJesignapproachesforthemechanizationoftheinitiallunarcoringdevice
were studied. The primary factors governing the preliminary design approach in-
cluded reliability, astronaut dexterity and handling capability, available power,
weight, and the preliminary results of the coring bit feasibility tests. A brief dis-
cussion of the three major design categories (refer to Figure D-I) which could be
utilized for the coring device is presented below.
Direct Drive Device
The simplest, and perhaps the most reliable, approach to the de.sign of the coring
device would be to mechanize the technique employed in standard commercial, hand-
operated drilling machines. With this approach, the driving motor would be mounted
to a vertical column approximately thirty (30) inches in length. A low rpm, high
tor_ue gear and slip clutch assembly would be employed to drive the motor vertically
on the geared column. The motor would then drive the drill reds and core barrel
down through the lunar surface while simultaneously providing the required rotation
for effective drilling.
The major disa('vantsges of this technique are, 1) the maximum depth of conflu-
uous drilling is limited by the length of the vertical drive column, and 2) the astronaut _
would be required to add new sections of drill rod each ti_.e the motor completes a
vertical translation along the drive column. The ,mcoupllug of the original drill red,
and coupling of the new drill rod would be recadred at ground level which would be
extremely difficult for the spacesuited astro_ut.
ContinuousFeed Device '
A me,re complicated approach to the design o1 the curing device would be t(. in- _-
corporate a continuous feed mechanism With this arrangement, the motor would o_
remain stationary near the ground level of the device, and its mechanisms would be _
capable of driving ,_nd rotating the drill rods and core barrel down through the lun_z _ "
surface. The major advantage with this technique is +.hatthe coupling or uncouphug : _
of drill rod sectt_r_s could be accomplished at waist level by the astroraut, rather _ :_
than at the ground level required by the previously described method. The disadvan- ,_
tage with this method is that a drive means (gear teeth, spir_, etc.) must be machined _ii :_"
!utc the core barrel or drill rods. This, in turn, would result in heavier drill rods, _ _
P_d a wider kerf coring bit would be required in order to obtain the r_ved clearance _ _
in the subsurface hole for the thick-wall drill rods. The feasibility tests h_ve shown _ /_
that the wide kerr coring bits cannot be used within the electrical power 1imitations of !_ ;_ _:_
the _M spacecraft. /_ _i_.
Intermittent Feed Device ._
The intermittent feed technique represents a compromise between the two previ-
ously described methods. With this approach, a vertical drive column would be em-
ployed to allow vertical translation of the drive motor. H_wever, the drill rod driving
mechanism would be located in such a manner that coupling and uncoupling could be
accomplished from the tbp of the device (waist level) rather than at ground level. A
one-way clutch and drive devi_e can be incorporated whicl: will en,,ble the thin-wall
D-1
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core barrel and drill rods to be rotated and driven into the lunar surface. Therefo',e,
the need for a geared or screw feed system machined into the core barrel is elimin-
ated.
The preliminary design 1or the rotary hmar coring device incorporated the inter-
mittent feed technique. The core barrel and drill rods would be sectioned into thirty
(30) inch segments for compatabiltty with the LEM stowage compartment. The core
barrel snd first drill rod would be assembled and '_ed" into the driving mechanism of
the coring device. During each drilling cycle the motor wou_ initially start at the
top of the vertical drive column. Upon actuation, the one-way clutch and drive device
would "clamp" the drill rod, and the entire motor assembly would traverse vertically
down the drive column while simultaneously rotating and applying axial pressure to
the drill rods. The driving motor would automatically stop at the end of its vertical
traverse (approximately 30 inches). Breo-_age of the rock core, reverse vertic_.l
traverse of the drive motor, and removal of the 30 ineh core would require the atten-
tion of the astronaut. The core barrel and drill rod would then be inserted back into
! the subJ-arface hole, another 30 inch drill rod would be coupled, and another cycle
i initiated. Four such cycles would be required to attain a total depth of ten feet.
i The coring device will incorvc_ai_: - low speed, high torque gear and slip clutch|
i assembly for traversing the vertical d ,re column. Use of an adjustable slip ch,tch
will allow the axial bit pressure to adjust au_maticaity with the hardness of the ma-
f terial being drilled. A maximum unrestrained vertical traverse of approximately
! eleven inches per minute will be attalnablL for core extraction. Two rotational
I speeds of 2400 rpm and 600 rpm will be provided for the coring operation. The motor
! will operate at an approximate power level c.f 600-800 _ttts, with a basic rotational
I speed of 12,000 rpm. The drive motor, clutch mechanisms, and vertical drive col-
unto will be restrained by a tripod fr_ne anchored to the lunar surface.
i Subsequent fearibfll_, tests using diamond core bits revealed that the rotary tech-
nique was not feasible for lunar application, The rotary diamond study was discon-I
tinued, and the remainder of the program devoted to rotary-percussion coring.p
1
!
!
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APPENDIX E - PRIME MOVER SYSTEMS
Gas Turbine.-The possibility of excess aerozine 50 fuel remaining in the LEM
descent stage after landing on the moon warrants the evaluation of a gas turbine as a
power source for the lunar coring device. This fuel would normally be abandoned
upon take-off of the ascent stage for return to the Apollo spacecraft. The fuel con-
sists of a mixtu,,e of 50 percent hydrazine and UDMH (Unsymmetrical Dlmethy[ Hy-
drazine). There is also s _tmntity of oxidizer available at a ratio of 1.6:1 to the
residual fuel. If this nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer is used _t approximately a one to one
ratio, the gases generated will be at a cooler temperature.
The temperature may be held to approximately 2110 ° R and a turbine designed
for 1200 ° R exhaust to supply from . 06 to . 08 KP per hour per pound of fuel. At
approximately 0.5 HP required per hour for the lunar drill, 6.7 pounds of fuel per
hour or 47 to 50 pounds of fuel total would be required for a seven-hour mission.
The possibility of using residual fuel located in the LEM descent stage may war-
rant additional study effort. The high temperature gases could possibly be expanded
and cooled to lower temperatures before blowing into the drill cavity for cleaning and
cooling of the bit. A dual tDJection piston type motor using equal parts of aerozine
and nitrogen tetroxide timed for injection at piston top dead-center may be Vpssible
with proper cooling. However, any process involving hypergollv burning oI aerozine
fuel and an oxidizer is not recommended if the astronaut must work in the immediate
vicinity of the exhaust gases.
Pneumatic or Steam Drive Motor,-Use of a pneumatic power unit would provide
exhaust gas to blow chips out of the drilled hole and for cooling of the diamond bit.
The use of steam as an energy source is not desirable because the drilling debris is
a rock flour material which may Jam the drill should water from the saturated steam .
wet this material. Consequently, steam type power units will no_ be considered in
this discussion, .
Similarly, a standard internal combustion engine must be eliminated because of
uncertain starting characteristics. Fuel and oxygen would become additional weight
items to a 5 to 7 pound per horsepower engine, Engine cooling gas would be required _ - -4
to blow chips from the drill and cool the bit, This would require large radiation heat _
exchanger surfaces. The overall weight accumulation greatly exceeds that for fuel :_
cell power. _
Pneumatic power might be generated from cryogenic gas heated and expanded in _ _._
a pressure vessel receiving heat from the sun. _ _
The gas quautity. Q, per second, corresponding to a required output work of 286 _ ...., ._
watt-hours of power may be determined from turbine requirements. A power turbine _ , '_
using a gas of 30 psia, and possessing a 35% efficiency factor is possible with careful _ _._
design. A gas nozzle efficiency of 98% is feasible, and a pressure drop down-steam
of 50% may be used for maxhn,_m flow o_'gas. A brief analysis of this system is pre- _-_
sented below, The conclusions drawn .h'om th_ estimation of probable parameters _ , ,??
indicate that solar heat is insufficient by itself to provide the necessary heat _._ergy, ;_ i a r' _ .
If a supplemental heat source were to be supplied, the weight of necessary hardware _ /.,_
conflguratione ex¢oeds the LEM power source weight. This system is therefore not :i
recommended. '!_
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!IArbinePc,wer Dzive Analytical Model
2656 ft -ib
[:urbinepower required = 286 x _--_ = _ - 211
turbine gas flow: -
P = 30 ib = P/2 ; P = (<)psia required
Flow thru nozzle Q = .98 x A [2 x 30)I12 _ 7.6A area x volume
n • p I p.5
p at 4 grams/sec (estimate for job)
2.205 x 10-3 = 2.74 x 10-4 ib/secp = 4 x 32.2
' .5
: P = .01655 slugs
If the area of the nozzle is designed for .005 ft2
qnPer second- 7.6 x .005 = 2.29 ft3' •01655 sec
i = 2.29 = 6.36 ft 3 from 8.82 x i0"3 ib gas.qturbine • 35 se-'-_ se---_
!
i
! If helium were used,
i Helium at the critical state:
i
i + 9.8°R h = 12.25 Btu/lb
,__ _0.26atmospheres = Z9.4 psia
-_I .231 cu ft per ib
'_- Heat capacity of helium at 168°R ,¢ 14.7 psi
= 1.25 Btu/lb/OF
,,. Helium supply
_!!,i l_.7x 144_" = vol/.ib 29._ x 144 x .231
4 '
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= 29.4 x 144 x .231 x 168 = .791 cu ft/Ib
9.8 14.7_ 1_%
n = cp (T1) = 1.25x 168
= 210 Btu/ib
Fresstu'e29.@ psia
2.74 x lO-4 ib/sec
I = 168°R
v = .791 ft3/Ib
Required pressure is _9 psi.
Required V= 6.36_/sec
8 82 x 10-3 ib/sec
T2 = P2 V2 T1 = 60 x 6.36 x 168
..... 14 7 x 791
P1 V1
T2 = 55i°R temperature required at nozzle
'focalsolar input to a point at spec. latitude_sun radiant hea_ (Ref.41) ""
2
E = 1.37 x l06 ERGS/cm2/sec : 0.1205 Btu/ft'/sec ""
o
.Canshould be used to improve heat conduction-convectlon and storage
"co_intain 551°R. A preheater for the supply gas would be advisable ._
so Is to assist the process of energy storage from the sun's rays. _-
_vail_ble energy from the sun for a _5° _ngle of the total is _
106= _,_-
E° max 1.37 X erg/cm2/sec x 37_5 _N
T45° : _/ (Ref_.41) _,
Tequator 375
2 ' "
45o= .I085Btu/_ /seefor Radi_. _!
O _ ,:_
,_
-,
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If conductionand convectionresistance is R = __L = 2.5
KA
Estimatedq = At = 551 - 168 = 153 Btu/sec/ft2
R 2.5
q storage= @ C _- At
q storage . 2.74 x lO-4 x 1.2 x 383
.126 BTU/Sec for helium.
, h2-hl - cp (T2-%)w _r. 62!
_h! he - 1.2x 551x 2.74x i0 •!
, - 2.41 B_U
h1 = 210xZ,?4x i0_ = .0575
i
.. _'3
-h1 2.3.-5
q . 2.3535 _eat that must be absorbed.
2_ . 18.65 times as much required heat as can be
-126 stored (approximately) i
SolElrheat alone is not ade_mate using helium gas.
It could be supplementedwith electrical or chemicalheat if
such a de_ign were to h_come necessary.
i
E-4
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Electric Motor Systems,-Au analysis of general AC and DC electric motor sys-
tems must be conducted in order _o determine their relative effictencies operating
from the basic L_M DC power source at various radii from the vehicle.
The DC electric motor systems exhibit many inherent characteristics which are
readily adaptable to operation directly from the basic LEM power source. The pri-
mary advantage is that a DC motor can be design_t for direct operation from the
power source v,",thout the requirement for additional power conversion equipment.
Any associated equipment required for power conversion will result in power losses,
weight increases, and additional comple. :ity which must be compared with the advan-
tages to be gained by its employment.
Preliminary information regarding the characteristics and capabilities of the
LEM power sov_ce indicate that the available power allocated to the lunar drill sys-
tem will be limited, and output voltage levels may fluctuate over a wide range. These
factor, s further increase the desirability of a simple DC system.
The primary advantvge of an AC system is that the equipment weight may be less1
I than that for a comparable DC system ff the operatlw_ distanoe from the power source
f to its utilization point is relatively long. The DC voltage would be converted to a
relatively high AC voltage at the _zet cell by use of an inverter, and transmitted over
t a light power cable to the drill motor, Use of a low voltage DC motor requires higher
line currents and heavier cables in order to transmit the same power load as the
higher voltage AC system. Therefore, the additional inverter weight and power loss
of the AC system must be compared to the higher Dne weight of t:he DC system in order
,] to determine relative efflciencies _t
Four motor systems were selected for this analysis, one of which will approxi-
mate the operating parameters of the final design for the lunar coring device. These
I representative systems include:
,j
26VI)C Motor (3,800:200 rpm, tow speed)
i 26VDC Motor (28,000:200 rpm, high speed)
208V, 400 CPS, 3-Phase Delta Motor (3,800:200 rpm, tow speed)
. 208V, 400 CPS, 3-Phase Delta Motor (28,000:200 rpm, high speed)
I The 208V, 400 CPS, 3-Phase Delta system was chosen to represent the AC systems _i_
analysis because its power-_ensity efficiency is greater than the lower 30, 50, and
] 60 CPS AC systems. _ 3_
1
A constant LEM power source output of 26VDC at 500 watts (0.67 horsepower) was _ /_!
assumed as the input for each system. The obJecti_e of the analysis was to determine _ _ _
the power-weight transfer efficiency (HP per pound of system weight) of each system _:_
with the lunar drill located at various distances from the LEM vehicle. _ .
] Table E-1 (DC and AC Motor Systems Equipment)itemizes the equipment and _parameters used during the analysis of each of th,a four motor systems, including • _ "_
weights, effictenotes, and power losses. Fly.ire E-1 (DC, and AC Motor Systems _! '2
] Weight) illustrates the weight of each motor syste_ (excluding drill support frame, _;, _:_] core barrels, etc.) operating at various distances fro_ the LEM vehicle. The in- _ _r
creasing weight with in_reasing operating distances resu_s from the weight of the ,:_
power cables for all systems, and slight changes in motor design with the DC systems ...._,_,_,_"' '....
E-5
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to compensate for the relatively large line losses. Figure E-2 (DC and AC Motor
Systems Power Output) illustrates the actual horsepower delivered to the drill by
each system operating wi_h an input of 500 watts (0.67 horsepower) from the LEM
power source. This graph reveals that the DC low speed system is the most effi-
cient (exclusive of weight) for operating distances up to approximately 400 feet. This
distance represents the efficiency cross-over point, and the AC low spsed system be-
comes more efficient for distances greater than 400 feet.
Figure E-3 (DC and AC Motor Systems Power Density) is a normalization of
Figures E-1 and E-2, illustrating the horsepower delivered to the bmar drill per
pound of system weight. The DC low speed system is again shown to be the most
efficient for distances up to 350 feet. However, the power losses in both systems
at the 360-400 feet range represent nearly half of the total power delivered by the
LEM fuel cell. This relatively large power loss would probably be unacceptable for
the lunar coring device application. Operating ranges of the order of 0 to 100 feet
appear more appropriate_ unless subsequent analysis reveals that a self-contrdne(_
power source is feasible.
As a result of this analysis, the fotlowing conclusions can be made:
1° A DC low speed motor system is recommended for the lunar coring device
within the weight and power restrictions of the LEM vehicle. However, th_.s
preliminary analysis is based on an assumed output rotational speed of 200
rpm. It is possible that the recommended basic motor rpm for the final
model may differ somewhat from the 3,800 rpm used in this anatysis, de-
pending on the results of the optimum rotation speed feasibility drilling tests.
2. In order to minimize power losses, the operat_h_g radius of the coring device
should not exceed approximately 100 to 150 feet. This can be defined more
accurately upon completion of the coring feasibility and power requirement
tests.
E-6
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Figure E. 1, DC and AC Motor Symtems Weight
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Figure E. 2. DC and AC Motor Systems Power Outputs
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Figure E. 3. DC and AC Motor Systems Power Density
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APPENDIX F - SELF-CONTAINED ELECTRICAL POWER SOURCES
Operation of the lunar coring device from the LEM power source presents obvious
restrictions on the operating ra2ius and available drilling time. The incorporation of
a self-contained power source would alleviate these restrictions if the additional pen-
alties incurred are not prohibitive. Based on current and previous analyses of vari-
ous space systems, potential power _Jurces =ce reviewed below.
Power supplies can be generally classified into two categories: 1) chemical reac-
tion systems which are time-limited aud rated in kilowatt hours, such as batteries,
fuel ceils and chemicai dynamic systems; and 2) continuous heat sources which are
not restrictively time-limited, such as solar concentrators, radioisotopes, and nuclear
systems. These, together with energy cunversion systems, such as the photovoltaic
devices, are generally employed in applications requiring operating times greater than
a month.
Figure F-1 (9ower System Selection Curves) fllsstrates the general power output
range and operating times for which the various power sources c_m most efficiently be
employed. Other power source selection criteria are based on weight, ease of inte-
gration _vith other systems, simplicity and reliability, and growth potential.
Batteries.-The simp!e battery is a d_sirable power scurce choice for applications
of relatively short durations and modest power demands, such as the lunar coring de-
vice. The battery exhibits a maximum in reliability, while requiring a minimum of
checkout time, possesses a relatively long shelf Life, and does not require a thermal
radiator in the spatial environment. Figure F-2 (Power Density of Battery Systems)
illustrates the relative weights for various types of batteries. The nickel-cadmium
and silver-cadmium batteries are somewhat heavier, but theL_ potential recharge cycles
are greater than the lighter weight silver-zinc batteries. However, the lunar coring
device battery would require few, if any, recharges on the lunar surface and the silver-
zinc battery wot,Jd be adequate.
A typical silver-zinc battery syste_u applicable for the lunar coring device could
censist of four (4) parallel sets of fourteen (14) series connected Electxic Storage Bat-
tery Company SS-25B cells. The power density of these ceils, encapsulated and
sealed for the lunar environment, is 37 watt-hours per pound. The system would be ,',_
rated at ?A vdc, with a total power capacity of 2100 watt-hours. The package would "_
occupy approximately 0.6 cubic feet and would weigh 70 pounds. ,.::_
?, Y'_
Low discharge rate silver-zinc batteries are currently available which possess _ _:
power densities of 100 watt-hours per pound. Although these batteries are not cur-
rently usable wlth the lunar coring device, projected technical advances with high dis-
charge rate cells are anticipated to obtain power densities of 50 watt-hours pox' pound. _. •._-
This would allow a weight reduction of the 2000 watt-hour battery to the 40-50 pound
range.
The magnesium meta-dinitrobenzene 'Vmpebattery" system under development for
NASA by the Monsanto Research Company is currently in an experiments/stage. Its _ _
developers foresee a possibie system power density of 245 watt-hours per pound, If _ ,_
the devic_ proves to be practical for applications similar to the lunar corin,_ device, ._i _--._°
the 2,000 watt-hour power supply weight could possibly be reduced to apprc_imately _ i*_
ten po,mds provided no thermal problems arise. _ :_.
•
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Fuel Cells.-The relatively high efficiency of a cryogenic hydrogen-oxygen fuel
celt is suoond only to a battery system. Fuel energy conversion efficiencies of 1.2
pounds per kilowatt-hour are attainable, but this is partially negated by a fixed system
weight of 210 pounds per kilowatt operating level. The fuel cell contains very few
moving parts, the no-load losses are relatively small, and the system is reliable for
operating periods ranging from several days to several weeks. However, use of the
fuel cell incurs disadvantages which are not inherent with the battery system, such as
a relatively elaborate shutdown system, and a radiator is required to dissipate excess
heat.
Figm'eF-3 (Power DensityofFuel Cells)illustratesthe "fixed"and "variable"
weight-powercharacteristicsofvariouspower-levelfuelcells. R can be seen that
a 500-wattfuelcellapplicableforthelunarcoringdevicewould have a fixedsystem
weightofapproximately105 pounds,and a totalweightof 107.4poundswould be re-
quiredfora totalpower capacityof 2,000wlatt-hours.This,ofcourse,does notcom-
pare favorablywiththe70-poundsilvex-zincbatteryrequiredforthesame totalpower
capacity. However, thetotalpower capacityofthefuelcellcan easilybe increased
from 500 to 10,000 watt-hours by the addition of 12 pounds of fuel for a total system i
weight of 11T pounds. This compares very favorably to a corresponding silver-zinc |
battery system which would weigh approximately 350 pounds.
J
Chemical Dynamic Systems.-Fig,are F-4 (Power Density of Chemical Dynamic t
Systems) illustrates the system weights of various power-level turbine alternators.
R can be seen that the fixed system weight of 25 to 60 pounds per kilowatt-hour com-
pares favorablytothefuelcelt. A 2,000walt hour capacitysy_tem would weigh :i
approximately 65 pounds. However, the relative complexity, bearing lubrication,
heat rejection, and other problems associated with the chemical dynamic systems
negate the weight advantages over the fuel cell and battery systems, i i
z !
'.. ,
Photovoltaic Devices.-The solar cells employed in the photovoltaic devices con-
vert solar flux directly into slectrical energy at efficiencies of 8 to 12 percent. The t
efficiencie_ can be improved by employing reflectors or orienting devices. However,
the performance of these systems can be degraded by high energy r_diation and micro-
J
meteorite bombardment. The "N" on "P" type cells are about three times as radiation-
resistantas the"P" on 'rN" typeand are most generallyemployed forspatialapplica- !ilion .
Figure F-5 (Power Density of Nuclear, Solar and Radioisotope Systems) illustrates !
comparative power-weight data for the various "continuous operation" systems. A ! i
solar cell system with a continuous operating capacity of 500 watts would weigh approx-
imately 115 pounds. This would represent an absolute minimum for the lunar coring
device; a 700 watt continuous source weighing approximately 160 pounds would be more !
appropriate. _j
8olar Concentrators.-These systems provide the energy to generate power directly [,
by employing thermionic and thermoelectric devices, or indirectly by the use of turbo- f
generators. With the possible exception of radiation Pffects, the disadvantages clr_]
above for the solar cells s/so apply to the solar concentrator systems. Orientation of I
the conoentrator system toward the sun must be mor_ precise (accuracies of +_0.1 de- I }
grees are required), thus resulting in a hsavy system even though the theoretical effi-
cieneies are high. In addition, the static solar power systems require power conver-
sion equipment while the dynamic systems can be designed to generate power at the
utilization voltages, c¢
F-2
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l R can be seen from Table F-1 (Comparative Characteristics of Power Sources)that a 500 watt thermionic solar cnncentrator would weigh approximately 100 pounds.
The higher power 700 watt power source recommended for the lunar drill would prob-
_Jbly require _ _nic system weighing approximately 175 pounds.
t Nuclear Powered Devices.-These systems can be divided into two ._ypes: 1) those
which use radioisotopes; at,d _) those which employ nuclear reactors. The radioiso-
_ _ tope is a low temperature he._t source and is readily adaptable for use _ith the thermo-electric devices. The opera_il, g temperature of the nuclear reactor is limited by the
materials used in the po_,,eI generating devices. The higher the Inlet temperature to
these devices, the higher the po_er generating efficiency which subsequently resultsin reduced radiator surface area requirements.
Nuclear reactor and radioisotope systems offer very compact and long duration
energy sources. The rssultan_, radiation, however, dictates th_ use of heavy shield-ing and possibly a remote loc_tlon for the reactor on the lunar surface. Also, the
selection of materials and components for other subsystems _ill be influenced.
Examination of Table F-1 (Comparative Characteristics o_ Power Sources) and
Figure F-5 (Power Density of Nuclear, Solar and Radioisotope Systems) reveals that
the weight penalties incurred by the use of radioisotope or nuclear reactors eml_!.oying
thermoelectric elements would be prol_bitive. A 500-watt radioisotope device employ-
., ing thermoelectric elements would weigh 300 to 500 pounds; a nuc!.ear reactor employ-
ing the thermoelectric elements would weigh approximately 1000 pounds. The mini-
mum operating range for the thermiontc and dynamic nuclear reactors is above thatallowable for the lunar coring device.
_] The radioisotope generator employing thermiontc elements is the only nuclear
!j system which could potentially serve as a por_le power supply for the lunar coring
device. A 500-watt device could be expected to weigh approximately 175 pounds.
However, the weight of this device is also considered to be excessive in view of the
il LEM payload restrictions and limited astronaut capabilities.
Tradeoffs and Conclusions.-As a result of this analysis of potential self-contained
il power sources for the lunarcoring device, the following conclusions have been made: _
1. The incorporation of a self-contained power source for the luimr coring de- _;i__
vice will require that a relatively large portion of the LEM 21i0 pound payload
i| be utilized for thispurpose.
2. _IVhe continuous heat source devi_,es (r_ioiso_ope generators, nuclear rea_tor.. _I
solar concentrators, photovoltaic devices) are not feasible for use on the early
LEM missions which will not exce_l _wo _)r three day_. The minimum, weight i_ _!'_
penalty incurred by us6 of any cf these devices would be approximately 100
pounds, and it is doubtful that they could be transported and operated on thelunar surface by one astronaut. These power systems will be more practical
for the follow-on lunar missions when powered transporters such as the .i!I
MOLAB are employed. _",._i_i
3. The chemical dynamic systems (turbo-_ternators) are considered to be some-
what complex for operation l_y the astronaut on the lunar am_face, although the
power-density characteristics are superior to the continuous heat sourcedevices for short "duration missions.
F-_
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4, The most feasible approach for increasing the operating range of the coring
device is to utilize a rechargeabLe stl-ler-zinc storage battery(ies) with a
capacity of 1000 to 2000 watt-hours. The storage battery power supply pre-
sents the ultimate in simplicity and can Le transported and operated anywhere
within the anttc.(pated exploration range of the luna,- astronaut.
I!
il
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I ) APPENDIX G - MOTOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM; I
] The following preliminary analysis was performed to establish the design require-
! ments for an open-loop, liquid boil-off type environmental control system _or the lunar
coring device motor. Figure G-1 illustrates the major componentc of the envir(,n-
mental control system.
i Electric Motor Heat Load:
i Assumptions:
]
1. Motor performance characteristics as per F_gure I. 2.
_ 2. Range of torque = 3.2 - 7 0 ft.-oz, depending on rock hardness
L 3. Total heat load - Watts output - Watts output
Efficiency
4. Winding resistance = .278 ohms (measured experimentally)
-1
.}
TABLE G--1. ELECTRIC MOTOR HEAT LOADS
!
, ! Torque Input Output Input Total
(Ft-Cz) Current Power Efficiency Power Heat I2R Loss I2R Loss Speed
-] (AMP) (Wa_;) _. (Watt) (Wa_) (Watt) (%of total) (RPlVl) '
]
3.2 11 197 .72 274 77 34 44 6700
-I 4,0 14 245 ,74 331 86 54 63 6500
J
4.8 17 290 . 74 392 102 80 78 6350 _
5.7 20 330 .71 465 135 111 82 6200
l
U Conclusions: ,_!
U 1. Heat load ranges between 77 and 216 watts :;_2. At the higher heat loads, over 80% of the heat ie geaeratsd in the windtngs ";i_(when eddy currents and windage are added t_ the I_R loss)
i r_?
I G-1
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LOW_/e COATn_G
MULTI-LAYER INSULATION
SEALEE COOLING JACKET
SEA -_D MOTOR CASE SHAFT
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Figure O. 1. 8ohemaUc Diagram of Motor Oooltng System
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HEAT STORAGE CAPACITY OF MOTOR (TRANSIENT COOLING):
t
Assumptions:
l 1. dimensions are 3 1/4" diameter x 6" long,Envelope
2. 50% of the gross volume consists of solids, of which 80% is steel and 20% is
I aluminum.
3. Ini_al temperature Is 200 ° F.
1
I 4. Maximum allowable temperature is 400 ° F.J
5. Nominal heat dissipation is 135 watts.
_i Computations:
Gross volume = _ x 3.252 x 6 x 1 = .0288 ft. 3
_J 4 1728
Volume of sf_el = ,5 x ,8 x °0288 = .0115 ft. 3
il Volumeofaiumlnum__ .Sx.2x.0288= .0029ft, 3
1 Thermal capacity of steel = .0115 ft, x 480 Lb x ,12 Btu = ,66 B_
: .J ft 3 Ib°F oF
i1 Thermal capacity of al = .0029 x 165 x .22 = . 11
_J
Total thermal capacity = .77 Btu/°F
i] Assuming no heat transfer to ambient (conservative), time to reach maxt_u.m
allowable temperature is = _
;1' .77 1400,-200) = 33 hour135 x 3.41 " -_
Conclusion: _-
i_ Since the motor is to operate for 8 hours, a cooling system is required because]
_J the thorma[ capacity of the motor is inadequate, _
UNPRESSUR_ZED MOTOR .HEAT TRANSFER: ,.!_!
. Assumptions:
If} 1. Internal heat load= 135 watts (nominal)
l] 2. Heat transfer by radiation exclusively '_--
G,-3
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(Continued)
3. View factorfrom internalelementstocase, Fic = I.0
4. EmittanceofaLlinternalsurfaces= 0.9
5. Sv.rfacearea ofinterzmlelements = 60% ofcase area
6. Maximum allowabletemperatureofinternalelements = 400° F
7. Internaldimensionsofmotor c.,tseare 3" diam. & 5" long
Computations:
Ac -- Internal surface area of case = _W x 3 x 5 + 2 x H_ 1.5_ = .425 ft. 2144
A i = Sar=_acearea ofinterr.-_lelements= .¢ x •425 = .255 ft.2
Q radiatlon= Ai Fic'i'c_ 4-T4)c
135 x 3.41 = .255 x 1 x .9 x .9 x .173 k'10-'_
or 12900 = 5470"- _r = -7430
\100/ \100/ I
.Theabovemeans thatfortheinternalelementstobe at400° F under vacuum,
thecase temperaturewould havetobe under 0° absolutetemperature,which
isimpossibletoachieve.
Ifthecase temperatureisassumed tobe 220° F = 680° R, then:
\100/
Conclusions:
1, If the motor is unpressurized and the case maintained at 220 ° F by water evapor-
ative cooling at 14.7 psia, the inter_al elements operating temperature would be
approximately 827° F higher or 747 ° F. t
2. Since the maximum allowable temperature of the windings is currently assumed t
to be 400 ° F it is imperative that the r_otor be pressurized.
H
_°
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I | PRESSURIZED MOTOR HEAT TRANSFER:t
i Assumptions:1, Nominal armatr_e speed = 6200 RPM
2, Pressurizing gas: nitrogen at 15 psia
i 3. Diameter ofarmature = 2.16" = .18 ft.
t 4, Maximum a[lowab[e temperature of armature T a = 860° Rtl
I 5, Nominal heat load = 135 watts
t 6, Surface area of armature = .255 ft,2
7. Internal surface area of case = .425 ft, 2
"I Computations:
-] Velocity of armature relative to case = _ D (I%PS)
= _Tx _..16 x 6200 = 58 ft/sec
12 60
i] R is reasonable to assume that the velocity of nitrogen relative to either the
armature or the base is = 29 ft/sec
Properties of nitrogen at "_ 300 ° F and 15 psia are:
= Density -- ,0G1 lb/ft3, k = thermal conductivity = ,02 Btu/hr ft °F
i] _ = Viscosity -- 1.55 x 10-5 tb/ft sec, Cp = Specific heat -- .26 Btu/]b OF
_] hD = .023 (_).8 __),4
! hx .18 = .023 /.18x29x .051 0.8 26x 1.55x 10-Gx360 0.4 /_
•o2 _1.5sx lo- .
i] h =5,5 Bb._Lrt_ OF = con,ectiveheattransfereoefflelent _ _
Considering heat transfer by both convection and radiation from the armature
[] to the case: _'_ ::
138 x 3,41 = 1 .,255 + ,42 60 -Tea s •
= 544° 84°Tease R = F
_] G-5
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(Continued)
In ordertomaintainthecase temperatureat84° F, itisproposedtosurround
the case with a wicking material which is kept moist by water supplied from a
connecting reservoir.
Conclusion:
By pressurizingthesealedmotor case withnitrogenat 15 psia,thetemperature
differencebetween thearmature and thecase isreducedto 316° F when the
former ismaintainedata maximum temperatureof400° F.
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM:
Although the motor ease will have welded construction for maximum sealability,
some leakage _'LII occur through the rotary shaft seal and the static wire feed-
through. Therefore, a leakage make-up system must be provided.
Assumptions.
1. RotatinE shaft seal (silicone element) has a lealmge rate of approximately
• 009 R_/hr
2. Static seal for electrical conductor has a leakage rate of approximately
.oo2 ft3/hr
3. Void volume = .0144 ft 3
4. Operation period = 8 hours
G. Storage pressure = 200 psia
Computations:
Leakage make-up required = (. 009 +. 002) 8 = . 088 ft 3
Density of nitrogen at 15 psia and 240 ° F = P
RT
= 15x144 = .056 Ib
55.2x700 ft'--3" ]
Total volume of nitrogen ffi .088 + .0144 = . 1024 ft 3 ( t
Totalmass ofnitrogen= . 1024 x. 056 = . 0057 Ibs. iI
Volume of storagetank = .1024x 20015-5-x1728 = 13.25cu, in. iIt
H
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_J
If spherical, radius of sphere = .25 x = 1.47 inch
4IIi
J Using 1/8" thick aluminum shell, weight = 4Ti x 1.472 x .125 x .1 = .34 lb
] As an alternate, a commercial high pressure cylinder, 5.953 inches long x 2.376
diameter can be used.
In addition to"the storage tank, a pressure regulating valve and a _ransducer to
! control its operation is required.
Conclusion:
I The pressurization system will consist of a nitrogen storage tan_. (approx.. 3-inch
diameter sphere or 2 3/8 _'diameter x 6" long cylinder), a pressure transducer,
i] a pressure regulating valve and the necessary piping.
I BO._G HEAT TRANSFER:
I
Assumptions:
] 1. Outer surface area of case in contact with wick = .483 ft2
J
2. Maximum temperature of case = 544° R
1
I 3. Nominal heat load = 135 watts
1 4. Volume of wicking material = 20% of volume of water
'J 5. Density of wlcking material = 30 Lb/ft3 _i
; Computations:
From equation {4), Table 9, Chapter 4 of ASHRAE Guide (1961):
!l (' -
Twate r = 537° R = 770F
} hbo_ = .37 (544- 537)3 = 125Btu/h_ 2 oF
1 Saturation pressure corresponding to 77° F saturation temperature = .46 psta _
Latent heat of evaporation at 77 ° F saturation temperature = 1050 Bttt/l_. _):_i_'
: k
-{J t3--7 ,
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(Continued)
Boiling rate = 135 x 3.41 = .44 lb/hour
1050
For an operation period ef 8 hours, the water reservoir should have a capacity
of 8 x .4_ = 3.52 ]bs.
Volume of water required = 3.5___22x 1728 :: 97.6 cu. in.
62.4
Volume of wicking = . 20 x 97.6 = 19.5 cu. in.
Weight of wicking = 30 x 19.8/1728 = .34 lb.
Specific volume of water vapor 6_5 ft.3/lb.
Vapor generation rate = .44 x 69_ = .0845 ft.3/_Jec.
3600
Sonic velocity in water vapor at 77° F = 1320 fl./sec.
Minimum cross section of exb-ust nozzle = .0846 x 144
1320
= .0092 in. 2
Minimum diameter of exl_s Cnozzle = 4 x . 0092 1/2 = . 117 inch
II
Volume of coolant Jacket = 97.6 x 1.20 = 117 cu. in.
117 = [_ (3.25x2_) 2 -3.252] x6
Thus _ = 1.35 inch = requireddepthofJacket
To allow some vapor to accumulate within the Jacket, make the Jacket internal
diameter 61/4 inches.
Using .040" thicJ; ahuninum sheet, weight of Jacket = (_" x 6.28 x 7.5 +__ x 6.252)
2
x .040 x .1 = .83 lb.
Coneh'_lon:
t
In order to dissipate the heat generated within the motor, it is recommended that
the motor ease be surrounded, by a well sealed coolant Jacket 6 1/4 inches in /
diameter x 7 3/4 inches long. The Jacket should be lined with a wioldng material t
and charged with 98 eu, in. of water for each 8 hours of operation. A pressure
relief valve set at 0.46 psia should be, jvided to exhaust the water vapor, f_i
G-8
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COOLANT JACKET INSULATION:
-i Assumptions:
i 1. Outer shell dimensions = 6 1/2 diameter x 7 3/4" long
I
2. SJ1ar absorptance of outer shell _. = .20
1 3. Infra-red emittance of outer shell _s = "90
4. Incident solar radiation _ = 443 Btu/hr. ft. 2
s
i
J 5. Lunar surface emittance _ = . 95
6. Heat flow through insulation = 1% of internal heat load
.i
7. View factor to space from shell FSO = .5
]
T 8. View factor lunar surface from shell FSM = . 5I
9. Temperature of lunar surface TM = 700 ° R1
10. Use NRC-2 insulation: kt = 2.4 x 10-5 Btu/hr. ft. OR
i Computations:
Projected area facing sun = 6.5 x 7.75 _ .35 ft. 2 Ap144ti
!
Total shell surface area = [Tx6.Sx7.75+ 1]'(6.5)2 3 1 = 1.56 ft. 2 = AS2 144
Direct solar heat input = otSAp = .20 x 443 x .35 = 31.0 Btu :_
hr
Net infra-red heat input =A S FSM E S _M G" IT#-T 4)
?
LllOO#
--,78.4-.116 ¢_s/100)4 B_a/hr
• Heatoutputtospace = AS FSO,S(r" TS4 : 1,56x.Sx.9x.173(Tl__l _:S
' i
Heat flow through insulstton = 135 x 3.41 x .01 = 4.6 Btu/ln.,
11
%'1U:,,,tl G-9
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Heat balance
(a}3J + 276.4- .115 .121 TS 4= +4.6
T S = 598 ° R Temperature of external shell
4.6 =_ AS (T s-Tvaporl = 2.4x10 -5 xl.56 (598-537)
i = . 00362 ft. = . 0046 inch required thickness of insulation
Weight of insulation = .02 lbs. (from NRC chart)
Conclusion:
InordertomaintainthecoolantJacketatth_requiredtemperatureof77° F, itis
necessarytosurrounditwitha .005inchthicklayerofNRC-2 mu!ti-la:verinsul-
ationor ecflivalent.Also theouterlayershouldbe coatedwitha solarreflector
coatingwithsolarabsorptanceof0.2 and infra-redemittanceof0.95.
WEIGHT ESTIMATION:
1. Pressurizationsystem:
Nitrogenstoragetank = .34Ibs
Pressure transducer = .t0
Pressure regulating valve = 1.40
Piping aud supports --- .30
_b total 2.44
2. Cooling system:
Water Jacket = .83 lbs
Wicking = .34
Pressure relief valve = 1.40
l_'ipingand supports = .30 _,
htsulati_n = .0___2 i
E
Sub total 2.89
3. Expendables: (For 8 hours operation)
Water 3.52 |
Nitrogen .0...__1 }
Sub total 3.5._.._3 ' t_i
4. GrandTotal 6.861bs. i,'i:!i
_;#
o-:o
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APPENDIX H
CORING DEVICE CABLF, TEMPERATURE
l
i Assumptions: Q Solar
+ _ _ _ Q Space
t 1. Heat balance at subsolar point.
t Neglect conduction to or from
: lunar surface. Neglect lunar
aLbedo since view factor from
lunar surface to cable is zero.
i _ (See view factor calculations.) Q Lunar
i Calculations assume steady state. -
Temperature has been reached.
2. Lunar Properties.I
a. Temperature: Assume 130° C
'I "b Emissivity: Assume 0.90
!} 3. Cable Insulation Properties
0.50 inch diameter, 100 feet long, double conductor
Cable A 0.40 0.80 0.50 Note a.
!1
_ Cable B 0.147 0.58 0.25 Note b.
1 Notes
a. Properties based on Limited data available on white cloth
(Ref. 2) since no data is available on cable coatings. Data
!1 must be verified by actua! test on sample cables.
b. Alternate cable assumed to be wrapped with 3M - #850 _
!} aluminized mylar tape. i _!ii_'
4. Conductor Characteristics (#6 AWG Alumlr_m) _ ii_ii?!,
w -- 24.z Lb./1000Ft.
R20° C = 0.648£t/1000 Ft. (0.129_l/100 Ft. Double Conductor)
I] _ = 0.004 (Coefficient of Thermal Resistivity) i_
[
RI00 = R20 (i +,__t) _ :_
= o.1296_z + .oo4 (80)3= o.171 _ _
_._ _,_.brl_= o.z6z
U R130 = 0.187/L _!_
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22 Amps _i
I 10
lamps) 5
60 120 180 240 300 340 t (minutes)
TYPICAL CURRENT PROFILE FOR LUNAR DRILL
Assuming constant current: i
Average Power Dissipation @ 80° C = 2x (22)2 x 0.161 = 51.3 watts3
Average Power Dissipation @ 100° C = 2_x (22)2 x 0.171 = 55.1 watts3
Average Power Dissipation @ 130° C = 2x (22) 2 x 0.187 = 60.4 watts3
5. View Factors (Ref. 3) _t
n = r
e = 90° i
cos 0 = 0
r N = n/r = r/r = 1 i_
P1 Cable to _rface o
Pz-_P2=z/2(1+cose)= 1/2 i
Cable to Space, also 1/2
Lunar Surface to Cable
p2._.p1 = N = 1 = 0 _|
N2 - M2 12 -_4 I
Solar Input
Q Solar= _.8Ap Ap = ProjectedAreas = .5x i00x 12 i144
CableA= .40x443x4.17 =4.17 Ft2 i1
= 739 BTU/HR 5 = 443 BTU/HR/Ft 2
CableB = .147x443x4.17 I]
= 271 BTU/HR
t.l{
H.2 _ "
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Electrical Heat Dissipat_on:
Cable Temperature - °C 80 100 130
Q Electrical - BTU/HR 176 186 205
Assuming cable temperature equals lunar surface temperature,
Q Lunar = 0 and Q Space = Q Solar + Q Electrical
Q Space @ T Cab._e = 130 ° ,_ (266F, 726R)
Area = .Sx_x100x12 = 13.06 Ft 2
i 144
Q Space = A Fs _ _ (T Cable/100) 4
I Cable A = 13.06 x .5 x .8 x .173 x _..26) 4 = 2515 BTU/HR
Cable B = 13.06 x .5 x .58 x .173 x (7.26) 4 = lfj28 BTU/HR
Since heat loss capabi'Ity (Q Space) is greater than heat to be radiated
(_ Solar + Q Electrical) cable temperature _ull be belov,"and will 1e-
11 ceive heat from lunar surface. For example, at[J
T Cable = 100° C (212F, 6,-2P]
U QLu'_ar =AF1Ecab_lun _TLuuar4-TCable4)100100
Cable A = 13.08 x .5 x .8 x .9 x .173 (7.264 - 6.724 ) = 603 BTU/HR
Cable B = 138 BTU/H_ (E = .58)
Summarlz_lg Heat Balance
T Cable °C 80 100 130
Q Electrical 176 186 205Q Solar 739 739 739 '._
Q Lunar 980 603 0 Cable A ':
Q Required 1895 1528 944 _,_
Q Available (Q Spaev) 1425 1845 2515 _:_..
Q Elec,trteal 176 186 20_ :_:_
Q Solar 271 271 271 _
Q Lunar 711 438 0 Cable B -_
i Q Requlred 1158 895 476
Q Available (Q Space) 1033 1340 1828
i °._Operating temperatures are shown on Fig. H. 1 for the above i_
heat balances. _ , ',*
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APPENDIX I - LUNAR DRILL LOA: _qMULATOR
EQUIPMENT DESCR/PTION
Lunar Drill Moto-"
The preliminary prime mover selection for the Lunar Coring Device consists of
a permanent magnet, DC, mechanically commutated electric motor. This selection
was based on a system weight and power operating efficiency study.
The motor supplied with the Lunar Drill Load Simulator is similar to that employed
in the breadboard model Lunar Coring Device. This particular model does not incor-
porate the environmental ccntrol system which will be required for extended operation
in the high vacuum environment of the lunar surface. It is currently envisioned that the
environmental control system for the final model coring device will consist of a nitrogen
pressurized motor case with an evaporative water or glycol cooling Jacket.
Performance characteristics of the lunar drill motor at 24 and 28 VDC input are
illustrated in Figures I. 1 and I. 2. The efficiency of the motor ranges from 73 to 76
percent at the nominal operating loads of 20 to 25 amperes.
Electrodynamic Brake
The lunar drill m _tor is mechanically coupled to the electrodynamic brake arma-
• ture (copper disk) on the Lunar Dri/l Load Simulator. The motor-driven armature
,j
rotates within the air gap between two pairs of field electromagnets. A controllable
DC current is supplied to the coils of the electromagnets which, in turn, creates a
I variable magnetic flux within the air gap between the two pairs of magnets. As the
i copper armature rotates between the pole faces, eddy currents are induced which cre-
ate a restraining magnetic flux proportional to the armature speed and flux density of
the field magnets. Therefore, controlled loading of the lunar drill motor can be
accomplished by varying the magnitude of the DC current supplied to the field magnets
of the eLectrodynamic brake.
Electrodynamic Brake Control Box
The control box contains a DC power supply which is operated from a llSV, 60 c2s .7
i power source. The power supply is a simple full-wave bridge rectifier employing
i eight 1N538 diodes and an 80 microfarad electrolytic filter capacitor. Control of the S_'_._
DC output voltage is accomplished by controlling the AC input power with a variable ::_;_, 7.._t-,.
transformer. The variable DC voltage i,q supplied to the electrodynamlc brake on the ._._.
_,unar Drill Load Simulator by a control cable as illustrated in Figure I. 3 _,
Power Cables
The Lunar Coring Device Design Study resulted in the preUmin_,ry setcctioa of
No. 6 AWG aluminum wire for the 28V power cable. Aluminum wa _ belected because
its resistance-to-weight ratio is less than copper. The s_dy also _3howed that the ;_
cable operating temperature in the lunar environment would be withia the Limits allow-
ableforaluminum. _
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_ In the ir.terests of economy and expediency, a No. 8 AWG copper conductor cablei
was supplied for the Lunar Drill Load Simulator in lieu of a "special order" aluminum
cable. Themsistivity of the No. 8 AWG copper (0.626 ohms per 1000 feet @ 20° C)
is sufficiently close for test purposes to the resistivity of No. 6 AWG aluminum (0.648
i ohms per 1000 feet @ 20° C).
The schematic and hardware employed in the fabrication of the 12-foot and 100-
_ foot power cable_ is shown in Figure I. 3.
i
i OPERATING PROCEDURES
i
Auxiliary Equipment Requirementsi
1. Ammeter - A 50-ampere ammeter should be employed in the 28 V power cir-
cuit in order to monitor proper current loading of the lunar drill motor by the
t electrodyrmmic brake and contxol adjust.t
2. Cooling Fan - Relatively high quantities of heat are generated by the electro-
dynamic brake when the lunar drill motor is operated under load. The brake
- 1 assembly is not encased to facilitate cooling. It is recommended that an
J auxiliary portable fan be used to cool the entire Lunar Drl:l Load Simulator
when operating the motor under load.
. l 3. Power Sources - A 115 V, 60 cps source is required for operation of the elec-
trodynamic brake control box, and a DC source is required for the lunar drill
I motor. The motor can be operated in either a cw or ccw direction, but the
I majority of the drilling operation is accomplished with _L_ positive voltage at
Pin "A" o£ the power receptacle. The motor armature is currenily optimized
for 24 VDC operation, but can be operated in the 20 to 30 VDC range.
Operating Instructions
! 3. Connect power cable to Lunar Drill Load Simul_tor. (A standard laboratory
50-ampere ammeter should be employed in this circuit.) _ _
2. Connect etectrodynamic brake control cable to control box. _ !_/:
3. Ensure that c_: _l box power switch is off, and control transformer adJust- _;_
, ment knob is fully cow. Connect control box power cable to 115 V, 60 cps
source. _.;_
4. Position auxiliary *'_coo_ug f_u so that the air stream is directed across the
• Lunar DrillLoad Simulator.
5. Apply DO power to lunar drill motor. No load current should read approxi- _
mately 1.5 amperes, _ _'_
6. Turn control box power switch on, and adJt_t transformer control knob in a :_
cw direction until the desired current ioad Is attained in the drill motor power _ii_;,_
f circuit. Returv transformer control knob to the extreme cow position to
, '_nloadt'the lunardrillmotor. _*'*
2, ._ .
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Note: R is recommended that "load" tests of the drill motor be kept to a
minimum consistent with the LEM po_er system test requirements.
7. Remove DC and AC power at the conclusion of the test.
Operating Power Profile
As a result of the initial Lunar Rock Coring Device Design Study, a preltm-
inar= power profile has been established for the drill. This po_ver profile may change
somewhat as additional development of the hmar drill continues, but the basic Lunar
Drill Load Simulator can still be employed for simulating these profiles.
The breadboard model coring device field tests have been conducted with a 24 VDC
input voltage, at average current levels of 20 to 25 amperes during the coring process.
R is anticipated that the final model drill will obtain the ten feet of rock core in 20-
inch segments. Assuming the higher power level of 2G amperes the power profile will
consist of six, 600-watt power cycles, each ranging in duration from 20 to 40 minutes.
The duration of each 20-inch drilling cycle depends upon the hardness of the rock to be
cored. In _.ddition, a small power expenditure of approximately 120 watts for two
minutes is required for reverse traversing of the drill string after each forward (cor-
ing) traverse.
i
The coring device automatically s_ops at t',_ completiou of each 20-inch coring i J
segment. Astronaut attendance is required for reverse traversing, removal of the
20-inch core, and coupling of a core barrel extension tube in preparation for the next _
coring cycle. Therefore, the period of time between each 600-watt coring cycle is ! I
variable, depending upon the availability of the astronaut.
LI)NAR DRILL LOAD SIMULATOR TESTS I I
In accordance with contractual requh.ements, several tests were performed on the
Lunar Drill Load Simulator as outlined in Gruman Aircraft Interface Control Document !
LIS-360-22501. Although this document was not included as a requirement for the 1.i
original Lunar Coring Device Design Study, the tests were performed and the results
are included in this report, i
A preliminary RF filter selection (Sprague Electric 30JX21) was made for the
motor, and comparative tests with and without the filter were performed. However,
the scope and time required for this ten-week program did not permit an exhaustive i-
investigation of the filter problem, i
Load Generated Ripple (LIS-360-2250i, Para, 3.3.1.2) I_L
A load generated ripple test was conducted on the Lunar Drill Load Simulator
operating at a 20-ampere load. A maximum ripple voltage of 3.0 _Ats peak at 12 KC
was measured with an oscilloscope. T_e ripple voltage amplitude was not improved _
by incorporation of the ttF fitters. A 17 KC tow pass filter wrs employed to facilitate LI
the ripple measurement. The measured amplitude of ripple voltage exceeds the speci-
fication limit by 2.5 volts. [|
H
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; i Dielectric Strength (LIS-360-22501, para. 3.3.1.4)
A dielectric strength test was performed on the Lunar Drill Load Simulator. A
_ 1500 VAC rms, 60 cps source was connected between the power input receptacle pins| and case ground of the motor. The maximum leakage current measured daring the
60-second test was 0.2 milliamperes, which was wi*A_inthe _o!erance specification.
l The 115 VAC 400 test not because the DC motor is notrms, cps
WaS performed
considered to be a coil type device. If the test were performed, the relatively low
AC impedance (approximately 1.25 ohms) of the motor armature would result in exces-
:_ _ive current and subsequent damage to the armature wire.
i J
Electromagnetic Interference (LSP-530-001)
Conducted and radiated electromagnetic interference tests were performed in an
ttF screen room as illustrated in Figure 1.4. A NF-105 Noise and Field Intensity
meter was employed for the tests using two line stabilization units wired in accord-
ance with 55 of LSP-530-001. Impedance curves for the line stabilization unitspageare illustrated in Figures I. 8 and I. 9.
Conducted/nterference.-This test was performed in accordance with LSP-530-001
(paragraph 3.3.1 and Figure 2) using Line stabilization units in both the posi¢ive and
negative power leads as shown in Figure I.4. Conducted interference measurementswere obtained for both_le positive and negative input leads, with and without the filters.
The results of this test are illustrated in Figures 1.5 and 1.6.
il Radiated Interference.-This _.3st was performed in accordance with LSP-530-001(paragraph 3.3.2 and Figure 8). The results are illustrated in FigureI.7.
!l CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Z] As illustrated in Figures 1.5 and 1.6, incorporation of the Sprague Electric Com-pany 30JX21 filters resulted in a significant decrease in the _onducted noise amplitude. _ _:;
However, the specification limits were exceeded at frequencies above approximately "_
2 to 3 megacycles. Radiated interference levels were also improved by incorporation _ _
of the fllte?'s, but again, specification limits were exceeded above 4 megacycles. _
_ he physical location of the filters on the Lunar Drill Load Simulator is not opti- _ _ _mum for radiated noise suppression. T_ motor case on flight models should be de- _" _:;
s_gned so that the RF filter_ arc_ completely encased. A_eo, time limitations prohibited
the investigation and test of other t)-pes of filters which may have been more effective _:_
for this particular application.
The foUowing recommendations are submitted for consideration by NASA: i_
1. The Lunar Drill Load Simulator should be employed for the LEM electro- _ _magnetic interference tests in order to evaluate system-level _ffects.
,tU ;.5
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2. An extensive electromagnetic interference investigation should be inctuded
during development of the prototype model coring device. Consideration
should also be given to the use of a brushless type DC motor ff noise levels
cannot be attenuated _ufficiently to meet LEM specifications. The additional
weight and other tradeoff clmracteristics of the brushles,q motor would re-
quire further investigation.
il
{i
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i CONDUCTED AND RADIATED ELECTROMAGNETIC TEST DATA
Test Equipment
of Test Equipment Serial No.
Radiated and NF-105 Noise & Field Intensity 1361
Conducted Inter- Meter
ferenee (Fl!tron) Li_e Stabilization Unit ME42143
Positive Lead
, .(Y.iltron) Line Stabilization Unit ME42138
i Nega'Ave Lead
Ripple Test Tektronix Scope Model 561 010251
Dytronics Low-Pass Filter 650207
Model 723
Dielectric Test Standard Hi-Pot Tester 8321
i AC Voltmeter - Weston Model 433 78869
All Tests DC Ammeter - Westen Model 901 2-29
1-13 _ '
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